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aders’ Forum
SUNSTONE welcomes letters from our readers and prints a representative sample of opinions.
All letters represent the attitudes of the writers and not necessarily those of the editors or
publisher. To be considered for publication, letters should not exceed 300 words. Any letter
may be edited for reasons of space and clarity. A more lengthy letter will be treated like a
manuscript submission.

Worship Ethic or Work Ethic
McCall is correct, and Lindgren is not.
In Mormon theology "right and
wrong are essentially independent of
divine will or decree." Lindgren
loathes the logical implications: (1) "If
we are ontologically independent of
God, then God did not create us"; (2)
"In making it possible for us to be like
God and co-equal with God, Mormon
thought has deprived God of that
which makes him worthy of our
worship .... In essence, he has
become nothing more than
Superman" (my emphasis); (3) "More
conventional theists, such as myself,
cannot worship a God who is simply a
reflection of the limitations found in
human experience."
Items (1) and (1) above were expressly
resolved by Joseph Smith’s "King
Follett Discourse" (April, 1844). In
making Man essentially "co-equal"
with God, King Follett revealed (in
Joseph’s words) the "grand secret" of
the correct relationship between man
and God (the Father). "Co-equal" is
the very word (correctly) used by
Lindgren in his letter. Lindgren,
therefore, has read (and correctly
understands) King Follett. (The word
"co-equal" was unofficially deleted by
B.H. Roberts, or altered to read "coeternal", a word of lesser hubris than
the unabashed "co-equal", in later
publications of the discourse.) I
personally prefer the original "coequal" not only because it is
historically more accurate but because
it correctly emphasizes the proper locus
of salvation, i.e. man’s eternal free
will.
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The concept of hubris and its opposite,
"humility" (an Orthodox, not a
Mormon concept) is a religious idol if
it is allowed to distort reality, i.e. the
co-equality of man’s free will with all
the powers of God (the Father).
Lindgren’s fears are well-founded. (1)
We are ontologically independent of
God, and--at least in terms of our
individual free will--God did not
create us. This alone is the single
most powerful doctrine in Mormon
theology, absolving God from moral
complicity in cosmic evil and
producing a first-rate Mormon
theodicy. Real individual freedom
cannot be squared with absolute
Divine sovereignty, which
characterizes every "other gospel" of
Orthodox and/or apostate extraction.
By choosing individual free will above
divine grace, the process above the
person, King Follett correctly depicts
the proper relationship between God
and man--that of parent and child. As
with mortal infants, "there is no
creation about it." They come from
pre-existing cells. Nibley has
devoted a lifetime to demonstrating
(from religious literatures) that
"creation" is but a metaphor; mortal
birth is a transposition in an on-going
process, a "rite of passage."
(2) I find nothing whatever offensive
in the concept of "God as Superman,’"
another way of saying that man can
progress to his individual Godhood.
Cosmic polytheism is not unchristian.
The cosmos is large enough to handle
a multitude of gods without their
rubbing or chafing on each other.

Monotheism exists, of course, as a
"local" (perhaps galactic) even.
Spatialization and temporalization of
God may reduce him to a "mere"
Superman. But who says that the
present, Orthodox, overly exalted,
absolute God of unlimited,
allpowerful, timeless, bodiless,
expanse and power is the "correct"
concept of God? The latter is
essentially Platonist; the former
anthropomorphic. "’Spiritualizing"
away God’s body does not make that
concept any less an idol.
(3) Worship can be a waste of time, a
perversion of the gospel, if carried to
excess. How much worship is proper?
It is a matter of personal preference.
"If ye love me, keep my
commandments," not "if ye love me,
worship me.’" I fear that the worshipethic has erroneously supplanted the
work-ethic. The true gospel is and
always was a gospel of works.
Worship the absolute God, if you
must, but better to appreciate the
Father for his past efforts (his past
mortality) at achieving godhood and
recognize that we, too, are now part
of the very same process--for good or
ill, depending upon our free will
choices--as he underwent (to his
inestimable gain) in his (and her)
achievement of godhood.
How "worshipful" is it to admire
ecstatically from the sidelines when
you are supposed to be out on the
playingfield?
G.C. Ensley
Los Hamitos, California

Reply to Smith
Mr. Smith indicated that the silence of
the readers of SUNSTONE disturbed him
because people with inquiring minds
ought to be challenged by the questions
left unanswered in "Defending the
Keystone."
I cannot speak for others, only for
myself. I am hesitant about classifying
myself as a scholar for I am not sure
what constitutes a "scholar." My formal
education ended in 1936 when I
graduated from high school. However, I
am a voracious reader and thus consider
myself fairly well educated. I left the
church of my childhood when, at the
age of 19, I was disappointed in answers
to questions for which I needed more
than perfunctory replies. I searched-rather diligently I believe--for a religion
which could provide a logical
explanation for the existence of the
earth and man’s presence thereon. In
1950 I joined the LDS church and must
confess that at the time I did not have a
personal testimony of the spirit, only a

sense that my search for logic had been
rewarded.

and that it can stand against any
opposition.
The testimony of the spirit came later,
If I feel, in all honesty, that the "true
as I continued my search for truth. For I
facts" of any particular issue will have
never ceased to be challenged by
no effect whatsoever on my testimony
unanswered questions. Each time I felt
this becomes an important factor in
troubled by "loose ends" I was never
deciding whether or not I will continue
satisfied until I had searched through all
my research. Then the deciding factor
material available to me, including
would be whether or not I have access
various translations of the Bible, books
to the resource material which would be
written by LDS scholars and Church
vital in trying to ascertain "true" facts.
leaders, speeches, essays, commentaries,
In the case of B. H. Roberts and his
books on philosophy, scientific papers,
challenge, I have no access to any
archaelogical reports, historical records,
material that would shed any light on
theological discourses .... whatever
his questions.
could be obtained that might throw
Quite some time ago I decided that the
some light on the subject.
problem presented by B. H. Roberts
I suppose there are pseudo-intellectuals
offered no obstacle to me, because I did
who view with contempt those who are
not accept Joseph Smith as a prophet
able to accept the doctrines of the LDS
because of his literary genius, his
church with a simplistic faith. However,
research capacities, or his expertise in
there have been many times as I have
the field of translating ancient
searched for answers, that ! have envied
documents. He stands as a prophet
those who could be content with the
because of his life, the church he
Testimony of Truth that comes through
established, and the quality of men who
the Spirit, needing no supportive
now stand at the head of that church.
knowledge.
And THAT is why I do not respond to
When I am faced with a question I cannot
answer, I must make a decision. Do I the challenges set forth by B. H.
Roberts. I do not know whether this
persist in pursuing the issue, even though I
disqualifies me as a scholar or not. I do
might not have access to sufficient resource
material? Is there a danger that my hope not, for I have a natural curiosity
about things that suggest more research
concentration on one possibly unanswerable question might erode my faith? Is the might be enlightening, but I do not want
to devote valuable time chasing the
risk worth the quest?
elusive golden fleece. I must regularly
My first step is to recall the unanswered
decide for myself when a genuine search
questions of my youth, and how many
for truth is in danger of becoming mere
of them have been answered satisfactcuriosity.
orily and logically by the doctrine of the
The inquiring mind can easily be
LDS church. The few loose ends that
involved in constant torment. For
still frustrate and torment me are
example, I have spent many, many
nothing compared to the frenzy I knew
hours of research over the past 30 years
as a girl when every question was
in trying to logically eliminate my basic
answered by "Some day you will underbelief in pre-destination, for we are
stand."
taught that this is false doctrine. Logic
Second, my instinct for logic surfaces.
demands that man must have free
Either Joseph Smith is a prophet, or he
agency, and each time my research leads
is not. I review my reasons for believing
me to an acceptance of fore-ordination
that he is. If he is a prophet, then
in lieu of pre-destination .... Neal
whatever discrepancies which can be
Maxwell
writes another article on the
found in the Book of Mormon will be
subject and completely destroys all of
resolved eventually when either the
my well-organized research. However,
Prophet himself can be available to
since logic demands that man must have
answer questions, or the proper
free agency, I must conclude that if I
documents come into our hands. By the
could just spend about three hours in
way, I have one or two questions which
conversation with Neal Maxwell, we
I consider much more vital than the ones
could probably resolve the conflict for-raised by B. H. Roberts, which remain
as a friend of mine suggested--I
unanswered.
probably interpret what he says
Third, I consider whether or not the
through my pre-conceived ideas of
solution will have any impact on my
predestination.
testimony, either to strengthen it or
So I conclude that God, having decreed
diminish it. If I decide that this is indeed
that man should live by faith, has made
possible, then I know that I must pursue
certain that none of us have all
the subject for I cannot allow myself the
knowledge, for then there would be no
luxury of dodging an issue out of fear
opportunity to exercise faith.
that my testimony cannot stand. It is
vitally important to me to know that
And so, why New Testament comments
my strength comes through knowledge,
seem to appear in the Old Testament

time period in the Book of Mormon will
be an issue I shall take up with the
Prophet when I have an opportunity to
talk to him .... but it will come second
to my inquiries about pre-destination.
Marie L. Sorenson
Reno, Nevada
Reevaluate the Word of Wisdom
I was fascinated by Stan Kimball’s
letter which very articulately raised
some questions concerning the Word
of Wisdom. He concisely expressed
some of the concerns that I have
personally had with the overemphasis
on the evils of drinking tea and coffee.
I do not believe that he questions the
wisdom of abstaining from these
drinks, just its misuse as a barrier to
the Celestial Glory.
I believe Mormons "sin" in ways more
subtle than tea and coffee. In
Kimball’s letter he briefly touched
upon obesity as being deleterious to
one’s health. I could not agree with
him more. However, inasmuch as 46
percent of those surveyed were
overweight, does not that
demonstrate a serious health problem
in Utah and among the Mormons? Is
that not cause for some alarm?
I had a friend who was grossly
overweight and was told by his wife
and personal physician to loose some
weight or die. Well, two years ago he
died from a massive heart attack and
holding a valid temple recommend. I
am anxiously awaiting the day when
members are denied temple
recommends because they are
overweight. Obesity predisposes a
person to a myriad of health
problems: heart disease, hypertension,
and diabetes, to name a few. I find it
totally inconsistent to deny members
of the Church temple recommends
because they drink coffee or tea while
at the same time granting a
recommend to someone who is
horribly obese!
This has been a burning issue for me
for many years. I have felt totally
impotent at my inability to change
this inequitable policy. I have
considered myself a lonely individual
futilely jousting at windmills. Could
the day come when the Bretheren will
reevaluate the Word of Wisdom? To
whom can those of us who lack the
lobby address our frustrations? Is
anyone listening to us? I hate to risk
disenfranchisement from the Church
because of my unorthodox opinions,
but at the same time I feel that I am
being cheated from a basic right--full
acceptance by the Church.
John A. Cox
La Crescenta, California
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LDS Position: Ethical, Consistent, and
Reasonable
I have just read the excellent articles
on abortion and on the Church in
politics in SUNSTONE 6:4. Much food
for thought. I appreciate the real
dialogue occurring in those pieces.
Although I tend to believe with Mr.
Firmage, I find Mr. Williams’s
comments and cautions most valuable.
However, against Mr. Williams’s
emphasis On separation of church and
state, I would recommend reading an
article by D.M. Kelley, "How Much
Freedom of Speech Is Allowed to the
Churches?" in Christianity & Crisis 41,
15 (Oct. 5), 1981. In his argument Mr.
Kelley cites two recent U.S. Supreme
Court decisions bearing directly on
the issue:
Adherents of particular faiths and
individual churches frequently take
strong positions on public issues . . .
of course, churches as much as secular
bodies and private citizens have that

right. (Wa|z v. Tax Commission, 397
U.S. at 670)

Rather than less involvement, I would
prefer that the Church participate
more in many social issues, from war
to social justice to environmental
degradation. We need more openness
and honesty about the whole process.
Perhaps the priesthood principle of
common consent should be exercised
here as in other official Church
matters. A period of open discussion
among the membership followed by a
leadership recommendation and then
common consent procedure would act
as a check against some of the worst
abuses of ecclesiastical authority in
political causes. Only those statements
receiving common consent would
become official and thereby justify an
imprimatur of the First Presidency
and implementation in and by the
Church.
Such a process would not, of course,
constrain Church leaders (and other
members) from publicly expressing
their personal views. And that would
imply that our own responsibility
would be to test the truth of such
opinions through personal prayer and
reception of the Holy Spirit. It would
be (and is), as Mr. Williams suggests,
the role of Church leadership to teach
and testify of correct principles.
The articles on abortion by Hill,
Rytting, and Segers were most
enlightening and useful; they certainly
enhance appreciation for complexities,
dilemmas, and difficulties of
attempting to formulate an
appropriate attitude toward and public
policy regarding abortion. The
statement by Mr. Sherlock illustrates
the tone and substance of an extreme
4/Sunstone

prolife position: rigidity,
oversimplification, faulty reasoning,
indefensible assumptions, etc. Many
of the comments by Hill, Rytting, and
Segers bear directly on Sherlock’s
argument, and do so better than I can.
However, I would add a thought or
two.
Contrary to Mr. Sherlock, I do not
find abortion to be "the most divisive
issue" and dangerous phenomenon in
American society. Nuclear war and
ecosystem destruction are far more
serious threats to individual life and
civilizational survival. And I find
logical fallacies in numerous parts of
his statement. But the most important
issue to challenge in this short space
is Mr. Sherlock’s starting point: his
basic premise that "the fetus is a
human being" and conclusion that
given such a postulate "the Church’s
position is far too lax..." Ignoring the
problem of missing premises and steps
between his initial assumption and
conclusion, I will address the
substance of that first postulate.
Others have considered this in more
detail, but I should like to make
explicit more of LDS theology which
makes the current Church policy quite
consistent and reasonable.
Modern scripture teaches that the
soul consists of both body and spirit.
Thus there is no human soul where
there is no spirit and no human life in
the divine definition until spirit joins
body. Physiology is insufficient to
define humanness and conception
does not distinguish the fetus of homo
sapiens from that of any other animal.
Humanness is an attainment which
transcends mere biology. To produce a
human individual requires the
addition of such essential attributes as
spirit, consciousness, agency,
autonomy, power, etc. Of these, only
spirit seems to become part of the
body before birth.
Just when the spirit enters a body is a
major unresolved issue. The Church
certainly has no official position. But
B.H. Roberts and David O. McKay
both believed and taught that the
spirit enters the body at or shortly
before birth. In the mid 1950s, Pres.
McKay sent his counselor, J.Reuben
Clark, Jr., to speak on this topic to
seminary and institute teachers
gathered at BYU. That talk was
published by the Church under the
title "Man: God’s Greatest Miracle.’"
In it Pres. Clark set forth an
argument, drawn partly from holy
writ, in support of the belief that
spirit does not enter the fetus much
before birth. Thus, the best--if
unofficial--opinion of the First
Presidency denies that a fetus

represents full human life.
In any case, when spirit joins body to
form a living human soul is a matter
of theology; it cannot be resolved by
scientific research or philosophical
fiat. As a matter of religious faith it
should be exempt from the realm of
federal and state regulation. It would
be wholly inappropriate for the U.S.
:government to establish a law which
presupposes some particular solution
of that issue.
’One reason the LDS church accepts
.abortion under certain conditions is
the ambiguity about when spirit and
body are joined versus the certainty of
full humanness of parent. In this,
iMormons find common ground with
:many other religions. But LDS
theology is unique in another belief
’which also supports a "soft" or
moderate position on abortion. Unlike
traditional Christianity, Mormon
teachings support the idea that if a
spirit "loses" its intended body
(through spontaneous or deliberate
abortion, etc.), God will provide
another opportunity for said spirit.
That is, no spirit will be
consigned to "hell" or otherwise lose
its opportunity for full salvation
simply because a fetus was aborted. I
ipersonally know cases where bishops
have given inspired blessings to
parents grieving over a miscarriage to
the effect that the spirit intended for
that body would yet be sent to them
in another body.
Remember, too, that all life is
ultimately in the hands of a just God.
Abortion may harm the perpetrators
(e.g., parent and doctor) but it cannot
in any way harm the spirit which
,.might have been associated with any
particular fetus subject to abortion.
.Again, we have a theological
justification for the Church exhibiting
:more concern over the well-being
~lspiritual, emotional, physical) of the
’woman than over the fetus and for a
defense of individual choice in the
:matter.

’Thus, for these and other reasons, the
non-absolutistic, moderately
conservative position of the LDS
church is ethical, consistent, and
reasonable.
T. Allen Lambert
Ithaca, New York

Negative Messages Come Through
Three cheers to Harold T.
Christensen, Marvin and Ann
Rytting, and Marybeth Raynes for
their fine articles on LDS sexual
attitudes and behavior which appeared

in the March-April issue of SUNSTONE.
Their in-depth studies and thinking
on this important, but relatively
neglected, subject were much needed
and very much appreciated.
Marybeth’s "Wish-List" and proposed
system of sexual ethics for the
Church, which expand on the
implications of the previous authors’
findings, were particularly
fascinating--and, in my opinion, right
on target.
May I be so bold as to add another
issue to her list which, if I am not
misinterpreting her article, seems to
be implicit in, and thus follow logically
from, her statements on sexual
dysfunction, "the increasingly
negative view of sexuality" in the
Church, and the resulting "doublebind" in which she perceptively
recognizes these problems place many
Mormons.
The question which I have, and which
is the bottom line and ultimate issue
for me in this area, is this: How can
the true church of God reconcile its
justifiably supreme and aggressively
promoted value of family togetherness
on the one hand with its
predominantly negative teachings on
sex? Such negative attitudes can lead
to sexual dysfunction on the part of
one spouse, which may encourage the
other to seek sexual satisfaction
outside their marriage. It seems to me
that in light of these all-too-frequent
consequences, nobody’s goals in tt~e
Church are achieved by this almost
exclusively negative approach to
sexuality--neither the liberals’ (with
their emphasis on the joys of proper
sex) nor the conservatives’ (with their
preoccupation with chastity).
Within a recent six-month period, I
encountered no less than I6 (!) good
LDS couples (I stopped counting after
that) whose marriages either had
broken up, were ready to break up, or
were in very serious trouble, either
largely or partially because of the
problem of sexual dysfunction and
negative teachings about sex which
were a prominent part of all of their
upbringings. And I wasn’t even
making a special, systematic effort to
go out and look for such problems, as
scholarly researchers are inclined to
do.
As a result of this personal
observation, my next questions are
these: Does the Church really care
about these marriages? Do we really
believe in family togetherness as an
unqualified LDS ideal? Or do we
merely believe in it, unless sexual
dysfunction is involved? Then all too
often our puritanical and/or victorian
attitudes prevail and the sacred.,

eternal family unit goes right down
the tube.
Surely this cannot be the real message
of the Church on sex--or can it?
Officially, of course, it isn’t. But, as
our four authors have so exhaustively
pointed out, popularly (i.e., through
Conference talks, Church manuals
and magazines, etc., which are the
main sources of doctrine for the vast
majority of members) the negative
teachings so far outweigh the positive
that an observer could reasonably
conclude that unintentionally, at least,
this is the message being conveyed.
In a revealing interview with BYU
marriage counselor-intern, Anne
Barclay-Cope, on "Sex and the
Mormon Church," broadcast on 24
November 1976, KTVX’s Karl Idsvoog
highlighted the problem when he
stated:
The Mormon Church probably
works harder than any other
institution to help its member
families with their problems. But in
the area of sex, nearly every
psychologist and psychiatrist we
talked with agreed, some of the
Church’s strict moral codes cause
problems and make people feel guilty

or inhibited about sex.
When asked why she felt the most
significant problem these attitudes
cause among BYU couples is in the
initial adjustment to sex in marriage,
Ms. Cope responded:
Because all their life they’ve been
taught that sex is a no-no, that it’s
not to be talked about, that your
bodies are not to be touched by
either yourself or anyone else.
Suddenly you’re married for time
and eternity to someone, and you
now have license to be sexually
active, and you don’t know how.

Perhaps our authors and/or other
reputable scholars could undertake
another series of articles, beginning
where these highly worthwhile
studies left off, in which these critical
problems could be thoroughly
researched and directly addressed, so
that laymen like myself might be able
to learn what can be done to correct
these difficulties. I think we owe the
future families of the Church (i.e.,
your and my own descendants) no less
than this.
Robert G. Vernon
Salt Lake City, Utah

and Perplexities
BEYOND A SHADOW
Marvin Rytting
Orson Scott Card has written--or at
least edited--a wonderful little
Mormon dictionary called Saintspeak. It
is witty and insightful and a must for
anyone who wants to understand
Mormon dialect. One of the Mormon
usages Card defines is knowledge, which
in saintspeak is to be translated as
"The ultimate level of certainty, much
stronger than faith. It means that you
have had faith in something so long
you can’t remember ever thinking
about it and you certainly don’t intend
to start now." Exactly. Webster’s New
Collegiate Dictionary defines
knowledge more mundanely as
"familiarity gained by actual
experience." There are additional
definitions, but certainty is not one of

them. Certainty is an extension of
faith or belief, not the definition of
knowledge. For the Saints, however,
the equating of knowledge and
certainty is probably irreversible and
both of them are usually equated with
truth. We talk a lot about knowing
that things are true or knowing the
truth, but what do we know about
the nature of knowing or of truth?
Epistemology--the study of
knowledge--has been a major concern
of philosophy throughout its history.
Hundreds--probably thousands--of
weighty tom~s have been written
trying to explicate the methods of
gaining knowledge, the grounds for
establishing knowledge, and the limits
and validity of these methods and
grounds. In this column, I cannot add
continued on p. 60
Ju/y-August/$
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I have looked upon the community of Latter-day Saints
in a vision and beheld them organized
as one great family of heaven,
each person performing his several duties
in his line of industry,
working for the good of the whole
more than for individual aggrandizement;
and in this I have beheld the most beautiful order
that the mind of man can contemplate,
and the grandest results for
the upbuilding of the kingdom of God
and the spread of righteousness upon the earth...
Why can we not so live in this world?
Brigham Young1

EN AND EARTH
:compares the Shakers, Oneida Perfectionists, and Mormons

LAWRENCE FOSTER

B

RIGHA~M Young’s sermon of January 12, 1868,
eloquently underscores the importance of the
concept of the family in the Church of Jesus Christ
of Latter-day Saints. Although the family has been an
important topic of theological concern in nearly all
religions, few groups have placed such extraordinary
emphasis on the ideas as have the Mormons. Like many
other groups, the Latter-day Saints have seen the family
as the basic building block of social order, as well as the
model for larger institutions such as church and
government. Yet the Mormons have gone farther than
have most other religious movements in seeing the
family not merely as the basis of social~order in this life,
but also as the foundation for all growth and
development in the afterlife as well. In a very
fundamental sense, Mormonism is not simply concerned
with the family, as are so many other groups; the
Mormon religion in the last analysis really is about the
family. The Church is conceived as the family writ large,
with both the strengths and weaknesses that such an
emphasis entails.2
To understand the development of Mormon
theological approaches to the family, one must first
understand the basic concerns of the Latter-day Saint
religious movement as a whole. Western New York
state, where Joseph Smith grew up and founded the
Mormon church in 1830, was an area that was
experiencing rapid economic growth, unstable social
conditions, and sharply conflicting religious movements
during the antebellum period. Much as California today
serves as both a source and magnet for all manner of
religious and social causes, western New York in the
early nineteenth century was repeatedly "burned over"
by the fires of religious revivalism and by crusades to
transform society. Joseph Smith, a poor and uneducated
but precocious and sensitive young man, was deeply
disturbed by the cacophony of ideas and causes that
surrounded him. How was he or anyone else to know
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what was really true, he asked? Eventually Smith lapses from ideal standards would occur. They therefore
reached the conclusion that all existing religions were took careful and realistic steps to restrain such behavior
wrong and that God had specially called him to set up a as much as possible. On the other hand, and contrary to
new religious and social synthesis--both for himself and the popular stereotype, the Puritans were certainly not
for others. Through what he described as the
sexual prudes. They held very positive attitudes toward
"translation" of a set of golden plates and a series of sexual expressions within marriage, which they
"revelations" from God, he began to create a set of
considered part of the natural blessings and expectations
beliefs and a religious organization that he conceived as a
of God. Although Puritan society faced many
restoration of early Christianity and a synthesis of all challenges, during the seventeenth century it was
previously valid human truth. The new faith, he characterized by stability, hierarchy, and a strong
believed, ultimately would usher in a millennium of emphasis on achieving consensus.8
earthly peace and harmony--the kingdom of heaven on
earth .3
If Smith was concerned about the religious disorder in
the "burned over district," he must also have been
disturbed by the disruption of family life, marriage, and
THE CHURCH IS CONCEIVED AS
sex roles in the area. Western New York was a hotbed of
competing sexual attitudes and experiments, ranging
THE FAMILY WRIT LARGE, WITH
from the celibacy of the Shakers to the promiscuous
THE STRENGTHS AND WEAKm
sexual activities that came to be known by the pejorative
’’4
catch-all term, "spiritual wifery.
Joseph Smith was an
NESSES OF THAT EMPHASIS.
active and inquisitive young man who was coming of age
himself. It is thus surely no accident that concern for a
restoration of proper family ties was implicit in the
.commission Smith said had been given him in his vision
of September 21, 1823--when, according to his account,
the angel Moroni told him that he would eventually
bring forth the Book of Mormon. It was said then that
The descendants of the Puritans with whom Joseph
Elijah would restore to Joseph Smith the priesthood Smith came in contact during the nineteenth century
powers of the true church before the Second Coming.
had changed in many ways, both theologically and
"And he shall plant in the hearts of children the promises
socially, from their forebears. Beginning in the late
made to the fathers, and the hearts of the children shall
seventeenth century, the intensity of Puritan religious
turn to their fathers. If it were not so, the whole earth
commitment had begun to wane (this was true in other
would be utterly wasted at his coming.’’5 The Book of groups as well) and by the time of the American
Mormon itself similarly included discussions of the Revolution, church membership in the American
"fornication and lasciviousness and every kind of sin" colonies as a whole had dropped to between 5 and 8
that were running rampant in its time.6 Such excesses, percent, the lowest level in American history. In
and the family disharmony with which they were addition, by the aftermath of the American Revolution
the rate of premarital pregnancies in America had
associated, were denounced in no uncertain terms,
although no detailed blueprints for overcoming such climbed from earlier relatively low figures to over 25
percent of the first born children, suggesting a
problems were offered.
9
It was one thing to be disturbed by the family dis- breakdown of previous forms of social control.
Following
the
American
Revolution,
religious
groups
order in western New York during the antebellum
concerned
about
the
weakness
of
the
churches
in
years, and quite another to do something about it. In
attempting to develop principles upon which order could America began a concerted evangelical campaign against
be reestablished in family relations as well as in religious religious "infidelity." New revivalistic techniques-including dramatic preaching styles, mass meetings, and
life, Smith could draw on many sources. One of the most
exhortations to total commitment--were pioneered to
important of these undoubtedly came from his New
bring in new members and money. The Calvinistic
England heritage. In many respects Mormonism was, as
Emerson described it, "an afterclap of Puritanism’’Tin emphasis on human depravity and helplessness when
both in its approach to religion and to the family. The contrasted with a distant and all-powerful God, gave
way increasingly to a more optimistic Arminian view
Puritans who emigrated to Massachusetts were
which stressed the active role that individuals could play
attempting to overcome the religious and social disin achieving their own salvation.1°
order they had experienced in England by creating a
With regard to family ideals and practices, the
cohesive new "Bible Commonwealth" in which the good
evangelical counterthrust also had a profound impact.
of the community would take precedence over individual
Although initially concerned with specifically religious
self-interest. The family for them served as a model for
other social institutions, with its hierarchical relations issues, many revivalists eventually began to apply
religious principles to pressing social problems as well.
between husband and wife, parents and children fitting
Using arguments similar to those of the revivalists,
into a larger hierarchy of relationships extending up to
temperance crusaders denounced the drinking of alcohol
God. The Puritans strongly opposed fornication and
as a sin and stressed the devastating effects of drink on
adultery, as well as other less common sexual transfamily life. Criticizing the widespread experimentation
gressions. Yet given their Calvinistic belief in the innate
and uncertainty in family and sexual matters in the
depravity of human nature, Puritans anticipated that
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1830s and 1840s, ministers and secular reformers alike
by the 1850s were advocating more restrictive attitudes
toward sexual relations, even within marriage. This
developing Victorian ethos, with its "cult of true
womanhood," stress on domesticity, and
sentimentalized view of the family, placed enormous,
even cosmic emphasis on the importance of "the home."
The home for many became a retreat from the unbridled
competition of the rapidly developing capitalistic society
outside, a way of preserving cooperative values in the
face of excessive individualism. Writers such as Horace
Bushnell in his Christian Nurture, Catherine Beecher in
her Treatise on Domestic Economy, and innumerable others,
all in their various ways stressed that the home and the
nuclear family could play an essential part in holding
society together in an age of increasing fragmentation.~l
Sermons and hymns further emphasized such themes
using explicitly religious metaphors.
Out of this social milieu, and in reaction to it, evolved
Mormonism, as well as several other restorationist
groups which looked toward the literal establishment of
the kingdom of heaven on earth. Some of these groups
were dissatisfied with the narrowness of the antebellum emphasis on the nuclear family and instituted

INTENSE BIBLICISM AND COMMITMENT TO ESTABLISHING THE
KINGDOM OF HEAVEN ON EARTH
LEAD MORMONS TOWARDS A
NEW FAMILY THEOLOGY.

religious practices which, they insisted, did not reject the
family ideal, but raised it to a higher level. The Shakers,
who practiced celibacy, and the Oneida Perfectionists,
who engaged in complex marriage, both felt that an
expanded family would prove superior to the more
constricted nuclear family union.
Interpreting the New Testament passage that "in the
resurrection they neither marry nor are given in
marriage" to mean that the afterlife was celibate, the
Shakers attempted to realize what they took to be that
heavenly model on earth.12 By the 1830s they had
established some 60 semi-monastic communities or
"families" stretching from Maine to Indiana, governed
under an hierarchical and oligarchic family-style paternalism.~aWithin each commun,a,1 family, individual
Shakers referred to each other as brother’" and ’"sister,"
and especially beloved adult members were addressed as
"father" and "mother." Family imagery is particularly
pronounced in Shaker hymns, which speak, over and
over again, of the love of their foundress Mother Ann

Lee for her loyal children and of her children’s love for
Mother and for each other. Even more than the
revivalistic songs of the larger society, Shaker hymns
convey a sense of childlike simplicity, delight, and
yearning for unity. Only the sexual and individualistic
attachments of normal family life were eliminated so
that total loyalty could be devoted to their community
and to God.14
The Oneida Perfectionists, who established their chief
community in central New York state in the late 1840s
with a system of complex marriage or group marriage,
dealt even more skillfully and explicitly than did the
Shakers with the problem of how ideal family relations
were to be realized. John Humphrey Noyes, the founder
of the Oneida Community, described it over and over
again as an "enlarged family," and he vehemently
rejected the claim that he was breaking the family apart.
Rather, he declared that he was securing for all
individuals in the community the benefits of a larger
group. Noyes argued, in contrast to the Shakers, that
while monogamous marriage would not exist in the
afterlife, sex would. The Saints would all love each other
equally, and this would include expression of sexual love
between men and women. At Oneida, therefore, where
an attempt was made to realize this heavenly pattern on
earth, "each was married to all" in a complex marriage. In
the words of the community hymn, they "all [had] one
home and one family relation." The entire community
lived under one roof in the large, sprawling "Mansion
House"; they joined in the daily religious-and-business
meetings at which Noyes often delivered his didactic
"Home Talks"; and they participated in the full range of
communal work, rather as though they were living
under a feudal manorial system. Like the Shakers, their
elimination of the exclusive sexual, emotional, and
economic attachments of the nuclear family allowed
them to develop a more inclusive loyalty to the
community and to God.~s
How did Mormon attitudes toward the family
compare with these other restorationist groups and
with the ideals developing in Victorian America? In the
1830s, as Klaus Hansen has suggested in his provocative
analysis in Mormonism and the American Experience, the
Latter-day Saints initially seem to have looked back
primarily toward earlier more "traditional" approaches
to the family such as those of the Puritans.~6 On the one
hand, Joseph Smith, like the Puritans, rejected celibacy.
In his revelation to the Shakers in March 1831, Smith
sharply criticized them, both because of their celibacy
and because they were founded by a woman.17 On the
other hand, early Mormons appear, like the Puritans, to
have accepted the idea of sex within marriage as a good
thing, a part of the natural blessings and expectations of
God. While records of their attitudes on this point are
scarce, there is little evidence that they accepted the
nascent Victorian notions that even within marriage
sexual relations should be strictly limited. Finally, like
the Puritans, the early Church was strict in punishing
lapses against conventional sexual morality, including
excommunicating unrepentant offenders, yet they
viewed such sins as only one among a number of sins
rather than as a uniquely dangerous threat to "purity" as
the Victorians would later. In short, Mormons of the
1830s gave little public indication that their family and
sexual ideals differed significantly from those of their
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Puritan forebears.
The chief factors that would lead the Mormons of the
next decade towards a new family theology and
unorthodox family practices grew out of their
combination of intense biblicism and their millennial
commitment to establishing the kingdom of heaven on
earth. Like the early Puritans, the early Church looked
back toward Old Testament Hebrew models for many of
their family ideals and considered themselves in some
sense literally a "New Israel," replicating earlier Hebrew
tribal practices. Like many of his nineteenth century
contemporaries as well, Joseph Smith immersed himself
in the Bible and conceived of the whole of human history
within the context established by biblical record. Yet
Smith and the early Mormons went beyond
conventional biblicism, either of the Puritans or of their

ARE THE SPECIFIC, LIMITED,
EARTHLY PRACTICES OF THE
SAINTS DIVINELY ORDAINED AND
IMMUTABLE?

own day. The Book of Mormon, for example, purported
to be a continuation of scripture, and Smith claimed
continuing revelations, asserting that the direct influx
of the divine into human history had not ceased with
New Testament days. As he reflected on the lives of the
Hebrew patriarchs whom he admired so much, Smith
could hardly have helped but wonder why the Lord
apparently sanctioned their taking of plural wives. If the
millennial dispensation was to be a "restoration of all
things," a synthesis of all previously valid human truth,
might it not also include a restoration of polygamous
marriage? These and other family-related concerns had
remained in the background during most of the 1830s as
the Latter-day Saints attempted to establish their
religious faith on a firm foundation. But during the early
1840s in Nauvoo, Illinois, family and kinship concerns
came to the fore as the Mormons increasingly devoted
themselves to the effort to establish their political
kingdom of God, an autonomous, self-sufficient
organization which they expected to govern the world
during the millennium,is
The period between 1839 and 1844 which the Latterday Saints spent in Nauvoo, Illinois, under Joseph
Smith’s leadership proved to be pivotal in their history in
almost every respect, including the development of a
new family theology. Nauvoo saw the climax of an
earlier phase of Mormon development and set the
pattern of new doctrinal, social, and political approaches
which would be further developed and tested in Utah.
From one perspective, Nauvoo was a typical Jacksonian
boom town, representative of the raw potentiality,
enthusiasm, crassness, and tensions that characterized
the era. Yet at a more fundamental level, the Mormons
in Nauvoo were attacking and attempting to overcome
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the rampant, exploitative individualism which
surrounded them. They were seeking a total solution,
more akin to medieval ideals in which religious and social
life were inextricably intertwined and the good of the
community took precedence over individual selfinterest. Mundane secular life would be re-sacralized
and integrated into a new organic unity which in turn
had its place and meaning in the cosmic order.
During this period, Smith moved vigorously to
present new doctrines that had long been germinating in
his mind, doctrines designed to reestablish social
cohesion not only on earth, but also throughout all
eternity.19 Basic to these new doctrines was an
elaboration of Church authority through ceremonies
viewed as indissolubly linking the living and the dead.
Smith claimed the keys of St. Peter, with the power to
bind and to loose, on earth and in heaven. This was the
basis for the doctrine of baptism for the dead, which was
designed to allow dead relatives to accept the Mormon
gospel in the afterlife. The material and spiritual worlds
were described as a continuum. God was seen in
anthropomorphic terms--once a man, he had
progressed to godhood, as man could too.
The most important of these new doctrines were
special marrige sealing ceremonies designed to give
permanence to eartlhly marriage after death. In contrast
to Shaker or Oneida Perfectionist doctrine, Mormon
modern revelation declared that while no marriages
would be performed in heaven, marriage and the social
cohesion provided by family and kinship ties would be
the basis for all growth and progression in the afterlife.20
Earthly marriage itself was an ephemeral state; unless
marriages were properly sealed by the Mormon
priesthood on earth, in the light of eternity, they would
not continue. Those who were not married for eternity
would be the lowest class in the afterlife--solitary
"ministering angels," a sort of perpetual servant class
unable to progress further. Sealings for eternity, on the
other hand, made possible progression toward godhood,
as men became great patriarchs who ruled over an everincreasing posterity and moved on to settle whole
worlds. There was a sense of the awesome power of
sexuality and procreation in human development.
Most controversial, Smith revealed that polygamous
marriage was a particularly exalted form of eternal or
celestial marriage. If marriage with one wife, sealed
under the authority of the Priesthood, could bring
ultimate godhood for men, then having more than one
wife merely accelerated the process, in line with God’s
promise to Abraham that his seed eventually would be as
numerous as the stars in the sky or the sands in the seashore. Furthermore, polygamy made possible the
reuniting of all family members around their patriarchal
leaders in the afterlife. Even if a man had lost a wife and
remarried, those wives would be his again after he died.
Though giving few details of exactly how polygamy was
to be practiced, the revelation on plural and celestial
marriage repeatedly stressed that any unauthorized
liaisons established outside the bonds of Church
supervised law were heinously sinful and required
drastic measures for atonement. Once again, total
loyalty to the Church was put forward as the supreme
principle.2~
These Nauvoo doctrines represented a sharp
departure from normative Judaic and Christian belief.

Yet Latter-day Saint concepts such as the close linkage
of matter and spirit, an anthropomorphic god with a
plurality of other originally human gods progressing
toward the achievement of similar divinity, baptism for
the dead, and, above all, an afterlife in which the
relationships of this life could continue in some literal
sense, had much potential appeal in the nineteenth
century. What were the reasons for that appeal? How
well did these doctrines "meet the needs of the human
family?"22
In examining and evaluating the effects of these
doctrines of continuing family ties, it is important to
keep in mind the distinction between a basic principle,
which may be viewed by believers as eternal, and the
specific and often highly variable ways in which that
principle may be realized in practice. The underlying
principle behind the Nauvoo doctrines was the effort to
achieve cohesion by strengthening and extending
kinship ties and loyalties, but the precise ways in which
such increased cohesion could be achieved varied
greatly. For example, both Joseph Smith and Brigham
Young (as well as the RLDS and Strangite Mormons)
attempted at different times to set up the Order of
Enoch or United Order, yet in each case they backed off
from such efforts when those efforts failed to
strengthen the group as had been hoped. Similarly,
during the exodus to Utal~ Brigham Young attempted to
introduce a form of the law of adoption in which all
Mormon men would ultimately be sealed to the leaders
of the Church and each other, thereby indissolubly
linking all members together in an enlarged family. In
practice, however, the adoptionary system contributed
to jealously and tension rather than unity and so it was
largely abandoned by the late 1840s.23
Keeping in mind this distinction between principle and
practice, let us look at the strengths and weaknesses of
the Mormon emphasis on the importance of the family.
For a group which in the nineteenth century was heavily
persecuted, moved frequently, and could not rely fully
on normal legal channels for redress of grievances,
family and kinship ties could provide an essential source
of strength and cohesion. The tribal sense of being a
chosen people, a New Israel, produced a feeling of special
pride and commitment. The belief that valued earthly
relationships could be eternal was a comfort in the face
of long absences of missionary husbands, as well as the
struggles, sickness, and death that were experienced by
so many Mormons.
Plural marriage, both in theory and in practice, could
further extend such loyalties. As only one example, by
his death at age 88, the Mormon patriarch Benjamin F.
Johnson was related by blood or marriage to over 800
people.24 Furthermore, marriage, plural or otherwise,
provided experience in cooperative action and
subordination of individual desires to larger group goals
which could carry over into the cooperative Mormon
effort to achieve rapid settlement and development of
the intermountain West. As Leonard Arrington has
observed, initially "only a high degree of religious
devotion and discipline, superb organization and
planning, made survival possible."2~ Mormon family
experiences and commitment to a family model played
an essential role in this larger settlement effort.
Yet there were problems with the Mormon family
system, especially with polygamy. Although the Latter-

day Saints, like the Shakers and Oneida Perfectionists,
found that their divergence from conventional
monogamous belief and practice could be useful as a
means of developing group cohesion and sifting out the
fainthearted, in the long run all three groups found that
their unorthodox family systems contributed to severe
internal and external tensions.26 As the largest and most
aggressive of the three movements, the Latter-day
Saints were seen as a serious threat to accepted family
patterns and were the most heavily persecuted by the
external society. In addition, although the evidence has
not yet been fully explored, there also appears to have
been a strong undercurrent of unhappiness with plural
marriage among many Church members. A combination
of external pressure and internal tensions ultimately
combined to result in the issuance of the Manifesto of
1890, which withdrew public sanction for any further
plural marriages in the United States.27 During
subsequent years, especially following the so-called
"Second Manifesto" of 1904 which led to the
excommunication of recalcitrant polygamists,
Mormonism began a major transformation which would
ultimately bririg it closer to mainstream American
values and practices.
Today there are several paradoxes in the Mormon
concept and practice of family life that continue to create
tensions for the devout. The fact that plural marriage is
still viewed as an eternally valid principle while strictly
discouraged in practice causes intellectual confusion and
uncertainty for some Latter-day Saints.28 More farreaching and less apparent to average Church members
is the important shift that appears to have taken place in
Mormon family life and sexual attitudes, changes which

THE FAMILY IDEAL HELD UP FOR
MORMONS CONVEYS THE GUSH
AND CLOYING SENTIMENTALITY
OF A HALLMARK GIFT CARD.

began in the late nineteenth century but which have
increasingly accelerated since World War II with the
rapid influx of new converts, many of whom hold beliefs
divergent from earlier Mormonism. Nineteenthcentury Mormonism under leaders such as Joseph Smith
and Brigham Young was heavily influenced by
pragmatic Puritan notions of the conduct of family and
sexual relationships and critical of the hypersentimentality of Victorianism. Brigham Young’s
support of the functional Bloomer-style Deseret
Costume, his criticism of sentimentalized Victorian
novels as trash, and his forthrightness in dealing bluntly
and directly in public with family and sexual issues that
polite Victorian society thought should be kept strictly
private, if discussed at all, were characteristic of the
approaches of many other early Church leaders. With
the encouragement of the Church, nineteenth-century
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Mormon women developed their powerful Relief
Society, voted earlier than women in any other state or
territory in the United States, established a
distinguished woman-managed, -edited, and -written
newspaper of their own, the Woman’s Exponent, and
exercised a remarkable degree of real power, influence,
and independence. There was no hesitation in dealing
fully and frankly with a host of important issues that
affected women and family life.
By contrast, today popular Church literature and
exhortations appear, if anything, to be more Victorian
than the Victorians. Almost everywhere, from the
visitor’s center display lauding family home evening to
the exhortations in the Church News section of the Deseret
News, the family ideal held up for Mormons conveys the
gush and cloying sentimentality of a Hallmark gift card.
The images that are suggested for emulation tend to be
those of pasteboard saints, supermen and superwomen
whose blemishes as well as humanity are blotted out.
While high standards and ideals are certainly desirable,
unrealistic views of what constitutes perfection and the
extent to which it may be achieved can produce severe
problems. Some highly committed Saints come to feel
great inadequacy at their inability to fully achieve
impossible standards that they feel they somehow ought
to be able to achieve. Others eventually become
inactive altogether or develop a deep-seated cynicism
about a faith which otherwise might offer them much.
Ironically, more realistic and less propagandistic
portrayals of the tensions and challenges of daily life and
how Saints have tried to meet them might well be more
"faith promoting" in the long run than the Church’s
public relations literature which tries to give the
impression that all is unrelieved sweetness and light if
only one has sufficient faith. There are a few examples
of more candid and appealing styles of writing, such as
the superb biography of President Spencer W. Kimball,
but much more remains to be done to develop realistic
and appealing models of what family life can and should

New England Puritans: "the family metaphor seems to
have dominated Puritan thought so completely as to
suggest that the Puritans’ religious experience in some
way duplicated their’ domestic experience." Indeed the
Puritans almost had a tendency to "domesticate the
Almighty." "Puritans of course thought of their God as
the one God of the universe, but they made him so much
their own, in the guise of making themselves his, that
eventually and at times he took on the character of a
tribal deity." Morgan observes that as the seventeenth
century progressed, the New England Puritans began to
lose sight of the original "errand into the wilderness"
that had brought them to the New World to set up "a city
upon a hill." Instead, they increasingly turned inward
and developed "a defensive tribal attitude." Morgan

MORMONS MAY LOSE SIGHT OF
THE LARGER CONCEPT OF THE
FAMILY WHICH UNDERLIES THE
FAITH.

concludes: "The Puritans had, in fact, committed the
very sin that they had so often admonished themselves
to avoid: they had allowed their children to usurp a
higher place than God in their affections .... When
theology became the handmaid of genealogy,
Puritanism no longer deserved its name.’’3°
Do Morgan’s observations about New England
Puritan attitudes have anything to say to Mormons
today? Certainly the comparison is not exact; lack of
evangelical zeal, for example, is definitely not a problem
in either of the main branches of the Mormon
movement at present. But in more subtle ways,
be.29
Morgan’s analysis causes us to reflect on disturbing
In short, the intense Mormon emphasis on family life tendencies within Mormonism toward idolatry and
and kinship ties has both strengths and weaknesses.
insularity. The Mormon church, more than many other
religious movements, has made God literally theirs.
During the nineteenth century, such an emphasis could
provide a powerful source of cohesion for the Church,
Often it has been all too easy in Mormonism to assume
helping to call forth almost herculean efforts at building that the specific, limited, earthly practices of the Saints,
up the "kingdom of God" in an arid and initially hostile developing originally because of pragmatic earthly
reasons, were really divinely ordained and immutable
environment. More recently, however, even
Mormonism itself and some of its other fundamental rather than being subject to progressive change due to
continuing revelation or insight. With regard to the
doctrines appear at times to be overshadowed by the
preoccupation with a sentimentalized ideal of family life family, for example, i-t seems possible that by focusing on
certain specific and limited present-day family patterns
which Latter-day Saints have chosen to emphasize in
as though they were fixed and eternal truths, Mormons
their proselytizing efforts to the world.
Whenever overriding importance is given to any may in fact sometimes lose sight of the larger concept of
human institution, whether family, state, or even the family and its importance that underlies their faith.
church, there is always the danger of idolatry, of Particularly as the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day
worshiping that institution and losing sight of God who Saints reaches outward across the world in an attempt to
stands above and beyond all human institutions and become a truly universal church rather than an
whose mystery is ultimately beyond direct human intermountain American sect, a progressive openness to
comprehension. Edmund Morgan’s classic study, The truth wherever it may be found will be essential.
Puritan Family, concludes with a cautionary chapter on
Principles may be eternal, but their application must
"Puritan Tribalism" which suggests some insights that always remain flexible and open to new insight.
may apply to the Latter-day Saints as well. Morgan
LAWRENCE FOSTER is associate professor of history at Georgia
begins the chapter by stressing the overriding Institute of Technology and author of the book Religion and Sexuality
(Oxford University Press, 1981).
importance that the family had for seventeenth-century
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BETWEEN HEAVEN AND EARTH

A RESPONSE TO LARRY FOSTER BY MARYBETH RAYNES

I

T has been my great pain and my great pleasure to
work in therapy with a large, active LDS family
during the last two years. I started meeting with
them when their youngest child, a teenage daughter,
became repeatedly suicidal and her parents were unable
to deal with her any more. Over the months, she and I
struggled to control and understand these suicide
attempts. The essential questions for her were: "If I’m
not perfect enough, is life worth it? If I am not living up
to what my family and the Church want of me,
particularly by getting married and having children (she
was 17), are we even a family? Am I a part of my family?
Do I even deserve to be alive?" During our conversations
I began to wonder if her life and death dilemma were
shared by other members of her family.
That concerned me enough to ask the parents and
then the entire family to come in. Amazingly, all eleven
adult members came, including spouses. A series of
marvelous sessions followed. The family members loved
and fought wonderfully as they said what they liked and
what they couldn’t stand about each other for the first
time. One son had converted to Catholicism in order to
marry his wife. That Catholic daughter-in-law tore to
the heart of the family issue when she said, "We have
never really talked. I have never been a part of your
family. I don’t know if I can be. You are so concerned that
you have lost me in the next life that I haven’t yet had a
relationship with you in this life." In their minds they
were not really a family until they became an ideal
Church family.
They are still struggling. The daughter is rarely
suicidal now, but the father has become unemployed.
Yet I believe they are a strong family. Unfortunately,
since their stress points are more visible than in most
Mormon families, some might call them weak.
On the contrary, I have come to the conclusion that
their dilemma is shared by many other people within the
Church: "Are we really a family if everyone is not doing
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what the Church says?" So I am thankful to Larry for
pointing out that although there are strengths in the
Church and its families, there are also weaknesses.
Every strain of utopian thought has a dark side to match
the bright, shining ideas. I would, therefore, like to
suggest a more balanced view of the family.
I want to first of all acknowledge the important
strengths of the Mormon view. Perhaps the most
impressive is the broad sense of family among members
within the Church. You can go almost anywhere in the
Church and find yourself in the midst of what can only
be defined as family functions, sometimes performed
sensitively, sometimes not. As such this church of
families becomes a large family itself.
A second strength is the sense of eternal continuity. I
grew up with the feeling that I ultimately belong to
everyone else, forever and ever. A non-Mormon
therapist friend asked me, "Why is it you Mormons hang
on to each other so tenaciously? You stay in this system
and never let go." I replied, "What will happen when you
grow older and all of your friends start to die?" He
looked at me and said, "That will be terrible. I don’t want
to give them up." I answered, "That’s why we hold on.
We believe we never have to say good-bye."
Third, those marriages contracted and lived according
to Church guidelines tend to be stable and happy. We
have known for a long time that temple marriages are
several times more stable than civil marriages. A recent
study also found that the majority of those married in
the temple rated themselves as very happy.
Finally, from the research evidence that I’ve seen, I
would say that children benefit greatly within the
Mormon system. For example, Mormon children attain
a level of morality (moral reasoning, thinking, and
behavior) at a very young age compared with children
raised in other religious traditions. A study completed in
1977 compared Protestant, Catholic, and Mormon
families using Kohlberg’s six stages of moral reasoning.

Mormon children attained the fourth stage of
the degree of the rest of America but at a similar sharp
conventional morality at about age eight or nine, then incline in numbers)--what forms of the family are
remained at that level for the rest of their lives, whereas
acceptable within the Mormon theological framework? I
Catholic and Protestant children in the study achieved
believe that the two basic prerequisites for a family are:
that level of morality at a later age (and also maintained
first, truly loving and caring about each other so that
that level through adulthood).
each person’s needs are as important as another’s; and
Another research example comes from a doctoral
second, a sense of order and predictability, a feeling of
study of single parent families completed by Marge Pett
control about one’s life. Using these criteria,
in Salt Lake City. She found that Mormon children come
monogamous, polygamous, extended family, single
through divorce very well compared to non-Mormon
parent, double parent, couples without children are all
children. More than children of any other religion, they families. Families may be organized according to
had derived a sense of stability from belonging to a
patriarchal, matriarchal, egalitarian, or democratic
larger group.
rules.
While the Mormon sense of family does help provide
I have seen all of these kinds of families work. I have
needed stability for people, the narrowness with which
seen all of them not work. Ultimately, the specific form
we define what it means to be a family unfortunately
may not matter, only the underlying principles of love
causes problems as well. One example. Reflecting our
and order. I would therefore suggest that the everlasting
belief that there is an ideal structure for families, I have
covenant, that sense that we are all bound and sealed
often run across the terms "intact" and "broken" in together forever, be used to cast a wider net over more
reference to families. The intact families are those with
people than we have previously acknowledged. The
husband, wife, and children (the ideal); the broken
geography of heaven may be much more varied and
families are anything else. But my own experience is that
interesting than we thought. We should let people
I felt more broken when ! was married and I feel more
accept their circumstances as they are and encourage
intact now that I am single with my children and have a
them to create their own sense of family, concentrating
strong sense of being a family with them. My sense of
on the principles which eternally bond people "not by
intactness comes from my relationship to them, how
commandment or constraint, but by revelation and
well I’m getting along with them and how well we are
word of wisdom."
meeting each other’s needs. The brokenness now comes
There are many wonderful metaphors which describe
from how insensitive we are or how much we are not
these bonds of friendship and familyness. Once when I
paying attention to each other. That varies on a daywas with my friend Annamarie Andersen, someone said
to-day and hour-to-hour basis.
to us, "You two look like sisters and act like sisters."
I hear people asking, can we ever be a family if we don’t
Annamarie replied, "We have the same Heavenly
follow the rules? People who are single or divorced or
Mother." I have often heard "We knew each other in the
childless (heaven forbid if you make the choice to be
pre-existence" when talking about a special intimate.
childless!) often feel disenfranchised. So sometimes I
Emmeline Wells said about her sister wives, "We were
wonder, does the Church serve the family or does the
closer than sisters, and I recall those whom I loved as
family serve the Church?
much as bound by kindred ties, closer perhaps because
This worship of the family produces another
our faith and work were so in tune with our everyday
unfortunate side effect. If the parents aren’t married in
lives."
the temple, or the children don’t achieve in school, go on
Lavina Fielding Anderson alerted me to a scripture
missions, and get married in the temple, members of the
that suggests possibilities for the same kind of binding
family feel guilty, blame themselves. "What did we do together of a wider group. During the time of the school
wrong? How did we fail?" It isn’t acceptable to question
of the prophets, this verse was a greeting that the men
the practices. But I suggest we should look carefully at
gave to each other as they entered their meeting place (!
the issues involved. Maybe there are some Church
assume that one could also substitute sister where it
practices that in fact are not serving the family well.
reads brother):
Finally, our narrow definition of what families are
Art thou a brother or brethren? I salute you in the name
unfortunately causes us to lose sight of the larger family
of the Lord Jesus Christ, in token or remembrance of the
to which we all belong. Our broad sense of family too
everlasting covenant, in which covenant I receive you to
often includes only the Church, but we all belong to the
fellowship, in a determination that is fixed, immovable,
even larger family of humanity. In very real and
and unchangeable, to be your friend and brother
inextricable ways we are all connected to each other. The
through the grace of God in the bonds of love, to walk in
family of man is more than a metaphor.
all the commandments of God blameless, in
I am glad that Larry has suggested that we Mormons,
thanksgiving, forever and ever. Amen. (D&C 88:133.)
in the light of our history, needn’t hold such narrow These are the principles behind our idea of the family.
views. His recommendation that we should have a
The forms should be secondary. The process of how we
progressive openness to form based on principles rather
live our lives is more important than the circumstances
than on practices happens to be one of my own soap
in which we live. If we believe that, then Brigham
boxes. We can only solve the dilemmas of the future if
Young’s vision, which Larry quoted at the beginning of
we start looking at the underlying assumptions we are
his talk, will be more than a metaphor. We will all feel
making about the family. Assuming a continuation in both in this life and in the heaven to come that we are all
the future of some current conditions in the Church-one family.
increasing growth, a single population of about 30
MARYBETH
RAYNES is a licensed marriage and family therapist and
percent, worldwide outreach to many cultures with
clinical social worker. She is coordinator of children’s services at Salt
differing family forms, an increasing divorce rate (not to
Lake County Mental Health’s Westside Unit.
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A Light

Unto the World
PEGGY FLETCHER

IMAGE BUILDING IS ANATHEMA TO CHRISTIAN LIVING

S

OME months ago, while perusing periodicals ,f, or
our section called "Mormon Media Image, I
spotted a curious item in the newsletter of a group
who call themselves, "Saints Alive in Jesus" (a group
fervently dedicated to "exposing the Mormon fraud and
reconverting its members to Christianity"). It read:
The LDS church unveiled plans for the smaller, economy
size one story temples recently. Ten of the already
announced new temples will use the new design. One
interesting difference is that the baptismal font will rest
on 6 oxen rather than 12, and a mirror will be used to
create the other 6.
The newsletter went on to query sarcastically,
One can only wonder which of the 12 tribes have been
disenfranchised for the sake of a little economy?

Naturally I presumed it to be a false rumor, a bit silly at
that, another attempt by this group to discredit the
Church, but thought it worth checking out anyway.
To my dismay the Church Building Department
confirmed it to be a fact. Six oxen and mirrors. The brain
reels with the possibilities that introduces. Said one of
my editors, "Effective placement of mirrors in local
chapels could quickly double sacrament meeting
attendance while cutting in half the number of officers
needed to staff the ward." Missionaries wouldn’t need
,companions, only mirrors.
What sort of mind, I asked myself, came up with this
innovative scheme to save money, substituting tricks
and sleight of hand for sacred symbolism? Have
economy and efficiency become our chief virtues? What
messages of our people are we sending to the world?
And what images to ourselves?
An image is created in a variety of ways. Self-image (a
popular concern these days) is built on what others tell
you about yourself, how you perceive yourself in
relation to others, a composite of what you have done
and haven’t done, what you think you could do, your
talents, your opinions, your surroundings. And then
your self-image is reflected back to others in the choices
you make, how you dress, how you walk, how you talk

about yourself (or purposely don’t talk about yourself),
the people with whom you surround yourself, the ideas
which engage your imagination or arouse your
antipathy. In his book, By Way of Response, Martin Marty
quotes the philosopher Ortega y Gasset, "I am I and my
circumstances." Not I am I apart from my environs, my
background. Nor am I completely determined by my
environment, without potential for novelty.
My own self-image is built on my connections: I am
the daughter of Bob and Rosemary, granddaughter of
Frances and Wallace, Harvey and Lorena, sister of three
brothers and four sisters, aunt to numerous nieces and
nephews. I am a friend to my friends and a boss to my
employees. Because to myself I am still a kid, sometimes I
look around the office and wonder where the grown-ups
are, when the parents will step in and save the day. My
self-image is also a product of experience: I grew up in
the 60s, I went to many schools, I did volunteer work.
Or my physical appearance: I think of myself as a very
short person. (Actually I think of my body as short but
my spirit as tall. So that when I rise in the morning of the
first resurrection, I will actually be much taller ...) Or
my opinions: I am a person who loves old Broadway
musicals, hates going to bed, has an addiction to Sugar
Free Dr. Pepper, and is a political liberal.
And, in a very fundamental way, the self I know best is
Mormon. I am existentially, ontologically, genetically
Mormon.
The process of crafting an image of the Mormon
collective is the same as for individuals but much more
complex. Again we define ourselves in relation to other
groups. In a pamphlet entitled "What of the Mormons?"
written by President Gordon B. Hinckley, we are
described this way: "Mormons are generally classed as
Protestants, since they are not Catholics. Actually they
are no closer to Protestantism than they are to
Catholicism. Neither historically nor on the basis of
modern association, theology or practice can they be
grouped with either."
We also describe ourselves by our behavior: We don’t
smoke tobacco or drink alcohol, coffee, or tea. We build
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temples and we send our children to early morning
seminary. We do genealogy, care for our dead. We
require chastity before marriage and sexual faithfulness thereafter. We are a generally busy people.
And, like individuals, the parameters of our group
image are set by what we believe. We believe that Jesus
Christ was literally resurrected from the dead, overcoming death with life. We believe that Joseph Smith
reintroduced precious truths which had been lost over
the centuries, attempted to restore Christianity to its
pristine condition, that he saw angels and God. We
believe that communication with God continues, that
there can be and are modern prophets. And so forth.
However, beyond these fairly simple descriptive
statements (which include ideal as well as real aspects of
our collective selves), what can be said? Mormons are
becoming an increasingly heterogeneous group. With
each new wave of converts come new personalities, new
cultures, new perceptions, possibly new reasons for
joining the Church. What it means to be Mormon is in
constant flux and varies from region to region, even
family to family. It is nearly impossible to capture the
essence of Mormon experience in a single image. Indeed,
an image by definition is but a shadowy reproduction or
reflection of a complex reality.
The problem of building an image which is accurate to
a group experience and also marketable is greater still. In
order to promote or sell an image, it must be as simple as
possible, free of subtlety or nuance. If we are talking
about religion, then, the richness of the gospel and the
people must necessarily be reduced, both to their most
stereotypical aspects and even on occasion to misrepresentation and sometimes blatant falsehood.
Over the last few years the Church has launched an
advertising campaign in Reader’s Digest (which, by the
way, cost about $12 million, twice the amount needed to
produce Chariots of Fire). How many of us can identify
with these descriptions of Mormon life described in the
insert entitled, "7 Keys to Mormonism"?
1. "Home is where father is the breadwinner and mother the
homemaker." Studies have shown that nearly 30 percent of
Mormon mothers work outside the home, a percentage
which is climbing to a place roughly equivalent to the
national average.
2. "In the face of [permissiveness and promiscuity, divorce and
drugs, breakdown of parental authority, and lack of communication
between parents and children], most Mormons homes, because of
their religious convictions, are as secure now as they were in pioneer
days." The rate of teenage pregnancy, suicide,
promiscuity, alcoholism, and drug abuse among
Mormon families, although still low when compared to
the national average, is undeniably on the rise. And
frighteningly so.
3. "In the typical Mormon home today you’ll find a generously larger
than average family--four to six children, or even more. It will be a
family likely to be admired by neighbors for its quiet competence and
self-assurance and generally envied for its closeness and good-natu red
round of shared activities," My family of ten may have been
admired by our neighbors but hardly, I think, for our
"quiet competence and self-assurance."
4. "Mormons believe that to be happy they must be self-reliant." I
believe that to be happy we must be interdependent. I
also believe that the strong have a responsibility to take
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care of the weak.
5. "Most Mormon families live comfortably in homes they own or
are buying." Is this true of Third World Mormons?
Moreover, why is it even important?
6. "Mormons pitch in with housework and yardwork together and
make them exhilarating games .... Most of us with time to spare will
relax; most Mormons will look for more work to do." No
comment.
7. "True, there are somber passages in the Bible; Mormons heed
and ponder them, but they teach their children to live by those that are
positive and uplifting." The power of positive thinking
revisited.
8. "If you happened past an open classroom door and saw a young
man teaching how to save a life by cardiopulmonary resuscitation, he
might well be a Mormon. This is the kind of concern Mormons feel. "’

What
messages of our

people are we sending

to the world? And
what images to

ourselves?

As well as doctors, leaders in the YMCA program,
Seventh-day Adventists, or anyone involved in heatlh
care.
9. Think of Mormons, and the George Romney of a few years ago
comes to mind: popular, dynamic governor of Michigan; a physical
fitness enthusiast, hitting golf balls around six holes every morning so
he could get in 18 holes before breakfast." I have never played
golf, am a night person, and never eat breakfast. "Or the~
Osmond family, George, Olive, their eight sons, and Marie: clean,
bright, outgoing, bringing music to millions and loving it." Why
are we as a people so taken with celebrity?
10. "Good health, clean living--it shows in Mormons. It shows
in their clear, friendly gaze. Nothing to hide. Nothing nagging at
their conscience. It shows in the exuberance with which they play
games and have fun." Could this writer ever have been to a
ward basketball game? "Doctors attribute it to the Word of
Wisdom. To that, and to spiritual poise." Is that like
celestialized Emily Post? "Lack of mental and emotional stress.
Mormons say, ’We’re just high on life--that’s all!"

food restaurant in Los Angeles, he said, "If someone
somewhere is hungry or in pain, it puts a crimp in my
evening." The central point of this pamphlet, then, not
only reduces the complexity of gospel truths but
actually, to my mind, violates some of them.
Secondly, there is too much emphasis in these
pamphlets on external images, appearance. In one
entitled, "The Purpose of Life," a young missionary is
described this way: "Jeff Jordan, a tall, tanned, neatly
dressed 19 year old." What are the hidden messages in
that?
In a booklet given to public communications regional
directors there is this gem in the section on television
interviewing: "Be sure you are well-informed on the
subjects to be discussed. Remember your appearance.
Suits or dresses of soft, medium colors or pastels are best
for television. Do not wear contrasting patterns and
colors, noisy bracelets, and sparkling or highly polished
jewelry. Men should keep the middle button of their
suits buttoned and lean forward slightly in an aggressive
manner. Women should go lightly on make-up."
Another problem that I see with promoting a
particular group image is that it requires a high degree of
unanimity of style to carry it off. For example, there is a
magazine called This People whose purpose is to describe
and illuminate the lives of exemplary Mormon persons.
The editors insist, however, that a completely seamless
presentation be made, that no faults or weaknesses of
OUr OWYI
the individuals be revealed through the pages of their
magazine. Unfortunately, they have mistaken
eccentricities that make us human, the quirks and
inclinations that we use to define ourselves, for faults
and have therefore excluded them from their accounts.
Therefore, all the people sound exactly alike. No
differences of opinion, no moments of flashing insight
or passion. Nothing but page after page of people who
seem like advertisements.
Take another example. As General Conference has
become increasingly a media event, timed to the second,
screened of all spontaneity (with the lovely exception of
LeGrand Richards who vigorously violates the limits),
speeches reduced to the most elementary doctrine in an
happy person, that your family will be as secure as in
attempt to lure converts rather than to inspire or
pioneer days (an anti-modern statement), that your life
nurture members, the General Authorities are slipping
will be free from the gnawing problems of twentieth
into personal anonymity. Where once they openly
century living, ambiguity, different voices, drives, disagreed with one another over issues such as the
needs, dashed expectations, and that living the gospel is
League of Nations, carried on public debate, where they
almost formulaic (put the nickel in the slot). Even our
were beloved characters to their people, known and
consciences are supposedly clear.
loved as much for their eccentricities as for their virtues,
Not only do I not believe that those things are true, I
now they are much more a vague conglomerate. Once
am not even certain that they are desirable. Although I
last season at a BYU football game, the apostles were
believe that life is a gift, and when experienced in its
seen, sitting in seniority order, all dressed in dark blue
fullest can indeed be joyous, i do not think that suits, dark ties, and white shirts. At a football game,
"happiness" per se (i.e. contentment, freedom from pain)
mind you.
ought to be a goal of the righteous. My reading of the
Worse still, in order to sustain our current image of
New Testament tells me that happiness is a by-product
the Church and its leadership, it is necessary to censor
of goodness, that compassion, taking others’ burdens
and rewrite the past to make it fit. This requires a less
upon ourselves, suffering with those we love is more
than candid look at our history and some strenuous
important than seeking our own satisfactions. Yes,
scholarly machinations to achieve. I will never forget a
there are somber passages in the Bible and rightly so. In a
conversation Allen Roberts and I had with LeRoy
very real way this life is a vale of tears for most of its
Kimball who has long been leading the Nauvoo
sojourners, to be endured to the end. I feel a bit like
Restoration efforts. Allen asked why no wooden
Woody Allen in Annie Hall when, seated at the health
structures, particularly log cabins, had been restored or
11. "Mormons are achievers. They serve today on the faculties of
the great universities of America, and as leaders in science and
commerce. They make every day count." Where in the
Beatitudes does it say, "Blessed are the achievers"?
12. "People sometimes say of the Mormons, ’They’re always
smiling, always happy. They always look as if they have good news to
share.’ Well, they have. They know that Jesus lives. They’re on his
side, and it makes them feel good. They strive to live the way He wants
them to. If they do, He has promised them exaltation in His Kingdom.
They know He’ll keep His promise. Their faith tells them so."
These are obviously ideal images and written
purposely in advertising prose. Few will be tricked into
believing that all Mormons are always smiling.
However, there is to me an almost insidious message in
it all: that being Mormon automatically makes you a

Sadly,
some of us
are seduced by
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rebuilt when they had been by far the most predominant
buildings in Nauvoo. "Oh," said he most confidentially,
"we are restoring Nauvoo the way Joseph wanted it to
have been had he lived."
In the process of image-building, too, there is always
the danger of conflicting images. Said Robert F. Bennett,
formerly president of the Robert Mullen Public
Relations Firm in Washington D.C.:
As the Church becomes more diverse and wider ranging,
we must be more careful about the images we create of
ourselves in the public mind. We must be careful not to
mislead the public. For example, BYU is now the largest
church-related university in the world, a source of
considerable pride to us. It is also a place where students
are well groomed and modestly dressed, which stamps it
as something of a rarity.
If we overpublicize this latter fact, however, at the
expense of stressing the academic achievements of the
school and its faculty, we run the risk of placing BYU in
the league of certain evangelical institutions of lesser
academic quality. This could hurt BYU graduates as they
hit the job market, and as a Church PR matter, alienate
an important segment of the public that might otherwise
be favorably disposed toward us.
Images, you see, are not new to us. Many of them
already have established associations in the mind of the
public. When missionary work first began to be
formalized and door-to-door tracting was established as
a technique, door-to-door selling was the American way.
That was the only way of communicating beyond the
newslgaper and print media. If you wanted to reach the
people, you had to_go to their homes. Now, again says
Robert Bennett, "No one but the Jehovah’s Witnesses
and the Mormons go door-to-door. Even the Avon lady

Disneyland
technology constantly
shifts and changes. The
temple is constant,
permanent, eternal
in a sense.
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makes appointments." Mormons therefore become
linked in people’s minds with Jehovah’s Witnesses, for
better or worse.
In San Francisco short haired, clean cut males
traveling in pairs are most commonly associated with
the Gay Movement. And the only clean cut persons in
Berkeley, California (where I went to school), who
talked aggressively about religion were the Moonies.
They used their appearances and their cover
organizations to trick people and lure them to farms of
indoctrination. Mormon first impressions and Moonie
~rst impressions in that area were indistinguishable.
Too often, too, our image of clean-cut, hardworking,
interested in family issues and conservative politics
throws us into the camp of evangelical Christians whose
theology and ours exist on opposite poles. In fact, many
of these evangelicals think that Mormonism is a
dangerous cult and in need of being exposed. We should
be wary of becoming bedfellows with groups such as the
Moral Majority simply because of some superficial
similarities. Here is a letter from a person who lives in
Lynchburg, Virginia, and has watched Falwell closely:
This letter is in reference to your short article in the
April 23 issue of the Sentinel [Latter-day Sentinel, an LDS
newspaper published in Phoenix] about participation in
the Moral Majority’s "Freedom in Action" Seminar held
in Phoenix.
I am well aware that many LDS people are perhaps
involved in the Moral Majority Movement but I wonder
how many of our well intentioned brothers and sisters
are themselves aware of the preachings of the man who
is the prime mover of this organization, i.e. Jerry Falwell.
As you move closer geographically to Mr. Falwell’s
hometown of Lynchburg, Virginia, (also my hometown)
you will find fewer and fewer LDS who will in any way
support this enemy of our church. Here in the South, his
anti-Mormon comments are well known, as are the antiMormon teachings at Liberty Baptist College, founded
and operated by Mr. Falwell and his church.
In the public press he has identified Mormons as
"enemies of truth and righteousness" and equated us
with atheists and communists. His college teaches that
we are a cult and non-Christian. One of the several antiMormon books read by a student in this Baptist college is
one in a series entitled, "Doctrines of Devils."
The lies and distortions about the Church of Jesus
Christ as they are disseminated by the leader and
founder of the Moral Majority should be a clear warning
to all LDS to refrain from aiding this man in any way or
the causes he leads.

In some ways more serious still are the conflicting
images which our public relations and methods create
for members. For some struggling members, whose selfdoubts create a vulnerability, such images coupled with a
recognition of their own failures bring a terrible burden
of guilt and pain. A well-known discussion of this whole
phenomenon was the controversial series, "Mormon
Women and Depression." In the series one psychiatrist,
Dr. Jan Stout, described the phenomenon of Mormon
woman depression like this: "Some of them feel they
have to reach this kind of idealized, crystallized,
beautiful Mormon woman which I term the Mother-ofZion syndrome. This is a woman who is really a myth, a
mystique. She doesn’t exist at all, in fact. But all Mormon
women in almost any ward you wanted to go into would

tell you they know a woman who is like that. She’s got it
all together; her children are well-groomed, she bakes
bread every day; she has wonderfully clean things in the
house, her husband is happy and whistles off to work;
she never complains at any of the Church meetings he
goes to; she’s supportive and loyal; and not only that; she
gets up and reads her scriptures at six in the morning.
She’s got it all together. And that’s a very intimidating
thing for an average Mormon woman."
And though Stout insists that "this woman exists only
in the minds of other women," it is an image which is
actively promoted in some of our public relations.
Perhaps as an attempt to defend our position on
women’s rights, the Church communications gang have
chosen to put women on pedestals and maintain that
they are all completely happy and fulfilled in their
current roles. Such blithe image making can be
disastrous for those who are uncertain, who need a
church community of acceptance rather than criticism.
Sadly, some of us are seduced by our own PR.
Then too, there are the double messages. One which
particularly irks me is the professional woman out
stumping for Mormon women to stay at home and fight
equal rights. We use professional women because they
offer more credibility and respectibility to the world and
yet they promote the image of a Mormon woman that
they are not. For example, in an interesting interview in
This People, Beverly Campbell admitted that while her
children were small she "commuted to New York or
Chicago every Monday and came home every
Wednesday. I found that I could delegate cooking and
cleaning but I could not delegate child-rearing. I am not a
traditional housewife, I seldom cook. In fact, I know
perhaps 5 dishes but I have my priorities." For me, her
untraditional lifestyle is admirable, her priorities seem
well placed. But how many of us have the money to
"delegate the cooking and cleaning" and how often are
we told that we should take joy in these things?
Moreover, it is Beverly Campbell who is raised to the
position of spokesperson, I insist, because of her
professional training rather than in spite of it. The
reason I believe is one of catering to the world’s values.
Which brings me to the issue of respectability. It
seems to me that in our public relations there is mighty
schizophrenia. We want the world to like us. We want
acclaim and achievement; we hunger after celebrity.
And we value those members who can offer it to us. The
Osmonds, the Marriotts, George Romney, professional
athletes. Too often we measure ourselves by the
standards of the world--particularly the business
world--seeking numerical evidence and points for
popularity. Such tactics make us vulnerable to the
manipulations of Eldredge Cleavers. And force us to
overcompensate. (And, parenthetically, when we fail to
get approval we scream persecution.)
The world says that we’re not Christian (and we’re
not by their definitions), so we set about to prove them
wrong. Unsatisfied with simple Christian living as a
reproof, we have pageants and protest too much. The
world says the Book of Mormon is a made-up book.
Instead of making it a matter of faith and with quiet
dignity asserting that we believe otherwise, we seek
pseudo-scientific proof positive that will show them that
they are wrong. We want to be liked so we proclaim all

the things about ourselves that we think the world
would like. We’re clean cut. We have strong families. We
are moral. We are happy.
I ,recently visited the visitors’ center on Temple
Square. Two things hit me hardest: the condescension
and the pathetic desire for approval. I listened to Johnny
the Living Mannequin tell me how his family was ever so
much better than his neighbor’s family because they
held Family Home Evening and therefore never
bickered, never spoke discourteously, and so on. I asked
myself if it were the simplicity of style which I found so
appalling. But I can honestly say no. The gospels are
simple of style and yet have a power to command and
evoke unequaled in the history of literature. It was
rather the tone of condescension which put me off. The
dialogues were written for slow children and instead of
elevating understanding, they simply offended by not
respecting or admitting intelligence.
Conversely, there seemed a pitiful need to please. As if
to say, if it works for amusement parks and world fairs,
why not for us? Said Milton Viorst, in the New York
Times, September 1976: "The visitor’s center attempts to
explain Mormonism’s complex theology with an audiovisual display. A sequence of murals, in the style of social
realism, is linked to flashing lights and somber voices,
and the whole is meant to exude pure spiritualism. The
result, however, seems more like Jesus in Disneyland."
Viorst admitted, however, that "the center’s bad taste is
almost expunged by the soaring neo-gothic temple of
somber gray stone a few steps away."
The temple, it seems to me~ is a work of substance,
built not to persuade or to seek approval but as a
monument to sacrifice and love of God. It was built

To seek
approval puts us at
the mercy of current society
tyra n n ized by
fashion.
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critics, Christian revolutionaries. I am not suggesting
that we adopt an obnoxious, insensitive style of
presentation. I am saying that we have to teach all
aspects of our beliefs, not just the ones that will sell.
Later in that same interview Ashton said, "Begin with
what they want, and then say, ’We’ve got the recipe for
happiness for you, a divine recipe! ....
Another aspect of approval seeking is to avoid
disapproval. I have watched the various members of the
Church public relations team engage in incredible
gyrations to maintain what I affectionately call
"aggressive neutrality." So actively do they seek to side
with no one, to take no position that could offend or
alienate any segment of the society, that their
position becomes absurd. The most public example
of this was Jerry Cahill’s statements about the Ku Klux
Klan. He was quoted in the newspaper as saying that the
Church "neither ,condones nor frowns upon the
activities of the Ku Klux Klan." SUNSTONE’S associate
editor, Lorie Winder, appalled by such a statement,
wrote a letter to the editor, saying that she certainly
hoped the Church frowned upon the racist efforts of
such a group. Cahill called our office to explain patiently
that he had been misquoted, that clearly the Church was
opposed to racism but that it simply didn’t have a list ot
organizations which it opposes. Lorie said she
understood that the Church wouldn’t have such a list
slowly, agonizingly, and with great care, expressive of but that there were certain organizations which one
would instinctively, intuitively be against. Like the
collective commitment.
Mafia, for example. Cahill paused, hedged. Well, no, he
The problem with approval and respectability is that it
is so transitory, so conditional, so fickle. Disneyland said, we don’t have a policy against the Mafia.
technology will constantly shift and change, visitors’
Some months before the Church took its" public
centers will have to be revised continuously to
position against the MX missile system, a Methodist
minister in Salt Lake City was organizing a religious
incorporate the newest developments or will become
coalition to oppose the system. When Rev. Sidorak called
hopelessly outdated. The temple is constant, permanent,
Public Communications, he was told, "We have studied
eternal in a sense.
To seek approval puts us at the mercy of current
both sides of the issue and that’s where we stand."
Such excessive care to say nothing was explained to a
society, tyrannized by fashion. If we sell our theology
group of genealogy extraction workers who were going
based on market surveys and tell the people only what
into foreign countries to gather names. A member of the
they want to hear, what sort of prophetic religion is
public communications department came down and gave
that? Family is big this year as a marketable idea but will
them lessons in fielding questions. If asked a difficult or
it always be? Obviously, too, we are not the only ones
embarrassing question about the Church, he explained,
who promote the family. A reporter in town to write a
there are two things you can do. Either change the
story on the Mormons asked me if we believed in
subject
immediately or speak so long about so much with
anything besides the family because that is all he had
nothing quotable in your remarks that he will forget the
heard for three days. Then he added, "Mormons think
question.
they invented the family. Catholics have been pushing
I ask you, is this the way people of God behave?
the family for a long time."
A major area of difficulty when attempting to
In an interview with Wendell Ashton in 1976 when he
present a certain positive image to the world at all times
was head of Public Communications he said, "In a
is in press relations. If you want the world to believe that
market survey some adults said that it was of no
you have no problems, then you certainly can’t allow
importance to them if the church was the one true
reporters and journalists to talk to just anyone. When
church. We’ve spent a lot of our efforts in missionary
Ken Woodward first decided to do a story on Mormon
work proving to people that we’re the one true church,
missionaries, his prime interest was in missionary work
which we are, of course. But in the Washington D.C.
as a rite of passage. (He was also intrigued by the idea of
temple we tried to relate to what people are interested
a two-year mission as an ingenious means of redin. We found that they were more interested in
shirting for BYU sports teams.) His position was, as I
happiness and in family life. That’s why there is greater
perceived it, neutral to positive. Then he called public
stress on the family."
communications and asked to spend a few days in the
It seems to me that if we want to deemphasize the
MTC in Provo, talking with the missionaries, watching
position of the Church as the one true church, that is
their regimen, getting a feel for what they do. The
fine. But I want such a decision to be based on
response was, "We never let anyone into our Missionary
inspiration, not market research. A prophetic people
Training Center." Finally, they relented and offered to
must often express difficult, unpopular truths, be world

]:or secrecy and
censorship goes well beyond

an instinctive protecting
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talk with him and let him speak with a couple of
missionaries hand picked by them. I watched his opinion
change from neutral to "what are they hiding?" We
relayed to him our own insecurity, convinced him there
must be something terrible about this system.
Elbert Peck, the managing editor of THE SUNSTONE
REVIEW has valiantly tried to write a piece about the
changes in the missionary discussions. Elbert was once
employed at the Missionary Training Center in Provo,
involved in working on improving the discussions. He
feels very good about his work and thinks the story
would be a positive one. But they consistently refused to
help him, even to let him talk with his former employers.
At one point he went over to the Church administration
building to see Elder Asay but was foiled by the security
officer in the lobby.

We are

not perfect, but
we can afford to

tell the
truth.

The ethic of secrecy, I believe, derives from a time
when persecution was rampant in the eastern press,
when fairness for Mormons was hard to find. But that is
rarely true now. There may still be a few reporters
intent on a hatchet job. Unfair stories do hurt. I certainly
know how it feels to be misquoted. The knee jerk
reaction is to draw back so it will never happen again.
Still I think the Church’s secrecy and censorship goes
well beyond an instinctive protecting reaction. It is
rather a product of the whole process of image making.
There are many too many examples ot censorship and
attempted media control by the Church to mention, but
let me list a few. In 1971 a story about the Carmelite
nuns on KSL on the six o’clock news read: "Of
the seven sisters, four have been there since the
beginning and two are converts from Mormonism, one a
BYU graduate and one a sister of a Mormon apostle."By
the 10 o’clock news, the line about Mormons had been
dropped.

There was scheduled a film report of the demolition of
the Coalville Tabernacle (a controversial occurrence to
say the least) which was axed moments before airing
because of a single phone call.
There was the attempt to undercut the Mormon
Women and Depression special mentioned earlier; there
was the award-winning AP story about Mormon
financial holdings that was not picked up by any
newspaper in Utah but was printed in the LA Times and
the Washington Post.
We all watched the Sonia Johnson fiasco. It
seems to me that a big part of her crime a~ainst the
Church as perceived by various leaders was a violation of
the privacy ethic. We do not tell the press when we have
disagreements among ourselves. We do not undercut
our public image so violently. We are a private,
persecuted people, say some, and she betrayed us by
disloyally revealing the Church’s actions to the press.
A few years ago David Briscoe of the Associated Press
based here in Salt Lake City in a speech posed the
question, "Can the true Church afford to tell the truth7"
To which he replied, "The answer I firmly believe is, yes
it can."
He went on. "A more provocative question remains:
Does the true church ever avoid telling the truth?" The
answer again. "Yes it does."
The members of the Church’s publication
communications department are goodhearted and wellintentioned. Theirs is not an easy assignment or one
which I envy. It is fruitless and I think frustrating to try
and please everyone. Finally it is an impossible task:
image-building by its very nature is anathema to
Christian living.
One last reason. In reading the Gospels, we find Jesus
constantly cautioning his disciples and followers that all
is not what it seems, that image and reality are often at
odds. Those who seem learned are actually foolish, those
who seem righteous are actually sinn~’rs’.
Prostitutes can be as pure in heart as Pharisees. He spent
the bulk of his time not with those who appeared to be
the most likeiy candidates for sainthood but those who
seemed lost. He warned against praying in public,
yearning for acclaim and self-aggrandizement. He
criticized good deeds on display. The advice was not to
seek happiness but to lose yourself and thereby find
yourself. And ultimately He showed with His suffering,
death, and resurrection, that even death is both a reality
and an illusion.
Because of all this, I propose we forsake the enterprise
of image-building and self-promotion altogether. I
suggest that we open our archives, our departments, our
missionary training centers, and our homes to
examination, that we be willing to accept both criticism
and praise. We are not perfect, heaven knows, but I
believe we can afford to tell the truth. Let us devote our
energies to becoming a people of God, to growing into
our covenants. Listen to the prophet Micah: "O man,
what is good? and what doth the Lord require of thee,
but to do justly, and to love mercy, and to walk humbly
with thy God?" If we did this, our light would shine in
this dark world without any aritificial assistance.
PEGGY FLETCHER is the publisher/editor of SUNSTONE and THE
SUNSTONE REWEW.
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L! A_.Li h.t .
nto the World
BRUCE L. CHRISTENSEN

PUBLIC RELATIONS IS NECESSARY AND LEGITIMATE
FOR THE CHURCH
WENTY years ago I first faced the question of
what role public relations should have in the
Church. As a reporter for KSL news, I was sent to
the Church Office Building to take photographs of
General Authorities for our news files. Before Marion
G. Romney would permit me to take his picture, he had
some questions for me.
"Have you been on a mission?"
"Yes," I answered.
"Where did you go?"
"Brazil."
"How long have you been home?"
"Three months."
"Are you married yet?"
"No," I said, "but I am engaged."
"Did you enjoy your mission?"
"’Very much; the last few months I worked on some
public relations activities for the mission that were very
useful.’"
At that point, Brother Romney frowned and told me
that the Church wasn’t sending missionaries into the
field to be public relations specialists. They were sent
there to teach the gospel and to bear their testimonies.
He told me people weren’t converted by public relations
activities but rather by the spirit.
I explained to Elder Romney then, as I hope to explain
to you tonight, that the role of public relations is
necessary and legitimate in our Church. I told Brother
Romney that the choir broadcasts we had placed on radio
stations and the friendly newspaper stories we had tried
to have published did not convert Brazilians. They had,
however, permitted missionaries to get into homes that
otherwise would have been closed to them. Brother
Romney told me to go ahead and take the picture.
My opinion hasn’t changed much since that first
encounter--perhaps his hasn’t either. There are many
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things which have reinforced my feeling. The most
important came from President Kimball in his address to
Regional Representatives in April 1974:
I believe that the Lord is anxious to put into our
hands inventions of which we laymen have hardly
had a glimpse .... I am confident that the only way
we can reach most of millions of Our Father’s
children is through the spoken word over the
airwaves .... When we have used the satellite and
related discoveries to their greatest potential and
all of the media--the papers, magazines,
television, radio--all in their greatest power
,,
then, and not until then, shall we
approach the insistence of Our Lord and Master to
go unto all the world and preach the gospel to
every creature. (Annual Guidelines 1977-78,

Church Public Communications Program, p. 1.)

That statement leaves no doubt in my mind that the
media are to be used. To what purpose also seems clear
to me: preaching the gospel, fulfilling the Savior’s
admonition to "’go ye therefore, and teach all nations
(Matt. 28:19).
The problem seems to be that the tools for using the
media--public relations and its practitioners inside and
outside the Church--are suspect. All of my journalism
training taught me to beware of information given by a
"flack" (that’s trade slang for a public relations person).
It didn’t matter whose flack or what the enterprise or
person was that the flack worked for. All were suspect. I
gained an even better appreciation for that fact as I
worked for a short time in the public relations office at
BYU.
Because of the independence of reporters and their
built-in wariness of public relations representatives,
fear about press manipulation by the Church public
relations department seems unjustified to me. Anyone
July-August/25

who questions that position should read the Stephen
Stathis article in the Summer 1981 issue of Dialogue. His
summary of "Mormonism and the Periodic Press" shows
that any attempt to manipulate the press into printing
only uncritical reports about the Church has failed. A
sample of headlines proves my point: "The Mysterious
Citadel on the Beltway,’" Washington Post; "The Cult of
Mormonism," Harpers; "It’s Do or Die for the ERA-Mormon Power is the Key," Boston Globe; "The Joseph
Smith III Document: Juggling a Historical Hot Potato,"
Utah Holiday; "God and Old Boy-ism," Washington Post;
"Static in Zion," Columbia Journalism Review. There are an
additional 125 articles Stathis surveys with similar titles
and topics.
Clearly those who believe the Church can control the
popular press ignore reality. At most a Church press
office can make information about the institution
available to reporters and thus help facilitate their work.
The reporter knows the public relations representative
wants to make a favorable impression and weighs
information accordingly.
There is yet another role, perhaps the most difficult,
for a public relations office to perform. It is what is
known as the affirmative, the marketing, or, for the purposes of this audience, the image-making function of
public relations. Years ago in a public relations class
taught at the University of Utah by Perry Sorenson, we
called such things "performance recognized." For
Church public relations that translates into promotion
of positive aspects of Church membership such as family
solidarity, love for neighbors, health, strong work ethic.
"Home Front" radio and TV spots, Reader’s Digest articles,
Meet the Mormons films, and commercial and public
television productions like Mr. Kruger’s Christmas and
Mormon Youth Symphony programs are examples of
this kind of promotional activity.
A person who feels that any or all of these specific
projects are inappropriate or ineffective still should not
come to the conclusion that affirmative public relations
activities per se ought not take place. I have my own
misgivings about glib statements extolling the value of
BYU athletic teams in the missionary cause, for example.
I have never been persuaded that Catholicism was true
based on the victories of Notre Dame over its rivals. I
~eel more comfortable, however, when we extol what is
unique about BYU such as a fireside program where
football, basketball, and baseball players share their
testimonies. That does make a difference, I believe.
Still I admit there are dangers--both internal and
external--when Church public relations selects and
promotes unique areas of our Church that might be of
interest to non-members.
For example, the self-image of individual members
will likely differ from any particular image which is
promoted as "what good Mormons are." Hence single
members may feel left out when heavy media attention
focuses on the importance of family relationships. Such
a homogenized approach brackets out experiences that
don’t fit and perhaps unnecessarily calls faith into
question.
Also of concern to members is the public relations
tendency,to selectively promote doctrines or historical
events, giving the appearance of revisionist theology or
history.
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For non-members, the challenge then becomes similar
to that faced by the proverbial blind men who were
asked to describe the elephant even though each had felt
only one specific part of the beast. The general public’s
image of the Church may similarly be based upon a
singular contact with a "Divorce Bug" brochure or a
visitors’ center tour. Members and non-members alike
run the risk of believing that the Church consists only of
its projected images. There is danger in that. Real
danger. The danger,, however, does not persuade me
that the public relations activities of the Church should
be abandoned.
Let me conclude with some observations about the
"no-win" situation Church public relations practitioners
face. Those for whom they work wrongly conclude that
there would be no bad press if the Church public
relations department only did its job correctly. As I’ve
stated earlier, the press cannot be controlled and it is
always a mistake to believe that a public relations
department can do such a job. In addition, a public
relations effort will make a difference ony if the
practitioner is free to be open in dealing with the media.
Also it does no good to make the Church public relations
department the surrogate whipping boy for decisions on
MX, ERA, abortion, and campaigns against
pornography. We would do well to remember that such
decisions are not the province of public relations but
rather of a theocratic institution that makes its decisions
and often leaves to its public relations arms the task of
explaining.
Admittedly Church public relations people can do a
better job in several areas, but I believe they already
know that. Situations which might have been handled
better include the change of presidents at BYU, the
tearing down of the Coalville Tabernacle, and the
destruction of Eagle Gate apartment buildings near
Temple Square.
What this all says to me is that better, effective public
relations is needed. Public relations sensitive to the
danger of image-making and aware of its limitations. In
addition, we need a Church membership sufficiently
sophisticated to recognize that the gospel will never be
reduced to a 30-second radio or TV spot or an 8-page
insert in the Reader’s Digest. The gospel’s capactiy to meet
individual needs is experiential. Church public relations
will never do more than permit the doors to that
experience to be opened. That is its function.
Abraham Lincoln said it best when given a rosy report
about the progress of the Civil War. He asked the aide
giving the unjustified report this question: "If you call a
dog’s tail a leg, how many legs does the dog then have?"
"Five," replied the aide.
"No," said Lincoln shaking his head, "he still has only
four. Just because you call a tail a leg doesn’t make it
one."
Public relations in the Church can never make the
Church what is isn’t.
Public relations serves a valuable and important role,
but in the Mormon church--for all the reasons I’ve
stated--public relations can never make a dog’s tail into a
leg, let alone use that tail to wag the dog.
BRUCE L. CHRISTENSEN is president of the National Association of
Public Television Stations in Washington, D.C.

War as Metaphor

WE ARE ALL ENLISTED
A careless regard for language may generate martial attitudes
Stephen L. Tanner

We are all enlisted till the conflict is o’er--Behold a royal army, with
banner, sword and shield, is marching forth to conquer, on life’s great
battlefield--How martial they appear! All armed and dressed in
uniform they look like men of war--Hope of Israel, rise in might with
the sword of truth and right; sound the war cry, "Watch and pray!"
Vanquish every foe today--Haste to the battle, quick to the field-Strike for Zion, down with error--In the fight for right let us wield a
sword--Flash the sword above thy foe--All thy foes shall flee before
thee--Onward, Christian soldiers--Go forth to conquer or die-Every day the battle’s raging--The enemy’s awake: who’s on the
Lord’s side?--We’ll make our armor brighter, and never lay it
down--The blood of those that slaughtered lie pleads not in vain-Vengeance will not slumber long.
These militant phrases, many of them as familiar to us
as the Lord’s Prayer, are from our hymns of worship. All
these marching armies and flashing swords are
metaphors, of course. And our scriptures provide similar
metaphorical exhortations to put on armor, breastplate,
and helmet and take up sw,o, rd and shield to "w.a,,r a good
warfare" (1 Tim. 1:18) and fight the good fight (1 Tim.
6:12). Concordances of our scriptures contain
remarkably long lists under words related to war. It
seems paradoxical that this should be so of scriptures
that proclaim the gospel of the Prince of Peace.
Is this paradox cause for alarm? Should we feel uneasy
about this martial strain in our religion? Consider these
statements concerning the relationship between
metaphor and attitudes. S.I. Hayakawa suggests that
"We do not use metaphors so much as metaphors use
us.’’~ Weller Embler, in Metaphor and Meaning, points out
that "Figurative language is the home of many a deepseated, unexamined belief or mental attitude.’’20wen
Thomas, in Metaphor and Related Subjects, says that
"although everyone uses metaphors to help
conceptualize ideas, there are significant implications in
choosing a metaphorical base.’’3 Terrence Hawkes, in
Metaphor, claims that the analysis of metaphor "offers a
very good way of probing the nature of languages and
the ways of life which derive from them.’’4 Modern
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theories of anthropology and linguistics, for example
those of B. L. Whorf, Edward Sapir, and Claude LeviStrauss, claim that language and way of life are virtually
inextricable; language shapes perceptions and attitudes.
In "Myths of War and Peace,’’5 Joseph Campbell
discusses two radically opposed basic mythologies that
can be identified in the broad panorama of history: one
of war and one of peace. Mythologies of war are easier to
name, he says, because conflict among groups has been
normal in human experience and "it has been the
nations, tribes, and peoples bred to mythologies of war
that have survived to comm,u, nicate their life-sulvl~orting
mythic lore to descendants. The two greatest works of
war mythology in the West, he notes, are the Iliad and
the Old Testament. He reminds us that the mythology
of the Old Testament is still very much alive in the
Middle East; in fact, two war mythologies presently
confront each other there. Nicholas Berdyaev suggests
that the world in general lives in the enslaving power of
the myth of war: "In a rationalized and technical
civilization myths continue to play an enormous part.
They are born of the collective subconscious. But these
myths are made use of in a very rational manner. The
myth of the beauty and heroism of war, of the martial
eros, which rises above the prosaic routine of everyday
life, is an aspect of human slavery. This myth is
connected with other myths, the myth of the chosen
race, the myth of the majesty of sovereignty and so on."
All these myths, he asserts, are in revolt against the
spirit of the gospel.6
Do statements such as these suggest that the war
metaphors in our hymns and scriptures hint at a latent
militarism? To what extent are we influenced,
consciously or unconsciously, by myths of war? In short,
exactly how figurative is our war imagery?
Before considering war metaphors in particular, it is
important to recognize how fundamental and inevitable
is the use of metaphor. Far from being a strange device
found only in poetry and esoteric prose, it is an

.Metaphor. extends language and
thus -in .an important sense

¯ expands reality.
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indispensable and deep quality of human perception and
thought. We frequently state ideas and indeed conceive
them in terms of logical contradictions. We affirm that
A is B when, in reality, it is not. The ability to formulate
metaphor is often necessary to the comprehension of
ideas and almost invariably underlies the perception of
beauty, not only in literature but also in history,
philosophy, science, and religion. In the process of
human communication, whatever the subject matter,
metaphor has intellectual, emotional, and aesthetic
value. It helps us be concrete, convey our feelings, and
create aesthetic pleasure.
John Middleton Murry says in Countries of the Mind that
"Metaphor is as ultimate as Speech itself, and speech is as
ultimate as thought. If we try to penetrate them beyond
a certain point, we find ourselves questioning the very
faculty and instrument with which we are trying to
penetrate them.’’7 In other words, to attempt a
fundamental examination of metaphor would be
nothing less than an investigation of the genesis of
thought itself. It is no wonder that Aristotle argued that
a command of metaphor is by far the most important
thing to master. Robert Frost reiterates Aristotle’s point
in "Education by Poetry" when he says" that we ask
students to think, "but we seldom tell them what
thinking means; we seldom tell them it is just putting
this and that together.: it is just saying one thing in terms
of another."s
A chief use of metaphor is to extend language, and
since language is in an important sense reality, to expand
reality. As Terrence Hawkes explains, "By juxtaposition
of elements whose interaction brings about a new
dimension for them both, metaphor can reasonably be
said to create new reality, and to secure that reality
within the language, where it is accessible to the people
who speak it.’’9 Metaphor, therefore, is essential to the
process of mental discovery. In order to say anything
really new, or transfer" that which has been unconscious
to the conscious, one must resort to saying one thing and
meaning another. He must talk what is nonsense on the
face of it, but in such a way that the recipient may have
the new meaning suggested to him.
If metaphor is significant for literature in general, it is
doubly significant for the sacred literature of the
scriptures and for theological discourse. Metaphor is
indispensable in the expression of religious ideas and is
the natural language of religion, for religion must
convey in human speech to human understandings its
message from the unseen and supernatural world. It is
to be expected that the literature of revelation should
abound in figurative language. Moreover, much of our
scripture was originally addressed to ancient and
Oriental people, who tended to think and communicate
in images rather than in discursive logic.
So metaphor is fundamental and necessary in human
thought an~t communication, and particularly so in the
area of theology. In recognizing this, we must also
recognize that metaphors have given rise to diverse and
for the greater part still unsolved problems. Certainly
figurative language can be a danger to clear thinking. It
is a favorite resource of confused and feeble reasoning
and is often abused as a means to mislead and deceive.
Metaphors masquerading as literal statements and vice
versa are responsible for many false notions widely
accepted. The obvious problem is whether and how

metaphorical use of language can be unambiguously
recognized. The fact is that no hard and fast rule exists
for distinguishing between the literal and figurative
uses of language. Plenty of scope .exists for dubious
cases. Furthermore, controlling the meanihgs a
metaphor might convey is difficult; readers can infer
unexpected things or respond to unintended
connotations. A principal danger of metaphorica.1
language is that it might be taken literally by
unimaginative persons. As a steadying influence in
confronting the ubiquitous use of figurative language,
the knowledge of the many ways in which speech can,
legitimately or otherwise, be turned aside from literal
sense is a great value to the average person. Being able to
handle metaphor is better than t’rying to avoid it, for, as
Samuel Butler noted, "Though analogy is often
misleading, it is often the least misleading thingw,e
have."10
Owen Thomas identifies the ’ability to manage
metaphor as a mark of civilization and maturity. He
explains that for primitives and children stateme’nts like
"God is sun" or "Love is kissing" are statements of
equality. We can say man ceases to be completely
primitive and begins to become civilized when he
perceives that some linguistic equations are not
statements of identity--.that is, are not literally true. "As
a next step, man ceases to be merely civilized and starts
to become intellectually sophisticated when he perceives
that logical contradictions are sometimesthe only means
of postulating definitions."11 The analogy in the
psychological development of the individual works this
way: a person passes from childhood to adolescence
when he recognizes the existence of abstractions. He
moves from adolescence to maturity when he realizes
that abstractions can be discussed and partially defined
metaphorically. Consequently, there are levels of
understanding and sensitivity to figurative language.
Some people make no significant distinctions between
abstractions and physical reality; others do. "Finally, still
other people recognize the distihctions between physical
things and abstractions, but also recognize that, given
the limitations of both man and his language, an
absolute perception of these abstractions is impossible.
The fact of this impossibility, coupled with a need to
define, eventually leads all men to the conscious use of
logical contradictions, that is, to metaphor."12
Misuse of metaphor or arrested development in ability
to cope with it causes error in all fields of knowledge,
including theology. In fact, the chance for such error is
greater in theology because the truths it treats are more
lofty and remote from human experience, and further
beyond the ken of the ordinary senses and reason. Some
of the earliest heresies in Christianity resulted from the
uncompromising and indiscriminate following up of
metaphor. Discerning the difference between literal and
figurative terms in theology is fraught with problems.
Consider as an example that Catholic theologians
interpret all references to God’s bodily parts as
metaphorical. We consider them literal. The habitual
methods of adversaries of religion is to confound
metaphor and truth; and misrep~;esentation of religion
often results from insufficient attention to the
metaphorical nature of theological language. Liberals
tend to interpret too much figuratively; fundamentalists
tend to interpret too much literally. But despite the

possibility of error and confusion, the use of metapl~or
remains necessary because there are no words that
describe directly heavenly realities. Jesus, our example in
so many ways, taught his sublimest truths through
metaphor and parable.
War metaphors in religious discourse constitute a
unique case for a number of reasons. First of all, they
come so naturally. We cannot think of good and evil in
relation to.each other without immediately conceiving
that relationship in terms of conflict and warfare. The
gospel view of man is permeated with war. There was a
war in heaven before man inhabited the earth, and wars
will usher in the millennium that culminates that
habitation. Many major faith events along the way have
been military victories in which the righteous or chosen
have vanquished the wicked in the furtherance of God’s
designs.

Liberals tend .to interpret too
much figuratively fundamentalists too much literally.

The fact that war images occur so naturally and
frequently may actually encourage the likelihood they
will be taken literally. According to J.R. Firth, for
example, the probability of occurrence of a given
metaphor or "collocability" determines whether a
metaphor occupies "foreground" or "background." A
probable metaphor such as (’the leg of the table" is in the
background. An unusual metaphor such as T.S. Eliot’s
"Where the evening is spread out against the sky]Like a
patient etherized upon a table" is in the foreground.~3
The further a metaphor is in the background, the
greater is the possibility it will be taken literally.
~’oreground metaphors are easy to spot; they call
attention to themselves. Background metaphors can be
missed and taken literally by the unimaginative. War
metaphors in religion are obviously much in the
background and thus problematic.
t3ne reason tl~at war ancl religion have such a high
frequency of occurrence together is the fact that strife is
common to both: army against army i,n,,the ,o, ne, good
against evil in the other. In fact, the word war comes to
us from Old High German werre, meaning strife.
Another reason war metaphors crop up so frequently
in religion is that religion is the center of man’s highest
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aspirations and ideals; and war, even with its
Psalms, which are full of war images, and which are
unspeakable horrors, has provided the most dramatic
probably the principal source of the war metaphors
opportunities for the manifestation of courage, loyalty, eleswhere in the scriptures and in our hymns. The
total commitment, and other revered virtues. The
Psalms display war images used all along the continuum.
"hero" is one of humanity’s ideals, like the saint and the Moreover, some Psalms glorify the Lord as a warrior
sage. Samuel Johnson said, "Every man thinks meanly of
king ("Gird thy sword upon thy thigh, O most mighty,
himself for not having been a soldier, or not having been with thy glory and majesty"--45:3) and other praise him
at sea .... Mankind reverence those who have got over
as a peacemaker ("He maketh wars to cease unto the end
fear, which is so general a weakness.’’14 Nicholas of the earth; he breaketh the bow, and cutteth the spear
Berdyaev points out that "Ideas bred by war had far
in sunder; he burneth the chariot in the fire"--46:9).
greater significance for the moral education of mankind These two examples are from consecutive Psalms.
than war itself. The type of the warrior, the knight, the
Our militant hymns are overtly metaphorical, but
man who defends by force of arms his honour, the
even within them are examples of ambiguity. For
honour of the weak, the honour of his family, the example, "Up, Awake, Ye Defenders of Zion" has the
honour of his country, was the predominant moral ideal usual exhortation to be faithful and true in doing battle
and had enormous influence upon social morality.’’15 for the Kingdom; but it also says, "Remember the
Think how powerful and enduring has been the pattern
wrongs of Missouri" and refers to the shed blood of our
of the soldier-prophet or soldier-king: Abraham, Moses, prophets. One cannot read the hymn carefully without
feeling that the call to the defenders of Zion is not
Joshua, David, Mormon, Alexander, Richard the Lionhearted--the pattern abounds in the history of all
entirely figurative. And this example points up another
nations. Even in our own culture: Joseph Smith was
confusing characteristic of war images in religion: they
commander of the Nauvoo Legion. It is no wonder that
tend to be metaphorical when exhorting to offense and
when religion has desired to stimulate honor, courage,
more literal when exhorting to defense.
disciplined obedience, and risking one’s all in the contest
Another example of the admixture of the literal and
against evil it has turned to war metaphors.
figurative in hymns is "The Battle Hymn of the
Another distinctive feature of war metaphors in
Republic," which although no longer in the English
religion is that what is now figurative was once literal.
edition of our hymns is a familiar favorite. The words
say "His truth is marching on," but it was once sung by
The Old Testament tells us "The Lord is a man of war"
the Northern army as it marched on into very real
(Exodus 15:3). The children of Israel were expressly
commissioned to make war, even wars of aggression.
battles.
War metaphors in our scriptures and hymns are
Part of the reason for the census in Numbers was
military; military service was one of the chief duties" highly conventionalized. The images are from ancient
.involved in membership in the tribal community. One of warfare--swords, shields, bucklers, spears, and arrows.
The conventions were established in the Old Testament
God’s promises to Israel if they obeyed his
and have no correlation with the astounding technical
commandments was this: "And ye shall chase your
advancements in warfare. There is no tendency to
enemies, and they shall fall before you by the sword"
~.
update the images, such as the rocket launcher of truth,
¯¯
the bomb shelter of virtue, the heat-seeking missiles of
righteousness, defoliation or pacification of Satan’s
kingdom, ~r body counts of the wicked. Some of the
images are so far removed from war as we now know it
that they do not reg~ister con.cretely. Who even knows
what a buckler is nowadays?
Moreover, metaphors used in religion are rigorously
selective in connotation. Courage, strength, valor,,
victory, honor--these are the connot~)tions emphasized.
The horror, suffering, cruelty, and filth of war are
absent. In a sense, these metaphors are metaphors of
metaphors. That is, the images are drawn from a
romanticized, essentially figurative view of war, a view
from which the harsh and repugnant realities have
already been filtered..
Here is another twist in war and metaphor. War in the
’Old Testament served as a kind of barometer of
¯
righteousness. If Israel obeyed, they won; if not, they
lost. That the Lord wrought the conquest of Canaan is a
frequent theme and reminder (see, for example, Psalm
44 or Joshua 24:6-11); and invariably such passages
mention that it was not the people’s "swords and arrows
that won, but God. In a peculiar reversal of the
(Leviticus 2’6:7). In’the scriptures is a continuum of war metaphorical process, the actual battles become
images ranging from the literal to the metaphorical. This metaphors- for God’s help and purposes. This same
notion persisted through the centuries in the tradition
can generate confusion, and indeed has in the history of
of trial by combat.
Christianity. Sometimes war images are clearly literal;
The contradiction and ambiguity characteristic of war
sometimes they are obviously metaphorical; but
metaphors in religion is epitomized in Luke 14:31: "Or
sometimes they are ambiguous. This is apparent in the

War ".metaphors ¯ .may have
gencrated militant ttitudes in
those who are immature,
car less, .or inept with figurative
language.
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what king, going to make war against another king,
sitteth not down first, and consulteth whether he be able
with ten thousand to meet him that cometh against him
with twenty thousand?" Here the Prince of Peace
himself uses an analogy of war to teach the meaning and
cost of the highest kind of dedication to the Kingdom of
God. This example illustrates something about the
inevitable presence of war in the human condition and
consequently about its appropriateness for instructive
analogies; and it also suggests something about the
nature of metaphor: the figurative meaning is radically
divorced from its literal component.
Let us return now to my questions about Mormons
and war metaphors. To what extent are we influenced
by war mythology? More or less than are other
Christians? Is there a paradoxical undercurrent of

There need be no necessary
correlation between war

¯ metaphors, and war mentality..
r~ilitarism in.our religion? The war in Vietnam caused
many members of th~ Church to agonize over this issue.
The Church’s recent statement concerning the MX
system’ has caused many to reexamine what they
assumed was a religiously orthodox attitude toward
national defense. Because we identify ourselves as
members of the house of Israel and accept Old
Testament history as our history, we are particularly
susceptible to .what Joseph Campbell calls a war
mythology. For this reasor~ we need to be particularly
alert to the ways of metaphor. It may be that war
metaphors in our scriptures and hymns have generated
militant attitudes in those "of our members who are
immature, c~reless, or inept in the area of figurative
language. But when the nature of metaphor is
understood, there need be no necessary correlation
between war metaphors and war mentality.
The principal problem with war metaphors is that the
figurative war--the one we are all enlisted in--is against
such things as evil, error, and sin. These are
abstractions. The question is can we war against
abstractions without warring against people. The
temptation is great to equate people, nations, and
ideologies--particularly Communism--with the
abstractions. How difficult it is to hate a man’s principles
without hating him. But this is exactly what Christianity
requires of us.
~4/ar as metaphor is so natural, so apt, so long used that
it cannot be eliminated in religion, nor need it be. What is
needed is that it be recognized and understood. Every

object may be said to have a twofold significance: a
significance in itself as a fragment of reality and a
significance as an emblem, symbol, or image of
something other than itself. "Nature," said Emerson,
"offers all her creatures to a man as a picture language.
Being used as a type a second wonderful value appears in
the object, far better than the old value.’’~6 Wallace
Stevens said, "Metaphor creates a new reality from
which the original appears to be unreal.’’~7 Since the war
between good and evil is such a transformation, we have
no reason to be puzzled or alarmed by war imagery in
our hymns and scriptures. Cause for alarm comes only
when our members fail to respond properly to it. In
metaphor theory the notion has been developed that
metaphor requires a response, an act of "completion"
from the reader, almost as a play does from its audience.
We. must beware the "uncompleted" metaphor.
The point we must remember is that war itself is not a
metaphor, and the best way to view it is one most
purified of, most resistant to, metaphoric thinking. But
on the other hand, when war is used as metaphor, the best
way to view it is one most purified of, most resistant to,
literal thinking. We learn to make these distinctions as
we cultivate our imagination and heighten our sense of
figurative language at the same time we cultivate our
religious and moral sense. As Robert Frost warned,~
"unless you are at home in metaphor.., you are not safe
anywhere. Because you are not at ease with figurative
values: you don’t know the metaphor in its strength and
its weakness. You don’t know how far you may expect to
ride it and when it may break down with you. You are
not safe in science; you are not safe in history.’’~8 He
might have added, you are not safe in theology.
STEPHEN L. TANNER is professor of English at BYU. He received his
Ph.D. from the University of Wisconsin and was a senior Fulbright
lecturer in Brazil and Portugal.
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BRODIE: the
A personal look at Mormonisrn’s best-known rebel

RICHARD S. VAN WAGONER
LMOST as much as we love to love our folk
heroes, we Mormons love to hate our heretics.
We lick our chops at the thought of John C.
Bennett spending his autumn years raising chickens in
Polk City, Iowa--so far a fall for the once-proud
Brigadier General in the Invincible Light Dragoons of
Illinois and member of Joseph Smith’s First Presidency.
We remember with delight millionaire Sam Brannan of
California gold rush fame, once high and mighty enough
to refuse to give up Church tithes until Brigham Young
sent a "receipt signed by the Lord," dying of a bowel
infection, wifeless and penniless. We retell with relish
the sad tale of stroke-ravaged Thomas B. Marsh, the
man who might have been Church president upon
Joseph Smith’s death, returning to the Church in 1856 "a
poor decrepid [sic], broken down old man . . . one of his
arms hangs down."
Mormon women have given us few rebels. Fanny
Stenhouse, said to be the only woman Brigham Young
feared, took on the Church hierarchy because of her
hatred of polygamy. Well-educated and a gifted writer,
she penned what most Mormon women of the day dared
not even think: "To doubt one doctrine was to doubt all,
and I soon felt that my religion was rapidly crumbling
away before my eyes, and that I was losing confidence in
everything and everybody. I was like a ship at sea
without a compass, not knowing where to go or what to
do." Resolving to "walk into the jaws of death" through
disobedience, Mrs. Stenhouse and her polygamist
husband Thomas joined the spiritualist "New
Movement" of Mormon heresy. Fanny later authored
two scandalous books, A Lady’s Life Among the Mormons--A
Record of Personal Experience as One of the Wives of a Mormon
Elder and Tell it All--The Story of A Life’s Experience in
Mormonism, both of which delivered scathing attacks on
Mormonism in general and polygamy in particular.
Retrospectively analyzing her actions, she mused:
Little did I imagine at that period that any such mission
as that which I have since realized as mine, was in the
providence of Time awaiting me, or that | should ever
have the boldness, either with tongue or pen, to plead
the cause of the Women of Utah. But, impelled by those

A
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unseen influences which shape our destinies, I took my
stand with the ’heretics’; and, as it happened, my own
was the first woman’s name enrolled in their cause.
The most recent name enrolled on the list of women
heretics is Sonia Johnson. Trading barbs with Utah’s
Mormon Senator Orrin Hatch, Johnson quickly rose to
prominence as a fervent spokeswoman for "Mormons
for ERA." Her outspoken opposition to Church political
activism over the Equal Rights Amendment resulted in
national press attention, loss of her Church
membership, and delicious hissings from Church
members in general.
The best-known Mormon rebel of all time, however,
neither led a protest movement against polygamy nor
chained herself to the gates of the Seattle Temple. Fawn
M. Brodie wrote a book. No Man Knows My History is a
psychobiographical study of the life of the founding
father of Mormonism, Joseph Smith. Mrs. Brodie,
irreverently exposing the Mormon Prophet’s feet of
clay, committed the cardinal sin of Mormonism. Devout
Mormons quickly relegated Fawn M. Brodie to outer
darkness with other such purveyors of godlessness as
Attila the Hun and Madeline Murray.

Looking at her life, it’s hard to understand quite why.
Fawn grew up Mormon in the small Utah hamlet of
Huntsville. Her father, Thomas E. McKay, was a brother
to future Church President David O. McKay, and her
mother, Fawn Brimhall, was the daughter of Brigham
Young University President George H. Brimhall. After
graduating from Ogden’s Weber High School, Fawn
earned a degree in English at the University of Utah at
the precocious age of eighteen. The years at the "U"
proved pivotal in her religious life; it was at the
university that the threads binding her faith in
Mormonism began to unravel. In a 1975 interview with
Shirley E. Stephenson of the Cal-Fullerton State
University History Program, Fawn remembered:
I was devout until I went to the University of Utah. Then
is when I first began to learn important things . . . my
field was English literature.. ~and] one began to move...

woman and her history

out of the parochialism of the Mormon community. At
least I did by being exposed to the great literature of the
past. This was a very quiet kind of liberation; there was
nothing very spectacular about it. There was no active
trauma. It was a quiet kind of moving out into, what you
might call, the larger society and learning that the center
of the universe was not Salt Lake City as I had been
taught as a child.

Miss McKay decided to pursue a master’s degree at the
University of Chicago, where the English department
stressed historical methods of study as opposed to
strictly literary criticism. Here she began to understand
"how much of a liberation the university experience in
Salt Lake City had been, because then the confining
aspects of the Mormon religion dropped off within a few

weeks." As she had said before, "It was like taking off a
hot coat in the summertime."
To support her graduate studies, Fawn worked in the
Hutchinson Commons student cafeteria. There she met
her husband-to-be, Bernard Brodie:."Because I was tall
[5’ 10"] and could be easily seen .... I carried a big coffee
pot and poured second cups of coffee. When I poured an
extra cup for Bernie, he gave me two red carnations. He
brought me flowers every day for the next six weeks,
when we were married."
The marriage of a Mormon girl from rural Utah and a
sophisticated Jew from Chicago was bound to be
complicated--a Jew marrying a gentile; a gentile
marrying a Mormon. Friends relate that theirs was
"never a placid marriage." Maimon Leavitt called them a
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"complementary pair, very different, sometimes even
conflicting. They reinforced one another in their likes
and differences, sometimes striking illuminating sparks,
more often harmonious music, or rather prose, because
of course their writing was one of their strongest bonds.
There were other bonds, intellectual, people, art, joie de
vivre, but most particularly their children."
Bernard knew very little of Mormonism but he
wanted to know more. His intense interest in the
foundation beliefs of his new wife’s people probed the
very core of Mormonism. Fawn, never satisfied with

Mormons relegated
Fawn M. Brodie to outer darkness
with Attila the Hun and
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easy answers, began a systematic search not only for
answers to Bernard’s questions but also to resolve deep
concerns in her own mind: Could Joseph Smith have
written the Book of Mormon by utilizing local New York
sources and his own creative genius? "If the Book of
Mormon came out of his own background in Western
New York, which he insisted came from golden plates,
then what kind of man was this? The whole problem of
his credibility, I thought, was crying out for some
~exp_lanation."
Employed in the University of Chicago library, she
initially intended to write a short critique about the
Mormon prophet. But as she determined that an
objective biography of Joseph Smith did not exist, she
decided to go whole hog on the biography.
Fawn described herself as gripped by fascination with
Joseph Smith during the seven years that she took to
research and write the book. She Would later experience
the same infatuation with Thaddeus Stevens, Sir
Richard Burton, Thomas Jefferson, and Richard Nixon.
But Joseph Smith was exceptional in one important
aspect. Though Fawn described herself as "baffled by the
complexities of this man," she had long since come to
believe that he was "not a true prophet--to use an old
Mormon phrase." When perceptions of deeply-held
truths crumble, the confusion and sense of loss can be
overwhelming. No Man Knows My History became an
emotional compulsion with Fawn, an exorcism of the
Mormonism of her youth.
After completing a few chapters, Fawn sent the
manuscript to the Alfred Knopf publishing company in
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New York. They awarded her their 1943 Fellowship in
Biography--a $2500 grant. Prior to the announcement
of the award, Fawn sought to cushion her parents from
the publicity she knew her book would excite in Utah:
It is only fair to you both that I tell you quite frankly and
honestly in advance that the book is likely to get a good
bit of hostile criticism from the authorities of the
Church. Certain things which I feel should be included to
tell the whole story of the man, you will feel should
better have been left buried. You will probably be
criticized for having raised a wayward daughter.
For this reason I must caution you not to advertise to
anyone the fact that I have received the fellowship. It will
be announced in the papers anyway, but it is better to
have the news get out that way than to have you
announce it yourself,, since parts of the book are certain
to be disapproved of by many in Utah. When someone
mentions it, you’d better say, "Well, I don’t know what
the girl is up to. It’s all her own doing you know, and she’s
always been inclined to be a little headstrong," or
something like that.

Her predictions proved to be entirely correct. No Man
Knows My History became the most controversial work
ever written about Mormonism. The work proved to be
unsettling to many Mormons because she adapted
psychobiographical techniques which analyzed Joseph
Smith’s experiences and motivations through
psychological interpretation. She used the same
techniques in all her biographical works but came under
the greatest criticism for her books on Joseph Smith and
Thomas Jefferson.
It is significant that both the Church president and the
United States president are "sacred cows"
within their circle of adherents. In both books, by
refusing to omit, minimize, or gloss over incidents which
some consider embarrassing or controversial, she
evoked the wrath of faithful her worshipers. This
hackle-raising was not deliberate on her part but rather
reflected her pursuit of the man behind the image.
Though she often approached her biographical projects
with a preconceived notion, she was not naive about the
pitfalls of her profession. In a 1970 lecture, "Can We
Manipulate the Past," she remarked that "even the most
dispassionate historian, trying to select fairly with
intelligence and discretion, manipulates in spite of
himself, by nuances, by repudiation, by omission, by
unconscious affection or hostility."
Many Mormons would disagree that Fawn was a
dispassionate historian, claiming instead that she had an
ax to grind. But interpretation of Mormon history often
depends on one’s perspective. Fawn effectively summed
up the difficulties when she declared: "Mormon
historiography is a swamp. You get up to your neck right
away; it is so complicated. What is a fact? That is a big
question. No devout Mormon and non-Mormon can
agree on what is a fact." In her pursuit of facts about her
biographical subjects from Joseph Smith to Richard
Nixon, she followed the philosophy of Julian Boyd
quoted in the frontispiece to her Thomas Jefferson: An
Intimate History: "History, long after the passions and
polemics of the time have been quieted, requires that
any barrier be probed, whatever the cost, when persons
have been defamed or truth injured or questions not
asked."

Fawn approached her research by asking such
questionsnquestions she felt were crying out for
answers. In No Man Knows My HMory, the pursuit of these
answers often became compulsive, a compelling quest to
resolve her inner conflicts. After reviewing the first ten
chapters of this book, Fawn’s close friend Dale Morgan
astutely commented:
I have an idea that you haven’t come futt’ circle yet in
liberating yourself from the church. You have an
intellectual but not yet an emotional objectivity about
Mormonism. You are still in certain of a mood of
rebellion, and you sometimes give vent to a sharp
intellectual scorn for the Mormon way of life which
practically speaking is an intolerance for it. I suspect that
you won’t begin to have really generous feelings, a liveand-let-live philosophy, until you have finished
disentangling yourself from the religion. Your
intellectual detachment is only a way-station in your
development--it aligns you with another culture, that of
the world outside, but does not yet equip you to come to
terms with the Mormons on the emotional plane. I am
inclined to believe that this reflects a sense of emotional
insecurity which may require several more years to
overcome. You feel a need to maintain yourself in a
status of rebellion, sharp, constant, and unequivocal, and
on an unassailable intellectual plane, argument held
within the limits of reason, and the quicksands of
emotion fenced out. Your Achilles heel, of course, is your
feeling about your father, and being conscious of that
vulnerability you defend it at all times. After a while, I
think you will no longer feel the need of fortification,
back into the Mormon complex. When you reach that
stage, you will feel more comfortable about Mormonism
generally and your critical reactions, I think, will be
softened with a wide acceptance of some of the human
values.
Fawn’s compulsion to rid herself of the hooks that
Mormonism had embedded in her soul centered on her
defrocking Joseph Smith. Her published efforts shocked
the Church’s orthodox. Some found it difficult to believe
that a devout Mormon girl, one from Utah yet, could
write a book defaming the founder of the faith. Others
suggested the work was in fact the brainchild of Fawn’s
Jewish husband, Bernard. To counter both accusations
Fawn replied:
Many people have misunderstood my thanks to him
[Bernard] in the preface of my book. The volume would
have been a harsher indictment of Joseph Smith had it
not been for his influence. I was angered by the obvious
nature of the fraud in his writing of the Book of Mormon; I
felt that his revelations all came out of needs of the
moment and had nothing to do with God, and I thought
the frantic search for wives in the last four years of his
life betrayed a libertine nature that was to me at the time
quite shocking. My husband kept urging me to look at
the man’s genius, to explain his successes, and to make
sure that the reader understood why so many people
loved him, and believed in him. If there is real
compassion for Joseph Smith in the book, and I believe
there is, it is more a result of the influence of my husband
than anyone else.
Mormon historians, failing to see compassion, were
critical of Mrs. Brodie on several fronts. Their most
consistent regret was that she had not used the excellent
collection of primary documents in the LDS Church
archives--a criticism that, while valid, was hardly fair.

Fawn did attempt to gain access to Joseph Smith’s diary,
but the Church archives were restricted, and access was
difficult even when your uncle was a member of the
Quorum of Twelve Apostles. Apostle David O. McKay
received word from the Church librarian that his niece
had requested restricted materials and after a "very
long, and very difficult interview," at Mrs. Brodie’s
parents’ apartment, Elder McKay gave her permission to
see the diary. Because her "family situation had become
so delicate" by this time, however, she refused to further
strain the relationship between her father and his

F awn’s compulsion
to rid herself of the hooks that
Mormonism had embedded in her soul
centered on her defrocking
Joseph Smith.

brother. Though she did use a few periodical sources
from the LDS facility, the majority of her research
centered in the University of Chicago Library, the New
York State Historical Society Library, and the archives
of the Reorganized Church of Jesus Christ of Latter Day
Saints.
Chief among Mrs. Brodie’s Mormon critics was Dr.
Hugh Nibley of Brigham Young University. Nibley’s
booklet, No Ma’am, That’s Not History, argued that many of
the facts used by Mrs. Brodie were not in fact factual.
Fawn remained unimpressed with Dr. Nibley’s criticism
of her work. In a May 27, 1946, letter to her parents she
wrote:
Thank you for sending the Hugh Nibley pamphlet. I had
expected better things in this "scholarly reply to Mrs.
Brodie." It is a flippant and shallow piece. He really did
me a service by demonstrating the difference between
his scholarship and mine. If that is the best a young
Mormon historian can offer, then I am all the more
certain that the death of B.H. Roberts meant the end of
all that was truly scholarly and honest in orthodox
Mormon historiography.
In addition to Dr. Nibley’s criticism, Mormon
missionary groups attempted to amend difficulties
caused by what was viewed as No Man Knows My History’s
heretical attack on Joseph Smith. Public libraries in
Mormon communities often refused to carry the book.
Some that did required the library patron to check out
the Nibley work simultaneously. Even today, more than
thirty years since the book was first published, readers
can still find included in their library copy of No Man
Knows My History such missionary-placed messages as:
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Dear Reader:
Be sure to read the brief review of Mrs. Brodie’s book
written by a well known literary intellect--Hugh Nibley.
His review is vitally informative though but 62 pages in
length, and is entitled: "No, Ma’am, That’s Not History."
Though the Mormon church has traditionally
allowed men and women to voice private dissent from
the party line, it will not tolerate public disputation. This
is officially viewed as a breach of ethics, integrity, and
morality. George Q. Cannon, a member of the First

Fawn Brodie’s
No Man Knows My History
red-flagged her personal
heresy.

Presidency in 1868, first voiced the Church position in a
Deseret News editorial:
We could conceive of a man honestly differing in opinion
from the authorities of the church and yet not be an
apostate; but we could not conceive of a man publishing
those differences of opinion, and seeking by arguments,
sophistry and special pleading to enforce them upon the
people to produce division and strife, and to place the acts
and counsels of the church, if possible, in a wrong light,
and not be an apostate; for such conduct was apostasy as
we understood the term.
Fawn Brodie’s No Man Knows My History red-flagged
her personal heresy. On May 23, 1946, six months after
the book’s publication, William H. Reeder, Jr., President
of the New England Mission, sent a letter to Fawn--who
was then residing in New Haven, Connecticut, where
Bernard was teaching at Yale University--which
instituted Church proceedings against her to investigate
alleged wrongdoing and to show cause, if any you have,
why you should not be excommunicated from the
Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints for apostasy,
in this among other matters: That in a book recently
published by you, you assert matters as truths which
deny the divine origin of the Book of Mormon, the
restoration of the Priesthood and of Christ’s Church
through the instrumentality of the Prophet Joseph
Smith, contrary to the beliefs, doctrines and teachings of
the Church.

Mrs. Brodie did not attend the bishop’s court
convened in her behalf. Choosing instead to write a
letter, she "simply told them . . . that I would not go
because, after all, I was a heretic." With this letter, her
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thirty-one years as a Mormon abruptly and officially
came to an end. Though she was totally disaffected from
Mormonism by this time, she never associated with
another religion. In a 1967 letter to Monseigneur Jerome
Stoffel, she wrote: "For me religion is only a
complication in my life; abandoning religion altogether
has been a wholly liberating experience. We have
brought up our three children without any religion
whatever, assuming total responsibility for their ethical
behavior and thinking."
Fawn did not deny the "agony of disillusionment" but
related it only to the pain she had caused her family. She
explained that her
father never understood the nature of my break with my
past. I think he has tried to but it was always very painful
for him and he was always pulling me, trying to pull me
back into the Mormon community, the Mormon society,
back into the brotherhood. But he couldn’t ....
Mother was a kind of quiet heretic which made it much
easier for me... her heresy was very quiet and took the
form, mostly, of encouraging me in a quiet way to be on
my own. But that made for some family difficulties, too.
Cherishing "the freedom from theological disputation of
any sort," Fawn’s world by 1946 had become the
university, the world of academics and ideas. Though
she was a woman scorned in the Mormon world, she
received national recognition for her prolific writings.
By 1951, she had given birth to the last of het" three
children, and the Brodies moved to California, where
she creatively juggled her life between her family
nurturing and her" career. During the next thirty years
she wrote Thaddeus Stevens, Scourge of the South (1959)--the
life of a radical Republican leader of Civil War
Reconstruction; From Crossbow to H-Bomb (co-authored
with her husband, 1.962); The Devil Drives: A Life of Sir
Richard Burton (1967)--Nile explorer, translator of the
Arabian Nights, soldier, and poet; a second edition of No
Man Knows My History (1969); and Thomas .Jefferson: An
Intimate History (1974). She also edited The City of the Saints
(1963), an account of Sir Richard Button’s 1860 trip to
Utah, and Route from Liverpool to Great Salt Lake (1963),
Frederick Piercy’s 1853 narrative of a visit to Utah, as
well as publishing more than forty book reviews and
articles.
Fawn did not always find the relationship between her
personal and professional life an easy balance to make. In
a 1977 interview with the Los Angeles Times she explained:
Motherhood is easy. Housework is a breeze. Cooking is a
pleasant diversion. Putting up a retaining wall is a lark.
But teaching is like climbing a mountain. I struggle with
teaching and I struggle with writing.., everything I’ve
done is easier than research or writing.
Yet she continued to teach and write--to pursue new
ideas that intrigued her. Bernard described her restless
intellect with a reflective phrase, "history is alive with
mysteries, and Fawn is always in busy pursuit of the
answers."
Fawn did not confine her activities to academics,
writing, and mothering, however. She was also a
political activist, more liberal and far more closely
identified with student causes than her political scientist
husband. In a 1970 essay she wrote: "Ronald Reagan is
not lacking in political talent and has emerged also as a

political force menacing the intellectual institutions of
this state. Under his administration, there’ve been
released an enraged anti-intellectual police energy that
resulted, in a single day last spring in Berkeley, in one
death, one blinding, over a hundred injuries, and four
hundred arrests, the arrests followed by threats,
humiliation, and actual physical torture in Santa Rita
Prison.’"
She was a fervent environmentalist who fought to
defend the Pacific Palisades area she lived in from the
encroaching hand of developers. Lamont Johnson, a
neighbor, declared that Fawn

Lecturer in the Department of History at UCLA even
though her academic credentials were in English. This
last appointment somewhat cemented her previously
unresolved feminist viewpoints: "I am a feminist, yes. I
am all in favor of everything they are agitating for, I
really am, because I see definite discrepancies in pay. I
get paid about one-third less than my husband. We are
both full professors and my publication record is as good
as his .... There are very real discrepancies in pay, in the
system."

attacked civic problems, she attacked political problems,
she was a wonderful letter writer to the Times [Los
Angeles]. We always felt joy when we felt a letter coming
on, seeing it snap in her dark eyes before she would
attack the typewriter. We... could always feel a sense of
excitement, a raciness in the blood when you’d see Fawn
stalking the moors like Boadicea out on a Roman charge.
She was really a warrior lady about our hill; she was a
fierce defender of it. And when she saw something evil
creeping up on us, in the way of either a civic injustice or
some pollution that was in the offing, she fought. She
was a wonderful fighter.
In 1977 she left the security of her position at UCLA to
research a book on former U.S. President, Richard M.
Nixon, a man who simultaneously "fascinated yet
repelled her." In an interview that year with the Los
Angeles Times, she provides us with some valuable insight
into her compulsive drives to write:
Now, you might wonder why I keep driving myself, a
compulsive woman racing around frantically, tracking
down trivia to build a biographical mosaic. Why do I do
Shortly before she discovered she had cancer, Fawn
it? Because I’m unhappy when I’m not doing it. Show me
and Sonia Johnson met for an hour over ice cream cones.
a character whose life arouses my curiousity, and my
Fawn commented to Sonia during that short visit, "I
flesh begins crawling with suspense. I simply cannot stop
think you usurped my place as the leading female Judas
until I piece together all the baffling bits of evidence and
Iscariot." Thus Fawn M. Brodie passed on the mantle of
solve the puzzle. Then and only then, the clouds part,
the proverbial Mormon "hiss and byword." Dale
and I’m surrounded by sunshine.
Morgan had predicted thirty years previously that the
Though the clouds parted, and the sun shone through,
mantle was destined for Fawn: "The gossip about you is
it was to be only for a short time. She had just started the
getting interesting! Now ’adopted,’ and perhaps in due
Nixon project in earnest when Bernard was diagnosed to
time, as you suggest, ’bastard.’ Let’s hope it doesn’t reach
be suffering from terminal cancer. He died in 1978. the stage where they start to call you a bitch! Enough is
Fawn, resolving to overcome her grief through her
too much!"
work, plunged ahead into her research. But in 1980 she
Fawn McKay Brodie was a self-proclaimed Mormon
discovered that she also was suffering from cancer.
heretic. She was also much more than that. She was a
Determined to complete her work, she refused pain
warm human being. She was a remarkably free-thini~ing
medication for as long as possible in hopes of getting the
woman of unflinching courage. She was a respected
Nixon work finished. Death overtook her gallant efforts
teacher, historian, and biographer. Most notably
January 10,1981, after she had completed her final draft. perhaps, she believed in what she did--ultimately her
Richard M. Nixon: The Shaping of His Character, was
only allegiance was to the truth. Though we may
published just prior to the first anniversary of Fawn’s
disagree with her assessment of the truth respecting
death.
Mormonism, No Man Knows My History may be the major
Not even death had the power to bring her back into
impetus in the quest for a less apologetic, more objective
the Mormon fold. She was cremated in California, her Mormon history.
ashes scattered to the wind over the Pacific Palisades
Note
area she loved.
Special thanks for research assistance in this paper to Barbara McKay,
Fawn Brodie, though without honor in Mormondom,
Smith; Caiif~ornia State University, Fullerton Oral History Program,
received many prestigious awards during her lifetime,
for the Shirley E. Stephenson interview with Fawn M. Brodie (30
including the 1959 Commonwealth Club of California November 1975); George D. Smith, Jr. (typescript of Fawn M. Brodie
services); University of Utah Special Collections (Fawn M.
Literature Award, the 1967 Utah Historical Society Memorial
Fellow of the Year Award, the 1974 University of Utah Brodie papers); and the Utah State Historical Society.
S. VAN WAGONER, a clinical audiologist in Salt Lake
Alumni Emeritus Award, and the 1975 Los Angeles Times RICHARD
City, lives in Lehi, Utah. He and Steven C. Walker are co-authors of A
"Woman of the Year" Award. She was appointed Senior
Book of Mormons (Signature Books, 1982).
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A STORY BY WARREN EUGENE ICKE

HE boarding tunnel to the "Friendly-skies"
morning flight had just enough downslope to push
each step he took to the edge of control. The
hollow-metallic sound of his footfalls, ringing off the
walls of the tunnel, reminded him of all those times he’d
stumbled over a steel ramp into the belly of an armored
personnel carrier. He glanced over his shoulder to make
sure it was just middle-class America following him, not
the enemy.
A stewardess was taking boarding passes at the door.
When he held his pass out to her she hesitated, her smile
petrified into place. Then she regained whatever she’d
lost for that micro-moment and told him his seat was
toward the back of the plane.
Trying not to notice the people who were trying not fo
notice him, he maneuvered his way along the aisle and
plopped into the last seat in the last row. The other seats
around him were empty and he suspected they’d stay
that way by the looks the people gave him as they
shuffled into their seats.
The jet pulled away from the boarding tunnel and
taxied toward the runway. He pressed his half-nose
against the window and watched the blue mist swirling
off the back landing gear of the Pan Am taking off on the
other runway. The slow-mo movement of the mist off
the wheels threw him toward that fire-base near Laos.
Suddenly he was there in that place where he’d pushed
away the boredom of too long days and the gurgles of
dying gooks and grunts with beer and Old Crow. That
old sticky feeling, of sitting in front of his hooch with a
pump shotgun in his lap and a Budweiser in his hand,
pasted itself to the small of his back and he lost himself to
the stale taste of Vietnam’s basement air.
Something pushed into his stomach and he felt sick.
The jet high-angle sliced off the end of the runway
toward the intestinal clouds which were boiling too near
the earth. He sat back and closed his eyes. He always got
airsick. Even when he was flying, as a medic, in a jollygreen, he got sick. But over there, in that plate, he’d kept
the nausea away from him with a syringe of Vistaril
gunned into his linebacker thigh.
Sometimes, when they were called into a real hot fire-

T

fight, he’d kept the fear away with methamphetamine.
His good right arm made him feel like a god. Nothing
could touch him then; there was no need to fear.
But he was afraid now; the old nausea was with him as
the jet leveled off and nosed toward his home. He’d
counted on goirlg back for so much, for so long, that now
he was as afraid of home as he was of Laos’s Mung River.
He had counted on home. It had been the one clean
immutable fact of his life; it had been the only thing that
had saved him in the red-wet of Asia. His home. Most
other towns had discovered too much of the world
around them and given way to bigger things, their wideporch swings and corner drugstores replaced by pre-fabs
and department stores.
All along he’d known his town hadn’t changed, hadn’t
given up anything of itself. It would still be deeply
snugged into the Midwest soil; the tidal wheat would
still submerge his county each summer with four whitewhale grain elevators breaking the surface to support an
azure sky.
He’d known that when he got home, everything
would be the same. It just had to be that way. He’d been
sure that he’d be able to find himself walking through
hip-brushing wheat. He saw it. It had been the only real
thing for eleven months. Everything else was the nonreal, the dream.
All his trust was in that fact; it had carried him
through too many midnight medi-vac flights over corpse
littered villages. Even when the family cabled and said
they’d found his dad frozen face-down in the west
pond’s duck blind, he knew his home and morn were still
there. Waiting. Then something happened. And he was
sure of nothing.
Standing over him, the red-haired stewardess asked if
he was all right. He nodded. She told him he’d cried out
in his sleep and the other passengers were worried. He
half-smiled with his lipless mouth and assured her he’d
be quiet so the other passengers wouldn’t be disturbed.
She dug into the falcon eyes with hers and asked if he’d
mind her sitting beside him for awhile. He told her he
didn’t mind if she didn’t.
At first, he said little. But she kept talking about
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herself and asking questions about him in the same way
his little sister had when he called to say they were
letting him leave the hospital. So he began looking back
at the woman beside him and said more than a yes or no.
The skin and twisted bone that had once been hands
felt the burn of her eyes. He moved them from his lap
and tried to pull the things back into his coat sleeves.
One of her ivory hands grasped the claw nearest her.
He was going to faint. He was going to pass out in
front of her. The softness of her hand drew the strength
from him. He had to get away. No one should have to
touch him that way. Only one other person had touched
him with any feeling since an afternoon’s sunshine
became gasoline flame and sulphur stench. That other
person had been a civilian nurse at the VA hospital
where the khakied-docs had fixed him up good. "Betterthan-before," the other leg lackers had said. But
everyone knew better.
The stewardess saw him tense up. She asked him how
he’d gotten hurt and he started telling her about how
he’d been a stunt man in a monster movie and everything had gone wrong. She didn’t laugh. She told him
what he said wasn’t funny and since he wasn’t really in
the mood to joke around he told her just enough about
the miracle of napalm. Then he told her he was thinking
about becoming a poster-boy for Dow chemical, "better
living through chemistry" and all that. It was one of the
hospital’s stock jokes. She didn’t laugh at that either.
She told him about her brother coming home after the
’68 Tet offensive without his legs, too. He said he was
sorry. Said it was a bad joke. She told him he wasn’t a
monster. He whispered, more to himself than her, that
he hoped he wasn’t what he saw in the mirror. She
wondered what he saw; he told her about a phantom on
army-issue legs. He explained that things happened;
he’d just done things over there that made him wonder.
She said he was just a man. That’s all he wanted to be;
that’s all he’d ever wanted to be, he mumbled.
She asked him where he was going. He began telling
her about the wheat fields, a main street that rolls up
after sunset, and four in the morning cow milking. He
told her about his family, about his younger sister
placing second at the state fair with her angus bull, about
his brothers’ new wives and how he hadn’t met them.
It seemed strange to her that he hadn’t seen his family
while he was in the hospital. He said it was better that
way. She asked how it could have been. Then he told her
about the eight months, three weeks, and six days of
skin-strippings and new leg fittings. He told her about
the families who didn’t return after seeing their fathers,
sons, or brothers. She heard about the seventeen
divorces and nine broken engagements. He described
the others he’d left behind, the ones who’d never leave
the hospital.
She didn’t move away from him. She stayed in the seat
beside him and listened. He was surprised. He heard her
tell him he must be afraid to go home. He wondered how
she knew and wanted to say he wasn’t but said he was.
He talked even more then. Maybe because he didn’t
iknow her name, maybe because she reminded him of his
sister he told her things he’d hidden. He spluttered his
words when he told her he wished he didn’t have to go
home. He said he was sorry medi-vac was so fast over
there. Just ten minutes more and he’d have been a body
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count Walkter Cronkite gave at the end of the day. He
told her about his mo:m. About not wanting to see her or
having her see him. About needing to.
He asked about her brother. About what finally
happened to him. She described how her mom and dad
had visited him in the hospital every day. She showed
him pictures of her brother and the wife who had taken
him home. She gave him the names of her twin nieces
and freckled nephew.
Turning in his seat toward the red-haired woman, he
asked if it was all really true. All of it. She laughed and
said of course it was. They were both quiet then. Every
so often he’d glance at her to see if she’d say she had just
been kidding or making it all up.
He wanted to know her name and how old she was.
She said people called her "Grit" and that she would be
twenty-three in the fall. She asked his name. He told her
people called him "P.J." but his mom called him
"Thomas." Then he announced he would be twenty-one
the next week. She joked about being legal. They both
laughed and began talking about favorite things.
Suddenly, they were there. His plane had landed. He
didn’t move for a long time after the other passengers
had filed down the ramp. Grit returned from helping the
other passengers and said she was sorry for being so
long. When she asked if he needed any help, he pointed
toward his seat belt and said he wasn’t very good at such
things yet.
She bent, un_snapped the buckle, and helped him to
stand. As he stood she told him not to worry, he’d do fine
out there. Then she helped him with his flight bag and he
blinked when she tapped his uniform hat into place. He
asked if he could write and tell her how he did. She
handed him a piece of paper with her address already
written in a firm hand.
They walked down the :’amp together. His family was
moving toward him. He started to point them out to her,
but she was walking, almost trotting away. She turned
and yelled back to him to write soon, and then she
ducked through a door marked "Airline Personnel
Only."
His brothers ran to him and began hugging. He
hugged back. His aunts and uncles and cousins and sister
folded around him. They smiled. He smiled. No one
talked. Everyone talked. He was surrounded by friendly
fire.
He asked his oldest brother about his mom. His
brother told him she was waiting in the Van with his
sisters-in-law. He heard his brother say it would be
better to see her out there because there were fewer
people. His other brother reminded him about how his
mom hated crying in front of strangers. Then they were
moving.
His little sister, almost big now, hung on to his arm
and pulled him along through the airport. She was
telling him about her new calf, the cheerleading squad
she was on, about the new job his morn had at the bank.
He walked a little faster when his sister mentioned his
morn. The knotted mob followed. They burst through
the airport entrance. Then they were across the parking
lot.
His mother was standing in front of the van with two
strange women he somehow recognized as belonging
there. His mom had her head bent toward the pavement

with her arms crossed on her chest. The rest of the
family hung back and let him walk the rest of the way
alone. His mother looked up and saw him standing in
front of her. Neither moved. Neither breathed. He felt
his family standing a little behind him. Waiting. Finally
he reached out and said, "Morn?" Immediately her arms
were around his neck and she kept saying his name over
and over as if it were a new thing to her. He couldn’t
breathe, she crushed him so. He didn’t need to now.
Not saying anything, they sat side by side during the
trip home and let the others jabber about the town.
Every so often his mom would squeeze his arm and pull
him closer. Once he noticed her other hand trembling so
he placed his hand over it. A couple of times one of her
tears fell from her chin and struck the back of his claw.
And he thought about the smell of fresh bread that
never left his morn and waited for that first glimpse of
the grain elevators that’d tell him this wasn’t just a
dream, that he’d really made it home.

strange place winning medals.
When she saw him, she slipped off her Sunday shoes
and ran in her stocking feet to throw her arms around
his neck. That’s the way the big homecomings were
always done in the movies. The girl sacrificed her stockings to balance into forgetfulness what the boy had
already sacrificed.
Her stocking survived. And she and he were married
in the First Baptist Church at the edge of the town’s
square just as everyone had expected. And just as
everyone had expected, they settled down to grow
wheat, potatoes, and boys on her husband’s family’s
land.
She could hear her oldest boy and his wife of six
months moving around upstairs. They’d stayed over the
night before so the family could get an early start for the
airport four hours away. Her other boy and his wife
walked into the kitchen and, after pulling a chair away
from the table for his wife and kissing his mother "goodmorning," he sat down to stir his coffee.
No one said much during breakfast; there were the
"good-mornings" and the "please-pass-me’s," but no one
said much. All of their minds, even the little sister’s,
were on the airport and the afterwards.
She stared at the eggs her stomach couldn’t bear and
then at her new daughters. Her oldest boy’s wife was
ODAY was different than she had expected.
still blue-jeans pregnant. This time next year she’d have
Different from what official Memorial Day fadea grandson she told herself. Then she wondered, as a
aways, in their rumple-splotched VFW caps, had
glop of red jam crashed onto her white china, if he’d have
always said it would be. Today was different because her
a homecoming too. She pushed the thought far from her
boy, her youngest son, was coming home. Alone.
with words that broke through the room like a fork
Without comrades or buddies or bands or torn strips of
falling on a plate. It was about time they started she told
bone white paper floating through holiday air.
her family and, as everyone loaded up into the van, she
Today was different. And it was the same, the same as
looked out toward the west pond where they’d found
it had been for all the boys who’d come home from this her Garth lying face-down last winter.
war, like her boy~ in the choking quiet of too early
Him and his damn duck hunting, she said to herself,
morning. When no one could see or point or shake their
just when he needed, when she needed the most, he goes
heads.
out and dies in his duck-blind. Without her. She straightShe knew everything was different than it should be,
ened her back and pushed the air out of her lungs as she
but she didn’t want to think about it. So she buried her
climbed into the van after everyone else. Today wouldn’t
hands in the sink of potatoes she was peeling for
have been quite so different if the boy’s father had been
morning breakfast and let the cold tap Water ease kier
there to go into that airport with her, to stand with her,
mind from the now and push her heart into the
to wait for that stranger who was coming home.
yesterdays.
The road rocked everyone to sleep but her and the
She remembered the day the boy’s father had come
¯ oldest boy. He stared at the broken center line, on the
home from his war. The second one. The big beach.
asphalt, as he drove. She stared off, through her door
Normandy. He came home in the afternoon, on ~ train
window, into the darkness. Every so often she’d catch a
bursting and bulging and bubbling with faces and smiles :glimpse of her reflection, on the window and wonder
and waving hands. Everyone. The whole town had been
who the old woman with all the wrinkles and misapplied
waiting all morning. The band had had a couple of false
make-up was. She tried but couldn’t remember
starts as they all do in back-behind towns, When the
becoming what she saw on the glass.
train finally did appear, the bandmaster was in the john
She remembered the morning her youngest boy was
so the music started after the town’s boys had already
born. It had been this same time of year and she realized
stepped out onto the landing and the train was easing
that then, as now, she’d watched her face in the old
away from the station to take the other boys to other
Ford’s window. She had been afraid then, too. It was the
towns.
first time she’d gone to the town to have one of her
She had gone with her future in-laws, much too early
babies. It was the hardest time, the only time one of
in the morning, and staked out the best of all spots in the them had been born breech.
station so as to be the first to see him, to hug him, to hold
The first thing she did when they brought her boy to
him. A smile moved across her face as she plopped
her was to count his fingers and toes. He was all right.
another Idaho white, skinned and dripping, into a bowl. He was perfect. He was the most beautiful baby ever
Of course she had wanted to be the first; that was the
born in Wheellock County. The most beautiful boy. He
way you did things back then if you were the girl-nextnever cried. He always smiled. Even on that first day,
door and had waited while your boyfriend was in a
when he should have been wrinkled and purple, he
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smiled through his smooth pink skin.
They brought him to her, and he slept on the belly that
had been his whole world only hours before. And she’d
smiled when Garth left to make his rounds through the
town to tell everyone what he, the father, had done.
As the van’s tires plopped along the road, she
remembered all the things about her boy that made him
him and all the times that made him hers. She
remembered his first day of school, and she remembered
his last. She heard him confide, "Don’t worry, Mom, I’m
not scared," as his blonde hair disappeared through a
first-grade door. She heard him declare, "Free at last!" as
he tossed cap and gown and diploma into the air.
She remembered everything and wanted to remember
nothing, but she forced the memories even if it made
going to the airport harder. She had to remember the
way her boy had been. Maybe it would make it easier to
see him as he was now.
The sun was beginning to squeak, above the horizon.
The rest of the family were awake and talking about
everything and anything but the airport. Her sons were
talking about how the youngest had led the football
team for three years. Her new daughters talked about
how the girls in three counties had had a crush on him.
His little sister said the things she liked most about him
was that he took her for walks and listened when she
said things. Then there was a longtime quiet, and the
family looked into their laps and at their hands.
The little sister asked if he’d still listen to her. Her
oldest brother looked away from his driving long
enough to say that no matter what happened to P.J.’s
outside, he’d be the same inside. No one agreed. No one
disagreed. They all thought about the picture P.J.’s
doctor at the army hospital had sent when they wrote to
ask how bad their brother-son had been hurt.
None of them had wanted to see that picture. None of
them had wanted to believe. They’d said to one another
that sure, of course, that was him. He still had P.J.’s eyes.
He was theirs. But then, in private, one by one they’d
taken the picture out of the hutch drawer, where the
china was kept, and wondered if what they saw was
really a boy, a person, theirs, whose eyes pierced
through the torn, healed, and retorn flesh that had once
been a face. They had looked for the hands, for the legs,
for anything they could hold onto and know and hope
for.
Finally, they each, one by one, had returned the
picture to the drawer and went on saying he was theirs
no matter what an old picture said. He was one of them.
He was hers. That’s what she’d told herself in the
middle of each midnight for the last nine months. He
was hers. She’d brought him into this world. She’d fed
and bathed and scolded and hugged the boy into a man.
She’d made the boy what he was and now, as she
looked toward the airport on the west horizon she
wondered if .qhe’d done too much.
She made him go. He had come to her and his father,
with a draft letter in his hand, and said he didn’t know
what to do. He told them he didn’t want to go to that
place. He didn’t want to hurt anybody. He didn’t understand. She told him about how he was raised, about
country and flag, about the medals his father had won.
Her boy asked his father if he’d been afraid of killing or
being killed. His father told him he’d hoped his boys
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wouldn’t have to know such fear; he told his son about
duty and honor and what medals really meant when
there were no bands. Then he told his youngest son that
each person had to decide for himself.
She objected and told her husband he’d never sounded
that way before. He told her his boy had never had to go
before; then he left the house and went to his duck-blind
to sit and smoke his pipe while she told her boy it would
kill her if he didn’t go.
He went. And today she was going to bring him home.
Those two facts clung to the third in her purse. She
reached into the leather bag and brought the picture into
the morning light. She didn’t want to look at the thing.
Her hands shook while she held the picture by its sides.
She forced herself to not look away from this fact. She
made herself look even though there weren’t any toes or
fingers for her to count anymore.
Everyone poured out of the van, grouped into a
bundle, and started walking toward the airport’s main
terminal. She and her daughters watched the rest of the
family disappear into the glass and steel structure. She’d
told them she wanted to wait in the van even if it would
be another hour before her boy’s plane arrived. Her
sons’ wives said they’d wait with her.
While she waited, each moment seemed twice as long
as other moments and the hour twice as short as other
hours. Every so often, her hand would reach for the door
handle. She’d grip tlhe cool metal with a soft quiver at
first, and then, slowly, her grip would harden with her
resolve. But just as she’d start to open the door she’d
hear the scream of an incoming jet and pull back into
herself.
Her middle boy’s wife asked her if she’d changed her
mind, if she wanted to go into the airport. She told her
daughters her mind. was the same but thought she’d
stand outside the van where it wasn’t so hot.
She began to pace the parking lot with her head bent
toward the ground. Her daughters stood silent, in front
of the van, and watched her trace a slow ellipsis on the
asphalt as she moved toward both the van and the
terminal.
Every few moments, she’d stop and squint toward the
sky as another jet boomed over her and onto the
runway. Then she’d walk a little more toward the
terminal but would stop at the asphalt’s edge when she
saw her distant reflection made small on the glass doors.
The small feeling always pushed her back to the van.
That’s where he found her, in front of the van, with
her head bent and eyes closed. At first she didn’t notice
him. Then a feeling she remembered but couldn’t name
forced her to look up. She saw him. She didn’t move
toward or away from him. He didn’t move. He didn’t
speak. She couldn’t speak; she was too afraid her voice
would break everything if she made a sound.
Then she saw the eyes she’d seen the morning he’d left
for that place. From far at the other end of a telescope
world she could hear a voice asking, "Morn?" and she
remembered the same voice telling her he’d be all right
when he left the house too early that day.
She pulled him to her, as she always had when he was
a boy, and said his name over and over, to make sure he
knew he was still, "Thomas."
WARREN EUGENE ICKE is a student in social psychology at BYU.
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SHEAVES
B U’CKLERS
and the
STATE
Mormon Leaders Respond to the Dilemmas
of War

HE current anti-nuclear movement brings
to the surface dilemmas that have long
troubled Mormons. The most obvious issue
is how Church members should respond to
war and other kinds of armed conflict.
Might they refuse to bear arms because of
their religion? Could there be grounds for a
military crusade? In addition to juxtaposing the issues of
pacifism and military participation, warfare also poses
the question of allegiance. Do the Saints owe their
primary loyalty to conscience, church, or nation? These
issues are difficult, for the Mormon heritage speaks
ambiguously of both peace and war--of "sheaves" as
well as "bucklers." As a result, Mormon leaders have
answered the dilemmas of war differently at different
times, weighing in the process, shifting LDS attitudes

toward millennialism and Americanism.1
The earliest testing grounds for the Saints’ attitudes
toward violence and war were their own intense
conflicts with non-Mormon neighbors. The movement
had scarcely commenced when in January 1831 Joseph
Smith warned his almost 200 New York followers of the
threat of increased persecution. But rather than urging
resistance, his revelation counseled them to "escape the
power of the enemy" by moving westward.2
Northern Ohio and western Missouri accordingly
became the twin centers of the Mormon gathering. The
former was such a scene of conflict that at times
members "had to lie every night for a long time upon our
arms to keep off mobs.’’3 Seven years after arriving,
faced with internal dissension and vexing lawsuits as
well, Smith and many Church members fled Ohio
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~vithout a struggle. The Missouri persecutions were still
more bitter. The Mormon leader had early revealed
Jackson County, Missouri, to be the site of the New
Jerusalem, and by 1833 about 1200 converts had
migrated to the proposed Zion. But violence, which had
commenced in the spring of 1832, forced the Saints from
Jackson County the following year, with succeeding
waves of hostility driving them from Clay County in
1836 and from the entire state in 1838-1839. The final
act of the Missouri conflict expelled at least 10,000
Church members from the state.
At first the Saints responded to the Missouri turmoil
pacifically. "So tenacious were they for the precepts of
the gospel," a participant later wrote of the Jackson
County difficulties, that "the Mormons had not so much
as lifted a finger, even in their own defence.’’4 Indeed,
during these dark moments, six of the leading elders
"offered themselves a ransom for the church, willing to
be scourged or die, if that would appease . . . [the
Missourians’] anger.’’5 Such abnegation reflected the
theology of Smith, whose revelation following the
Jackson County riots of July 1833 admonished Church
members to forgive their tormentors at least three times
before resisting. Even then should a Saint "spare" his
oppressor, he would be rewarded for his righteousness.6
t~ut as the Missouri hostilities continued and
intensified, the Mormon reaction proportionately
ardened. When faced with al,m, ost certain expulsion
rom Jackson County, the Saints found that they would
be justified by the law of both God [and] man, in
~7 Their
defending themselves, their families and houses.
ineffectual defense and consequent eviction occasioned
yet a more forceful Mormon response. In the belief that
Missouri Governor Daniel Dunklin would reinstate the
expatriates upon their lands but would not provide a
standing defense, Smith, who had remained in Ohio,
organized the paramilitary "Zion’s Camp." The drilled
and heavily armed company eventually swelled to more
than 200 men as it marched from Ohio to Missouri,
personally led by the Mormon prophet. If Dunklin
would reclaim the Mormon lands, Smith and his
compatriots would defend them.8
The marching of a private and semi-disguised army
across the American wilderness aroused both fear and
misunderstanding. Missourians viewed the group as an
instrument of retribution, while some Church leaders
complained of "the transformation of God’s kingdom
into a warrior band.’’9 Lending weight to these feelings,
Mormon rhetoric was often bellicose. The authorizing
revelation for Zion’s Camp spoke of the need to redeem
Jackson County by "power" and suggested the
possib!lity of sacrificing life for the cause. Moreover, the
Saints loose and excited speech gave the impression that
Zion would be forcibly delivered.1°
Actually, the Mormon prophet’s acts were much less
aggressive. From the beginning: of the crisis, he believed
that the persecutions of his followers resulted partly
from their own misconduct, and consequently a
revelation had urged them to reform their behavior,
forego retribution, and pu.rsue law.ful redress. Before
proposing Zion’s Camp, he sought to defuse the
controversy by interposing either state or federal troops
between the Mormons and their rivals.11 Nor was his
tone combative as the party marched to Missouri. The
"Camp" lofted a white banner with "PEACE" inscribed
in red lettering, displayed an unusual frontier reverence
for animal life, and cautiously confirmed to the Missouri

governor their defensive purposes.~2 When Dunklin
reversed his position and refused to place the Mormons
on their lands, Smith, who was outmanned and without
governmental sanction, disbanded his group. An
accompanying revelation decried the immediate use of
force and urged the Saints to "sue for peace" even "to the
people that have smitten you.’’13
By 1838, however, Mormons could hardly suppress
their outrage. Clearly the mobs’ continuing violence
weighed heavily on LDS leaders, who by then were
living in Missouri. Sidney Rigdon, Smith’s assistant and
spokesman, vowed the Saints would never be

Mormon leaders have answered the
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aggressors, but his promise was overwhelmed by his
other vivid and unrestrained words:
We take God and all the holy angels to witness this day,
that we warn all men in the name of Jesus Christ, to
come on us no more forever; for from this hour, we will
bear it no more, our rights shall no more be trampled
upon with impunity. The man or set of men who comes
on us to disturb us, it shall be between us and them a war
of extermination, for we will follow them, till the last
drop of their blood is spilled, or else they will have to
exterminate us: for we will carry the seat of war to their
own houses, and their own families, and one party or the
other shall be utterly destroyed.~4
Like a roaring fireball, Rigdon’s printed and widely
circulated oration ignited a final wave of fury and
anarchy. By the middle of October the embattled Smith
sanctioned an aggressive defense, while some of his
followers organized themselves into secret bands that
replied to the Missouri mobocracy in kind.~s Later the
Mormon leader denied any personal role in the conflict,
and indeed as the two sides massed for battle, he seemed
ready to risk his life for a peaceful solution.~6 Before the
final confrontation he was captured, and the Saints in
his absence agreed to leave the state rather than to fight.
The Missouri turmoil toughened Mormon attitudes.
The pure and defenseless pacifism of the early Jackson
County days entirely lost its appeal. Instead, the
Mormons resolved in the future to deal with their
enemies from a position of strength and consequently
at Nauvoo, Illinois, ,(and later on in Utah) formed the
"Nauvoo Legion." This army of several thousand welltrained soldiers was seen as a necessary "mantle of
protection" while living in the "western wilds" so far
removed from stable government. And in the martial
atmosphere of the times, Mormons also saw their army

as a community pleasantry. Military titles-became
fashionable for both church and civic leaders, while
military auxiliaries organized and drilled the city’s
youth.17 Smith, who had rejoined his followers, noted
still another purpose for the conscripts: the legion "will
enable us to show our attachment to the state and
nation.., whenever the public service requires our aid,
thus proving ourselves obedient to the paramount laws
of the land, and ready at all times to sustain and execute
them.’’is Despite their persecutions, the Mormons
awaited their nation’s call to arms.
Nevertheless, the Nauvoo Legion’s curious blend of
religion, patriotism, and military display was poorly
conceived to allay the confusion surrounding the new
faith. No more reassuring was the Legion’s manpower,
numbering more than a quarter of the entire United
States Army in 1845. Excessive and seemingly.
threatening, it made Smith appear to be a Mohamme~t
bent on a religious crusade.19 The result was predictable.
As in Missouri, Mormon force summoned counterforce.
Smith was assassinated, and mobs again sought to expel
the Saints from their homes.
The latter remained remarkably self-controlled. "We
would fight our way clear," an LDS editorial noted the
Legion’s military superiority. But "we will suffer wrong
rather than do wrong .... The gospel whispers peace.’’20
Only after most Church members had begun their
westward hegira did a small remnant of Mormons and
their allies unsuccessfully defend their community. The
Nauvoo Legion hardly proved the Damoclean sword
which its detractors thought.
The Mormon or Utah War, 1857-1858, embroiled the
Saints in yet another civil conflict. Responding to
rumors of Mormon defiance to national authority,
President James Buchanan dispatched an American
army to Utah. In fact, the rumors had an element of
truth. The Saints left Illinois with their loyalties badly
fractured, upset not so much with America as with
Americans. Consequently, though they aggressively
pursued statehood for Utah, their sense of grievance led
them to tangle repeatedly with federal territorial
appointees, who in the LDS view violated the right of
self-government. Like their seventeenth century New
England ancestry, the Mormons presented the paradox
of a patriotic but restless citizenry.21
For the persecution-consCious Mormons, the national
army seemed the crowning proof of American perfidy.

Dedication to civil authority and
Americanism were not always
reconcilable with Church leaders’
dark, millennial forecasts.

Instead of investigating the territorial officers’ highly
colored reports of LDS disloyalty, Buchanan had
dispatched several thousand soldiers without any
announcement or explanation. Furthermore, the
Church leaders heard tales that General Harney, the
expedition’s initial leader, hoped for a sanguinary
adventure. The rumors apparently had some
foundation. According to his biographer, Harney "had
fully determined, on arriving at Salt Lake City, to
capture Brigham Young and the twelve apostles, and
execute them in a summary fashion."22 Young, who was
Smith’s successor, did not conceal his outrage. "I swore
in Nauvoo, when my enemies were looking me in the
face, that I would send them to hell across lots, if they
meddled with me," he stormed, "and I ask no more odds
of all hell today.’’25
Even before receiving firm news of the army’s
approach, Young began defensive preparations,
including, by virtue of his authority as Territorial
Governor,the reactivation of the Nauvoo Legion. Later,
the Mormons fortified their eastern passes, marshaled
public opinion for war, and sought alliance with the
Great Basin Indians.24 Yet as the government troops
approached, Young appeared ambivalent and less than
resolute. "Are you going to contend against the United
States?" he asked his congregation. "No. But when they
come here to take our lives solely for our religion, be ye
also ready."2s
In truth, Mormon speech and actions were sometimes
inconsistent. On one hand, Church leaders initially used
force to harass the invaders. Small companies of the
Legion were ordered to impede the advancing American
army with all means short of bloodshed. "Annoy them in
every possible way," read the Legion’s orders. "Use
every exertion to stampede their animals and set fire to
their trains. Burn. the whole country before them, and
on their flanks.’’26 During these tense months in late
1857, the Mormons probably would have defended their
communities had the Utah expedition attempted to test
their defenses. This wartime atmosphere, in turn,
helped produce the tragedy at Mountain Meadows.
Feeling threatened and giving way to a mass hysteria not
uncommon during war, members of the southern Utah
militia aided their Indian allies in killing almost 100
hostile emigrants passing through the territory.
Undertaken without the knowledge of Mormon leaders
in Salt Lake City, the deed remains a dark exception to
the generally restrained behavior of the nineteenth
century Saints.27
On the other hand, as the Mormon and American
troops approached open battle in the spring of. 1858,
Young consciously weighed policies and principles and
resolved a peaceful course. Doubtless the settlers from
their mountain bastions could inflict heavy losses upon
the eastern soldiers. Yet the cost of such a campaign
would be great and even then an ultimate American
victory was likely. To such practicality Young added
pacifism. "It is better to lose property," he asserted,
"than the lives of men, women, and children."2~
Thereupon, Church members abandoned their
homes and recommenced their hegira, this time to
an undetermined location to the soutlq. But the situation
ended less dramatically. Satisfied that the reports of
Mormon disloyalty were largely fictitious, Buchanan’s
newly arrived territorial governor promised to isolate
the army from the LDS communities if the Mormons
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would return to their homes. They agreed, and the socalled war ended without battle casualties.29
While the Utah War was the last armed confrontation
between the Saints and their fellow American citizens,
Mormons would encounter difficulties with the Great
Basin Indians for at least another decade. These
culturally benighted tribes offered only spasmodic
resistance to the well-organized churchmen. Nevertheless, the Mormon leaders generally tried to pacify their
Indian neighbors. "Never retaliate a[n Indian] wrong,"
President Young counseled. In this, humanitarian
principle clearly mixed with pragmatism. "Independent
of the question of exercising humanity towards a
degraded and ignorant race of people," Young declared,
it was "manifestly more economical and less expensive
to feed and clothe them, than to fight them.’’30 To be
sure, the Mormon erected defensive fortifications and
occasionally launched punitive expeditions against
marauding tribesmen. Worse, some rank-and-file
members ignored their leaders’ pleas for restraint and
treated Indians with cold, frontier brutality. Yet, as nonMormon military observers conceded, Young and his
closest associates generally urged conciliation and used
force as a last resort.31 Such a policy reflected their belief
that, at least in their own conflicts, the sword must be
lifted cautiously.

HE Mexican War, 1846-1848, provided the
first test of Mormon attitudes and conduct
during a national war. Its timing could not
have been more unfortunate. The
expatriates had just begun their westi~rn
exodus, and their distress-filled camps were
dispersed across the length of Iowa. Not
surprisingly when American army officers solicited 500
Mormon volunteers to march on Mexican California,
most Church members were unenthusiastic. As one
diarist wrote, the call for a battalion "needed
considerable explaining for every one was about as much
prejudiced [against it] as I was at first."32
However, Brigham Young reacted differently. Earlier
he had sought federal aid for the Church’s emigration,
and while he had hoped to receive a governmental
contract for the construction of a series of American
forts en route to Oregon, a Mormon-American army
appeared equally to serve his purposes. The proposal
would transport 500 Mormons at government expense
to the proximity of their new homeland, while the pay of
the troops could help to finance the migration of the
remainder of the destitute Church. By providing
volunteers the Mormons could allay prejudice with a
demonstration of their patriotism, possibly become the
dominant American settlement in California, and secure
federal approval--so vitally required--of their
temporary settlement on midwestern Indian lands.33
"This is the first time the government has stretched
forth its arm to our assistance," enthused Young, "and
we received their proffers with joy and thankfulness."
When some of his followers hesitated to enroll, he
reminded them of their Americanism. "Suppose we
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were admitted into the union as a state and the
government did not call on us, we would feel ourselves
neglected." Besides, Young reminded, it was the state
governments of Missouri and Illinois and not the
national government that had inflicted their past
distress. As a result of such exhortation, which raised
the battalion in less than two weeks, the U.S. Army
officer who managed the induction found the Mormons
to be "entirely patriotic.’’34
If Church members were somewhat divided in their
attitudes toward the Battalion, the Church press
reflected a similar ambivalence about the war in general.
At times the press displayed the spirit of Manifest
Destiny. American arms and institutions were ordained
to a high and glorious role. The English Millennial Star,
virtually the only LI-)S periodical of the time, reflected
the American sentiments of its editorial writers. "The
long reign of intolerance that has darkened the
dominions of Mexico," it declared, "must receive a fatal
blow from American arms, and the more tolerant genius
of American institutions."35
But more often the Saints’ patriotism and
Americanism had a detached and tepid quality. Certainly
warfare was not seen as a license for unbridled conduct.
As the Mormon battalion began its 2,000 mile march
that secured California without battle, apostle Parley
Pratt counseled the LDS conscripts neither to "misuse
their enemies" nor "spoil their property." The Mexicans,
in fact, were "fellow human beings to whom the gospel is
yet to be preached.’’36 There was more than Christian
brotherhood and missionary zeal in shaping Mormon
attitudes. Their persecutions had alienated the Saints
from their fellow Americans and as a result made their
support of the war half hearted. The Millennial Star often
sounded like a Whiggish anti-war newspaper. "In their
blindness and lust of dominion" and "under the
banner--might makes right," one editorial declared,
Americans "grasp at the wide extended dominions of
Mexico."37

The Mormon scorn of American conduct also
reflected their millenarianism. They viewed the
Mexican War as a divine judgment on the immediate
order of things and as the beginning of the promised
terror announcing the millennial era. "’God will use the
American arms to break down papal domination" in
Mexico, Orson Hyde, another Church leader, warned,
"then [He will] do as seemeth him good.’’38 What Hyde
hinted at, other editorials made clear. The Saints "are

By refusing any moral
pronouncernents, the First

Presidency opened itself to the charge
of subjugating principle to obedience.

conscious that they are leaving cities and nations which
are destined to be shaken by the insupportable blasts of
adversity," declared the Star. "The wicked shall slay the
wicked, and the spirit of God shall be taken from all
rebellious flesh.’’39
To be sure, the Mormon position during the Mexican
War was confusing. The Church leaders’ pursuit of selfinterest and their dedication to civil authority and
Americanism were not always reconcilable with their
dark, millennial forecasts. The result, which would be
increasingly pronounced in the two decades to follow,
was the idealization of abstract American principles and
institutions. At the same time, Mormons took a
jaundiced view of Americans. The latter would be
required by Providence to pay a heavy price for their
rejection of the prophets and the persecution of God’s
people.

HILE Mormon conduct during the
Mexican conflict established the precedent of military service, the Civil War
l~roved a partial exception. At best the
baints provided only token support to
the Union cause. Outwardly Lltahns
conformed to legal requirements.
Although their territorial status exempted them from
wartime conscription, Mormons complied with the
national government’s request in 1862 to guard briefly
communication lines between Forts Bridger and
Laramie. Moreover, they paid Washington’s war tax of
$26,982 and repeatedly rejected southern entreaties
which reportedly promised Confederate statehood on
the Saints’ terms.40 Yet, Mormon behavior was more
circumspect than enthusiastic, embracing the letter
rather than the spirit of the Union cause.
The respect of Church leaders for the American
government by no means had vanished. "We are tried
and firm supporters of the Constitution and every
constitutional right," Young declared in April 1862. He
regarded secessionists as "’fanatics," who "’were
determined to ruin if they could not rule.’’41 To attest to
their loyalty, Utahns in 1861-1862 made their third plea
for statehood, which if successful presumably would
have committed them to an active military role in the
war. "We show our loyalty by trying to get in [the Union]
while others are trying to get out," Utah’s territorial
delegate to Congress asserted, "notwithstanding our
grievances, which are far greater than those of any of
the Seceding States."42
But Mormon support for the war was never strong.
Young viewed the abolitionists as "black-hearted
Republicans," who had "set the whole national fabric on
fire."’~3 Subsequent federal policy in Utah deepened his
outrage. Although wanting to conciliate the Mormons
at least for the duration of the conflict, President
Abraham Lincoln successively appointed two inept and
irritating governors.44 And no situation during the Civil
War rankled the Saints more than the presence of the
California Volunteers in Utah. Ostensibly charged with
preventing the disruption of territorial communications

by Indian raiders, the troops stationed themselves on the
western slopes of the Wasatch Range. There, with their
artillery easily commanding Salt Lake City, they built a
permanent camp.
While these specific events certainly alienated
Mormons, the larger explanation for their Civil War
discontent lay in their resurgent millennialism. The first
events of the conflict seemed to confirm their long-held
scenario of the end. During the South Carolina
nullification controversy thirty years before, Smith had
forecast that the millennial wars would start with a
rebellion in South Carolina and would in turn involve
the northern and southern states. The latter, he
predicted, would call on Great Britian as well as other
nations for support and thus would begin a chain of
events leading to universal war. Fort Sumter and its
aftermath seemed to fulfill these projections almost to
the letter.4s
The accuracy of Smith’s prophecies firmly cast
millennialism on the Mormon consciousness,
influencing churchmen in at least three major ways.
First, with the "last days" close at hand, Mormons
disengaged themselves from institutions and events-including the struggle between the states. The United

~

God himself would overrule and
determine justice, relieving citizens
of the need to disobey an unjust
sovereign.
States government was seen as twenty-five years past
its zenith and rapidly declining in its corruption to a sure
demise.~6 Why spend blood and treasure in a lost cause?
Second, the Saints began to contingency-plan for a
post-millennial era. "We shall make preparations for
future events," Heber C. Kimball, Young’s counselor,
declared. "The South will secede from the North, and
the North will secede from us, and God will make this
people free as fast as we are able to bear it."’47 Church
leaders could now discern the divine purpose in their
forced migrations. While the world trembled on the edge
of Armageddon, the Saints dwelled peacefully in their
mountain valleys.~8 Preserving their strength by
avoiding any wartime engagements, they could at the
proper time step forth, as their prophetic tradition held,
to preserve American political institutions for a new
world order. Perhaps, as Kimball had predicted, Young
might yet occupy the U.S. presidential chair.49
Third, as a reaction to these impulses there emerged in
Mormon thinking a decidedly pacifist strain. During the
Civil War years Young often spoke of the desirability of
peace. "A large share of the ingenuity of the world is
taxed to invent weapons of war," he disclaimed. "What a
set of fools!"50 Personally the Church president was
attracted neither to fighting nor to military display. "It
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we could have our choice, it would be to continually walk opinion in Utah and elsewhere outraced national policy,
in the path of peace," he said during the height of the
the Church did consistently support McKinley’s slower
hostilities, "and had we the power, we would direct the pace. The Deseret Ne~s described itself as aloof from "the
feet of all men to walk in the same path." Nor did Young
sensation-monger influence," though its rhetoric often
condemn the behavior of those who fled westward to
belied the claim, and hoped that "peaceable means"
escape the war. "I think they are probably as good a class
might yet be brought to bear.s6 Furthermore, some of
of men as has ever passed through this country," he
the sermons of the Church’s General Conference in
commented. "I have no fault to find with them.’’51 April 1898 urged peace. The influential George Q.
As the war progressed, Mormon millennialism and Cannon, First Counselor to President Wilford
alienation varied in inverse degree to the strength of the
Woodruff, cited Joseph Smith’s pacifistic revelation: "We
Union’s arms. Accordingly, as Appomattox approached, must proclaim peace; do all in our power to appease the
the tone of the Church-owned Deseret News became more
wrath of our enemies; make any sacrifice that honorable
pro-northern. Yet when Lee surrendered, the
people can to avert war.’’s7
newspaper treated the event with silence. Young had
The Church leader who most withstood the popular
predicted that the Civil War would bring "years and iclamor was Brigham Young, Jr. In a Tabernacle
years" of turmoil, though there would be "seasons that
discourse only days after Congress accepted the war
the fire will appear to be extinguished."52 Apparently the
resolution, the apostle urged a response patterned after
Mormon leadership believed Appomattox to be one of his father’s Civil War policy. The American government
these insignificant delays in the holocaust. Or perhaps it
should be sustained, Young held, and if national defense
began to sense the imprecision of its millennial required, he himself: would bear arms. But such a case
calculations.
seemed unnecessary. Rather, he urged Mormons to
remain home and donate their wages to the war effort.
Behind his public phrases lay his private opposition to
the war. "Let the wicked slay the wicked," he wrote
confidentially in his diary. The war is an "unrighteous
cause.’’58 Young was restating the Saints’ lingering
tradition of a peaceful Zion sequestered from the world
and its corollary, a limited loyalty to civil authority. But
F the Civil War marked the high tide of Mormon Americanism had become the watchword. The Mormon
alienation, reaction to the Spanish-American First Presidency voiced its strong displeasure to Young
conflict expressed the Saints’ growing conciliation and moved quickly" to disassociate itself from his
with American society. During the early 1890s, the position.59
Church discarded plural marriage, political
solidarity, and centralized economics which
previously had inhibited its entrance into the
American mainstream. In return, Congress rewarded
Utah with statehood in 1896. Finally free from any
irritating disputes with the American government, the
Mormon community for the first time could express its
patriotism freely, and during the Spanish War it did so
renouncing war and rendering
enthusiastically, compensating for past insinuations of
disloyalty.~3
to each competing Caesar his
Like their fellow Americans, the Mormons were filled
military due, the religious movement
with the excitement of the hour. The Deseret News painted
Cuban conditions as barbarous and medieval, a
departed from the narrow
reflection of the "stolid, sullen, animal nature" of the
Spanish race. By the first week of April 1898, the
nationalism of its birth.
Church newspaper had reduced the issues down to
whether Spain would lose Cuba with or without
compensation. Should the latter happen, it promised
Soon any hesitation about the war disappeared from
that Mormons would not be inactive. "If our glorious
Church rhetoric. "It is gratifying to know that in the
Union shall become involved in war," an editorial issues involved our country is wholly right," declared
the Improvement Era, while the Young Woman’s Journal
declared, "she will never number, in all her armies a
obliquely found the Spanish to be "wicked, reckless
truer, a braver, or better soldier than the Mormon
men." In turn the First Presidency issued a statement
recruit."s4
which affirmed the absolute loyalty of the Mormon
Most Saints were unaware of their own nation’s
people.60 To prove its words, the Church leadership
aggressiveness in the dispute, which presumably could
telegraphed local leaders to encourage troop enlistment,
have been amicably resolved. Mormons, with the
majority of their fellow citizens including most clergy, while the directors of the Church-related Z.C.M.I.
department store apparently offered half pay to
believed that peace lay in Spanish and not American
conciliation. When President William McKinley finally volunteering employees for the duration of the war.61
With the names of prominent LDS families among its
led the United States into war, it was because most
enlistments, Utah became one of the first states to fill its
Americans, including a majority of Latter-day Saints,
initial quota of five hundred volunteers. The troops left
preferred hostilities to any delay or compromise in
Utah amid enthusiastic cheers and, in at least some
solving the Cuban imbroglio,s~
During the early months of 1898, even though public cases, after receiving protective blessings administered
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in the Salt Lake Temple.62
The sweeping success of American arms converted
the Deseret News into a powerful exponent of
expansionism. The idea of an American empire, at once
spiritual, economic, and territorial, secularized one of
the most cherished LDS images. The little stone in
Daniel’s vision no longer was seen to represent
Mormonism’s mission. Instead it came to symbolize the
new American empire which had "struck the image of
the Old World imperialism on its feet of iron and clay and
shattered it to the four winds.’’63 The obligations of the
nation’s expanded sovereignty seemed awesome:
Then for reclamation, reformation, purification and the
infusing of new and healthier blood into the shrunken
arteries of the captive colonies! What a mighty,
burdensome, long-enduring and withal upright,
hilanthropic, Christian-like labor this will be! It is the
ringing of order out of chaos; the dragging from the
dark recesses of ignorance and superstition millions of
human beings and placing them within the benevolent
power of human progress.64

~

In addition, the newspaper explicitly proclaimed the
prevailing Anglo-Saxon racism and envisioned a grand
British-American civilizing influence. Clearly Mormons
were ready to shoulder the white man’s burden.~5
The LDS flirtation with imperialism quickly passed,
yet the fact that Mormons even expressed such ideas
was nonetheless important. Like the larger reaction of
the Church to the Spanish-American War, it indicated
Mormonism’s cultural direction. The Saints during the
War had blended religious and national symbols,
displayed their genuine patriotism for public effect, and
vigorously reflected the American mood. They had
become a part of pluralistic America.

"without adequate cause" and "the supreme c-~ime of all
history," he was content that events shuld run their
course while Zion-America remained at peace.68
Smith remained resolute in his views even as w~lson
began to move the nation toward intervention. The
Mormon president was, as a friend described him, "a
man of peace," but his reluctance for war was also
reinforced by his strong Republican partisanship.69
"Consistency is a Jewel," he wrote derisively of the
Democrats’ 1916 Presidential campaign slogan,
"WILSON HAS KEPT US OUT OF WAR," which
seemed strongly dissonant with the American
president’s military intervention in Mexico.70 Reflecting
his views, Church periodicals continued to call for peace
at the same time Wilson was formally requesting a
congressional war declaration. And when America
joined the Western Allies, Smith rendered at best proper
and unemotional support:
Worldly ambition, pride, and the love of power,
determination on the part of rulers to prevail over their
competitors in the national games of life, wickedness at
heart, desire for power, for worldly greatness, have led
the nations of the earth to quarrel with each other and
have brought them to war and self-destruction. I
presume there is not a nation in the world today that is
not tainted with this evil more or less. It may be possible
perhaps, to trace the cause of the evil, or the greatest
part of it, to some particular nation of the earth; but I do
not know.

Smith urged Mormons to bear American arms and
hoped that, somehow, the Allied armies might increase
world-wide liberty and righteousness. But he had no
illusions of the Allies’ purity. God "is working with men
who never prayed, men who never have known God,
nor Jesus Christ .... God is dealing with nations of
infidels."71
Most Mormons, however, were far less restrained,
and as the war continued Smith himself became an
earnest advocate of the American cause. "Whether the
United States is rightfully at war does not for the
present concern any American," declared the Deseret
News several days after the congressional declaration of
war. "His country is at war, and unless he is ready to give
it every ounce of efficient support he can command, his

HE outbreak of World War I did not surprise
Mormons. While their newspapers and
magazines sometimes reflected the belief of
of many western intellectuals that warfare
place is not among Americans.’’72 Charles W. Penrose,
was obsolete, far more often Mormons
Smith’s counselor, conceded that while non-resistance
adhered to their millennial heritage that the
"under certain circumstances" was justified, the present
Civil War had muted but by no means
crisis was not one of them. "Jesus was no milksop," he
subdued. Each of Brigham Young’s four successors
declared.73 While generally phrasing their support in
reaffirmed the approaching apocalypse, with President
Wilford Woodruff warning in 1894 of calamities which terms of citizenship and the flag, Church leaders did not
doubt the justice of the cause. For instance, Smith came
within two decades would bring "mighty changes among
the nations of the earth.’’66 Twenty years and four days to believe the contest pitted freedom against despotism
and toward the end of the war joined other leading
later, Archduke Francis Ferdinand of Austria-Hungary
American churchmen in petitioning for the
was assassinated at Sarajevo.
A~t the war’s beginning, the Saints’ millennial unconditional surrender of the "autocratic and military
leaders" of the Central Powers.TM What was at first a
assessment found an expression in President Woodrow
Wilson’s strict neutrality. LDS president Joseph F. Smith dubious exercise had become a crusade.
Mormons fervently joined the cause. Perhaps due to
believed that the conflagration at last fulfilled the
Mormon prot~hecv of an entire world at war except for
Smith’s original hesitation, the Church did not
Zion--for he defined Zion as not just the western
participate in the first Liberty Bond drive. Thereafter, its
valleys of the Saints but the entire Western
fund-raising was strenuous. "Those who have money
Hemisphere.67 "As a nation we certainly have just cause
and do not support the Government will find that there
to be thankful for [the] peace that prevails in our midst,
will be other ways to make them do their duty,"
and it is to be hoped that nothing will occur to disrupt it," pointedly wrote Heber J. Grant, president of the Twelve
he wrote in November 1914. Believing the war to be
Apostles and chief fund-raiser for the Mormon
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community. With church tithes and organization
committed to the activity, Utah repeatedly
oversubscribed the government’s financial requests.75
By September 1918 the state had over 18,000 men under
arms, almost half of them volunteers. Rural districts
responded with enlistments more promptly than urban
areas--a non-Mormon official explaining the
differential by the high incidence of Church members

Saints in Germany obediently responded to Church
counsel by sustainiing their government and defending
their fatherland,s2 But the psychological situation of
Utah’s German-Americans was more taxing. With
nativism surging around them and torn by conflicting
national and cultural traditions, they reacted erratically.
Some gathered in secret meetings and hardly concealed
their alienation from both Mormonism and
Americanism. Their suspicious, wartime behavior led to
a few of them being arrested and detained, as Utah
followed a pattern occurring elsewhere in the United
States. "It is a very critical time for our nationals as well
as [for the] German saints," a contemporary diarist aptly
recorded, "and great wisdom and understanding is
Mormon reaction to war has
necessary to successfully meet the present needs.’’s3
The Mormon German-Americans were not the only
drawn on an uneven heritage.
members dissatisfied with Church policy. Discontent
was sufficiently widespread that the First Presidency
took note. "Some of our people, some that are very
pacific[,] become critical as to our war policy," acknowledged Charles W. Penrose, Smith’s counselor. While
conceding that war was generally wrong, Penrose
insisted that "when the Lord commands or inspires his
outside of Utah’s cities.76 President Smith offered servants to counsel the sons and daughters of Israel to
$3,500 in wartime agricultural prizes, while LDS lend their aid in the work of righteous warfare, that is
magazines preached economy and patriotism.77 "For the
different.’’s4 While the Church press had treated
prompt and effective part our own people have played
pacifism and conscientious objection respectfully prior
[in the war]," the First Presidency proudly wrote upon
to the American war declaration, it later strongly
the war’s conclusion, "they . . . deserve the highest
warned Mormons against the slightest deviation in
commendation."78
allegiance. "There is small patience today with one
The Mormon enthusiasm was a microcosm of the
whose loyalty comes under the least question," admitted
nation. World War I united Americans, including the the Deseret News witlh some pride. For the individual with
Saints, like no other national war. Moreover the
reservations to his patriotism, the newspaper advised
Mormons’ millennial perceptions made them, like other "keeping his acts above suspicion and his mouth shut.’’s5
religious fundamentalists, particularly susceptible to
The Mormons’ surging emotions and high
Wilsonian rhetoric. For leaders like B.H. Roberts the
expectations did not diminish overnight. To many
conflict promised to be "the war to end all wars" after
General Authorities, including the newly sustained
which "there shall come world peace, and the earth shall
Church president, Heber J. Grant, Wilson’s proposed
’’79
rest.
Likewise, Wilson’s views on democracy deeply League of Nations promised that the wartime crusade
touched Mormons. Below the surface of President
might bear a lasting and universal peace.86 Likewise the
Smith’s wartime remarks flowed the current of vox
movements of the 1920s to outlaw war and encourage
populi, vox Dei: worldwide democracy would manifest
disarmament rekindled a few similar hopes.~7 But the
God’s will by bringing peace, improving the world’s rise of the fascist powers mocked the Saints’ peaceful
social order, enhancing LDS proselyting, and perhaps hopes. As a result, the crusade of 1917-18 would become
ushering in the millennial era.8° If Mormons deviatedfor many a source of deep disillusionment.

The

from wartime sentiment, they "out-Wilsoned" Wilson
by making religious overtones of his speech explicit.
Certainly their language and emotions seemed
inflamed for even wartime passions. "As yet we have no
knowledge of human flesh being fed to [German]
!grisoners," the Relief Society Magazine declared, "but we
know that disease germs have been injected into their
blood, and it has been said that women have been nailed
to doors within churches, after the brutes into whose
hands they have fallen have accomplished their wicked
purposes." Even Apostle James E. Talmage in the spirit
of the times, could not resist commenting on the ironic
fate of former LDS missionaries to Germany. In the past
they had gone with only their testimonies and,
Scriptures as defense; now they go "with Browning
guns as their instruments of persuasion.’’sl
Such expressions violated President Smith’s call for
dispassion during the war but they also, understandably,
offended Mormon German-Americans. The war for the
first time pitted Mormons against Mormons, and the
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S World War II approached, Mormons
displayed a pacifist tendency unequaled in
their tradition since the CivilWar. Yet they
were more likely to denounce the evils of
war than recommend an unequivocable
pacifism. And Mormons in the 1930s still
felt a sense of estrangement--not because
of their lack of integration into the American
community, as formerly, but rather the opposite. They
now shared with most other Americans, especially
conservative religionists, the sense of betrayal
occasioned by the undelivered hopes of World War I.ss
The interwar year,~ had transformed President Heber J.

Grant from an energetic wartime fund-raiser into a
thorough-going skeptic over the purposes of war. His
counselors, David O. McKay and especially J. Reuben
Clark, whose Quaker ancestry and personal orientation
strongly compelled him toward pacifism, voiced similar

Deifying its past and declaring its
government divinely instituted,
Mormons view the defense of the
United States as a holy venture.
views.89 Thus, Mormonism during the 1930s joined that
generation’s crusade--the crusade for isolationism.
The First World War seemed replete with "lessons,"
and LDS authorities actively proclaimed them:
American and European vital interests were
incompatible; war was a perversion of patriotism;
economic profiteering lay at the root of warfare; true
neutrality was non-judgmental; another conflagration
would end civilization or occasion a cataclysmic
economic depression.90 "Never again for the United
States," resolved the Deseret News.91 The prevailing
disillusionment led British Mission President Hugh B.
Brown to embrace warmly the Munich appeasement.
"While some may accuse us of truckling to tricksters and
forsaking the weak," he wrote, "still we thank God that
we had stout-hearted men at the helm who knew what
the value the world was getting for the price they had to
pay. "92
When the war finally commenced in 1939, the
Mormon churchmen remained aloof. "Each side [of the
conflict] claims to believe it is in the right," the First
Presidency wrote with clear skepticism. Privately it
considered the hostilities to be "merely a breaking out
again of the old spirit of hatred and envy that has
afflicted Europe for a period of a thousand years at
least." Indeed a year after the fall of France, the Church
leaders not only believed that the United States was
militarily secure but, if First Counselor Clark’s
statements were representative, that the European
democracies conspired to have America finance the war
for empire.93 There was even a hint that in case of an
American war declaration Mormons might exercise the
right of conscientious objection. Rather than fighting,
leaders believed that America could best proclaim its
mission by a peaceful, moral example.94
The Church policy was more than an outcropping of
submerged pacifism or an expression of World War I disillusionment. President Franklin D. Roosevelt and the
New Deal deeply alienated the Mormon Presidency.
"Our nation cannot be preserved if the present governmental policies shall continue," the Presidency wrote.95
President Grant privately believed that Roosevelt was
neither an "honest man" nor wise in his policies. "It is
one of the regrets of my life that I cannot take the
stu[m]p against the . . . new deal," he wrote only eight

days before Pearl Harbor. Grant in fact feared that
Roosevelt was seeking war to assume dictatorial
power.96 Upon the Japanese attack, he privately accused
the American president of "destroying the nation to the
best of his ability by trying to get us in[to the] war when
there was no need for it." Throughout the remainder of
the conflict, Grant continued to suspect Roosevelt’s
motives and to believe as late as January 1945 that
proper policy could have avoided the American
declaration of war.97 Only the fear of politically dividing
the Church restrained his public expression.
The Church’s wartime pronouncements reflected
Grant’s private misgivings. "Both sides [of the conflict]
cannot be wholly right; perhaps neither is without
wrong," began Mormonism’s most far-reaching
statement on war, issued in April 1942.
The Church is and must be against war. The Church
itself can not wage war, unless and until the Lord shall
issue new commands. It cannot regard war as a righteous
means of settling international disputes; these should
and could be settled--the nations agreeing--by peaceful
negotiations and adjustment.
While remonstrating against war, the statement did not
endorse pacifism. When "constitutional law.., calls the
manhood of the Church into the armed service of any
country to which they owe allegiance," the Presidency
continued, "their highest civic duty requires that they
heed that call." Thus leaders renewed their allegiance to
military service and, in an important departure, frankly
admitted the higher claims of obedience to government
over any personal or ecclesiastical objection to war.
Grant, who believed the message to be "wonderful,"
tried to honor Clark, the actual author of the text, by
allowing him to affix his signature to the document.
However, Clark declined to do so.98
Therefore, the Mormon leaders dutifully supported
the American war effort. By April 1942, already six
percent of the total Church population served in the
American forces or in defense-related industries, and by
the conflict’s end 5,714 LDS men had been killed or
wounded or were missing in action. The Church itself
purchased over $17,000,000 in government bonds,
while President Grant personally donated to war
charities and urged his grandchildren to bear arms.99 As
the war progressed, second counselor David O. McKay
and other General Authorities characterized it as a
moral struggle to preserve liberty. The Axis leaders

Wars have altered
anticipations of
millennialism.

the hopeful
Mormon
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were seen as "cruel, ambitious warlords" and Hitler,
though unnamed, as "the world’s chief gangster." But
the response of Grant and Clark was more guarded.
Neither publicly defended the war’s issues, while the
First Presidency itself gave at best muted support. Its
warmest expression called for an Allied victory, though
"noble men" and "more Christ-like nations" were
required for a permanent peace.~00

The Saints’ altered theocratic and
millennial viewpoints indicate a
changed perspective toward the
American mainstream.
While dispassionately removed from the excessive
moralizing of World War I, the official Mormon
response raised serious questions. By refusing any
moral pronouncements, the First Presidency opened
itself to the charge of subjugating principle to obedience,
especially in view of the war’s fascist and anti-Semitic
challenges. In the United States the effect was eased by
the statements of other General Authorities who
exceeded the narrow and cautious official declarations of
the Presidency. However, in Germany, where
Mormonism in 1939 had over 15,000 adherents, the
Church policy passively confirmed the Third Reich.
Although isolated cases of Mormon resistance to
Nazism did occur, including one teenager who was
beheaded for distributing anti-government propaganda,
most members loyally if at times fearfully supported the
regime. Perhaps 600 German Saints gave their lives for
it.~0~
The Mormon Presidency answered the question ofthe
war’s responsibility by fixing moral guilt on
governmental rulers--presumably in this case both Axis
and Allied. Their "lust for unrighteous power and
dominion over their fellow men" might instigate war,
the Presidency held, but in the process political leaders
"put into motion eternal forces [of justice which] they do
not comprehend and cannot control." God himself
would overrule and determine justice, the Presidency
seemed to be saying, relieving citizens of the need to
disobey an unjust sovereign. The roots of such teaching
extended to the First World War when Mormons had
differentiated between the acts of the German regime
and its citizenry.10z This explanation satisfied the
majority of German and American saints, but a few
Mormon-Americans refused to fight and gained
conscientious objector status.103
Following the Japanese surrender, the Mormon
Presidency immediately reasserted its anti-militarism.
Its letter to Utah’s congressional delegation denounced
peacetime conscription as carrying the "gravest dangers
to our Republic." Such a program, the churchmen
declared, foreshadowed a further decline in American
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moral values andposed a threat to democracy and to
peace.~04 Nor had the First Presidency’s perspective
concerning the Second World War changed. "The recent
spread of barbarism and violence over Europe and the
Orient is still shocking the sensibilities of humanity," it
proclaimed a year after the war’s end. Clark in turn
denounced the American use of the atom bomb as "the
crowning savagery of the war" and as "fiendish
butchery."10s In the eyes of the LDS leaders, the war had
ended as it had begun--pursuing folly and barbarism.
The "official" Mormon response to the war had
parallels elsewhere. Its theoretical pacifism, cooling
internationalism, and limited verbal support for the
issues of the conflict closely corresponded with the
wartime patterns of other American religious groups.
And, like them, these ideas were particularly apparent at
Mormonism’s highest hierarchical levels.~06 But if the
Mormon leadership’s response typified religious
Americana, paradoxically it also served the growing
international interests of the Church. By renouncing
war and rendering to each competing Caesar his military
due, the religious movement departed from the narrow
nationalism of its birth.

HE dispassionate but supportive
pronouncements of World War II became
canon for subsequent responses. During
the early stages of the Cold War, Mormons
responded to their country’s call with a
unanirnity which precluded debate. The
Koreant War transpired in virtual ecclesiastical silence, although Clark did offer an obiter dictum on
its technical illegality.~07 Even during the Vietnam
struggle when some Church members again questioned
their military obligation, the Mormon pulpit only
occasionally and obliquely discussed the war. "Though
all the issues of the conflict are anything but clear,"
characteristically declared one Apostle, Boyd K. Packer,
"the matter of citizenship responsibility is perfectly
clear." As with other scripturally-oriented but nonactivist clergy, the Mormon leaders urged compliance to
"the highest civic duty" of armed service.~0s
While consistent with its l~ast precedents, the
Church’s reaction to the Cold War masked an altered
perspective. The Mormon war position of 1942 had been
born during a period when many were alienated from
government, but now it meshed with the leadership’s
growing trust in the American administration’s war
policies. "It is not possible for an individual citizen to
have the information that is available to the President
and the Congress,’" wrote the First Presidency’s office,
"and without all of the facts he is not in a position to
judge [the correctness of the war]." Indeed at one point
the First Presidency expressed its "complete confidence"
in the national government and in its ability to pursue
the Vietnam conflict to an honorable conclusion.~°9
Clearly the affirmative climate of the Eisenhower years,
the specter of communism, the social unrest of the 60s,
as well as the long-standing Americanism of the Saints

had turned the Mormon leaders to the state.
Only a minority of members disagreed with the
official policy. "I cannot allow myself to take refuge by
shifting moral responsibility to the laws of my country
or the orders of my leaders," declared one young
intellectual. "I must have higher loyalties than man’s
laws and governments--to principles, to conscience, to
God.’’~10 In response to such dissent, which centered in
the Church’s liberal, intellectual community, the First
Presidency acknowledged that a member might become
a conscientious objector--but by virtue of personal
conscience and not because of Church doctrine or
membership.l~l Thus as in previous moments of
wartime tension, the conflict between Mormon
pacifism and Mormon civil obedience again surfaced.
But by choosing the former in the 1960s, the young antiwar idealists obviously were willing to discount both
their church’s established traditions as well as the
continuing voice of their religious shepherds.

HE Mormon reaction to war has drawn on
an uneven heritage. Like other Christians,
Latter-day Saints mix pastoral and martial
images. God’s church is a little flock, the
earth a white field ready for harvest, and
converts "sheaves" which have responded
to the "waters of life." Yet shields and
bucklers, rods and swords, conquerors and armies also
characterize
the
LDS canon.1~2 The example of
. ,
.
Mormon~sm
s foun&ng prophet seems as ambivalent.
"Renounce war and proclaim peace," Joseph Smith
recorded in a formal revelation. Moreover Smith advised
against the unnecessary taking of animal life, even the
life of predators.~3 Yet he bore the title of LieutenantGeneral, commanded ove,,r 2,500 troops,,, took sword
exercises, possessed an armor-bearer, exuded the
expansionist spirit of "Manifest Destiny," and dedicated
the sacred Nauvoo Temple while dressed in full military
regalia.~14
Mormon scriptures somewhat clarify the LDS
position. The Book Of Mormon reveals that preColumbian Christians of the Americas practiced
defensive warfare. While detailing approvingly the
pacificism of 1,000 converts who chose death rather
than armed resistance, the scripture obviously sanctions
as one of its central themes the defense of family and
self, rights and property, and nation and religion--but
only upon divine permission.115 There is another
stipulation. Defenders should use forbearance; a first
strike defense policy is equated with defeat.1~6
In addition to their idea of a restrained and religiously
sanctioned defense, Mormons have another belief that
has affected their reaction to wars. They strongly
support "the powers that be"--in war as well as in peace.
"Let no man break the laws of the land," one formal
revelation counseled. "He that keepeth the laws of God
hath no need to break the laws of the land."~17 The need
to sustain civil authority by arms has been heightened by
the unusual reverence Mormonism gives to the land of

its birth. More than a homeland, America is a promised
land, possessed of a holy history and sacred future. God
ordained the Constitution. Thus by deifying its past and
future and declaring its government divinely instituted,
Mormons view the defense of the United States as a holy
venture.~8
Mixing peaceful and militant symbols and calling for
both civil obedience and peaceful restraint to war, the
ambiguous Mormon heritage has left room for
considerable variation as leaders have responded to
conflict and war. However, there have emerged several
discernible patterns. A strain of "qualified" pacifism has
continued throughout the Church’s experience, best
seen in the Saints’ own turmoils but by no means absent
during national war. Tentative and conditional, more
often vocal than substantial, it has surfaced most
strongly when members experienced a sense of
alienation as during the Civil War and post-World War I
eras. In peacetime, Church periodicals have reflected
such sentiment by praising conciliation, arms limitation,
disarmament proposals, and, for non-Mormons,
conscientious objection and pacifism. These expressions
have largely disappeared during actual wartime
conditions--either discarded or privately kept. But
below "official" Church levels, anti-war sentiment has

Man’s duty is to obey his
government, whatever its virtue.

often been present even during wartime conditions.
Such small, disparate, and estranged groups as "otherworld" millennialists, Utah’s German-Americans of the
First World War, or the social activists of the 1960s have
given Mormon "pacifism" a continuing voice.
However, a categorical pacifism has never been a
dominant Mormon response. With the exceptions of the
early Jackson County settlers and subsequent but
infrequent dissenters to the Church’s rule, few Saints
have totally opposed warfaremeven those who have
objected to specific national wars. Indeed as the religious
movement has matured, the Church leaders have
increasingly seen military service as a religious
obligation and state support as a virtue. The Nauvoo
Legion in Illinois and the Mormon Battalion in the
Mexican War, whatever their other justifying motives,
were also expressions of the Church’s civil loyalty. While
the Saints" qualified allegiance during the Civil War
proved an aberration, the Spanish-American War began
the formal routinization of Mormon military service. By
World War II the Presidency’s state allegiance had
become so dominant that it denied wartime
accountability for the rank and file and ceded to the
national state both the immediate and ultimate
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responsibility for war-making. Thereafter, as during the
Southeast Asia conflict, the Mormon confidence in the
purposes and integrity of government has grown.
This trend toward state support has modified the
Church’s theocratic outlook. As the secular state became
dominant, the prospect of the Mormon theocracy
receded and with that dimming, Mormon civil loyalties
became more firmly attached to the American
government. The process paralleled New England’s
transfer of civil allegiance following the gradual decline
of the Congregational establishment during the middle
of the nineteenth century.~19 Moreover, the Second
World War terminated the theocratic ideal that the
Mormon leader should declare by revelatory counsel the
justness and appropriateness of armed resistance.
Nationalism and the growing internationalization of the
Church required not only international military
compliance during the war but demanded that such
compliance be automatic and dispassionately neutral.
Wars also have altered the hopeful anticipations of
Mormon millennialism. The emotion, which powerfully
impelled early Mormonism, peaked during the Civil War
and doubtless contributed to the Saints’ limited war
activity. The prospect of the American Republic’s
imminent fall weakened normal responsibilities. In turn

humanistic and secular trends of the modern era. But by
sustaining government and by placing aside such
notions as theocracy and polygamy, the Church by the
latter half of the twentieth century has emerged as a
conservative voice very much from within the
conventional fold of society.
While for many the Mormon affinity for the state
carries deep moral implications, Church leaders appear
untroubled. Only rarely have they raised the issue of
conscience; nor have they generally justified their
wartime policy by .citing possibly their strongest moral
argument--the danger that civil disobedience might lead
to anarchy. Obviously their vision has centered upon the
practical questions of protecting and expanding their
church’s mission. More than expediency, their policy is
premised in the Christian assurance of divine power and
rewards. An omnipotent and eternal Deity,
transforming the events of war to conform with his will,
eventually will judge both the wicked and the
righteous--if in yet another sphere. Man’s duty is to
obey his goverment, whatever its virtue. Clearly
emphasizing personal purity instead of social
responsibility, and affixing culpability for war upon
government leaders, the formula focuses on a
combatant’s purposes of heart and resulting conduct
rather than the wartime issues of the moment.
The Mormon moral position is symptomatic of the
Church’s larger reaction to war. The competing patterns
of Christian pacifis:m amd military service, church and
state allegiance, Americanism and internationalism, as
well as the millennial tension between an ideal and an
actual world have produced a variety of responses seen
in virtually every armed conflict involving the Church.
Yet LDS leaders themselves have followed a generally
consistent path. Scripturally conservative and "otherworldly" in their stress upon personal salvation, they
have usually pursued restraint in their own conflicts
purity.
while dutifully supporting the bearing of arms in
national wars. Their policy parallels the historic
approach toward war of pietistic Christianity. Not only
the First World War produced a less potent and
has the religious movement subordinated social
secularized millenarianism. But while both conflicts consequence to individual purity, but, perhaps as a
fanned the millennial fires, neither ushered in the partial result, it has also become susceptible and even
Kingdom. Consequently Mormons increasingly sensed supportive to the influences of contemporary
nationalism. The dilemmas of war have brought the
that warfare was a statement of its time--a
demonstration of evil--rather than an immediate herald Mormon leaders to yield to the unrelenting demands of
for the promised day. Ironically, while wars originally modern society while reposing ultimate faith in an
strongly stirred the millennial spirit, by the middle eternal reckoning.

Mormonism and pietistic
Christianity have subordinated
social consequence to individual

decades of the twentieth century, their unfulfilled hopes
cooled the impulse.
The Saints’ altered theocratic and millennial
viewpoints indicate a changed perspective toward the
American mainstream. Early Mormonism appeared
both to contemporaries and to later historians to be
"outside" and perhaps hostile to the dominant
tendencies of Jacksonian America.12° The movement’s
reaction to warfare, however, charted its gradual
conciliation with prevailing Americanism. The wartime
opinions of the Mormon leadership increasingly
paralleled those of other conservative churchmen, while
the Church membership at large expressed sentiments
largely indistinguishable from the nation of their
citizenship--whether American, German, or English.121
True, Mormonism retained its deep antipathy for the
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NEW POLICIES
(TRIBUTE TO MANHOOD)
BY: RICHARD K. CIRCUIT

The Church has announced that commencing 20 September 2082
(and each year thereafter except leap years) a special week of
activities will be convened for the purpose of honoring the men
of the Church. A spokeswoman for the Church said the new program
is designed to emphasize the major role that men have played in
Church history. She noted that Mormon men were some of the
nation’s foremost nineteenth century suffragists, advocating the
once-controversial policy "One Man, One Vote." She also noted that
a number of hearty pioneer men held prominent political positions
and even engaged in numerous professions (including medicine
and law), while at the same time caring for the needs of their plural
wives and children. According to the Church spokeswoman, although the Church has come under severe attack by its enemies
for opposing the so-called MRA (Male Rights Amendment), it has
always recognized the unique contribution of fathers to the institution of the family and hopes the "Tribute to Manhood Week" will
demonstrate that Mormon men are loved and respected by their
Church.
SUGGESTED GUIDELINES FOR WARD ACTIVITIES DURING
"TRIBUTE TO MANHOOD WEEK"
I. FRIDAY EVENING: "Follow the Sisters"
The Friday evening program shall be entitled "Follow the Sisters"
and shall focus on the blessings that men receive by obeying the
counsel of the Sisters. You may want to invite a prominent local
speaker comparable to Bernard Crampbull of West Virginia (the
self-styled Church spokesman on the MRA) to discuss the topic
"Why the MRA would lead to the collapse of the American Civilization in twenty years or less." If no one is available in your ward
comparable to Brother Crampbull, an alternative program could be
a panel discussion of three successful brothers on the topic "Perils
of Fatherhood in the Twenty Eighties." At least one panel member
should be a working father; another, a father with several young
children at home; and third, a father with several grown children,
including at least three teenage daughters. This panel should be
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moderated by the Young Women’s President. The meeting shall be
conducted by the Relief Society President. A member of the Stake
High Relief Society Council shall preside. The opening and closing
prayers may be offered by brothers. Light refreshments may be
served.
II. SATURDAY AFTERNOON: Manhood Handicraft Fair
This activity shall be conducted in the ward cultural hall. Booths
shall be constructed so that all men in your ward can demonstrate
their handicrafts and hobbies. Special emphasis should be made
to seek out inactive brothers. One booth could be staged as a garage,
complete with skill saw, tools, and spare tires. Men should be
allowed to actually demonstrate their crafts and may want to wear
their work-about clothes. However, all Relief Society members
should dress in Sunday clothes to show proper respect for the
manly crafts demonstrated at the handicraft fair. Other hobbies,
such as stamp collecting, jogging, weight lifting, and TV monitoring
should be emphasized. Those men who have gardening skills should
be invited to display vegetables and fruit from their gardens. You
may find it appropriate to allow the men to establish one booth
for the purpose of selling some of their arts and crafts. Note: Any
proceeds from the arts and crafts sale should be placed in the
General Ward Relief Society Fund.
III. SUNDAY EVENING: Dinner Honoring Men
Dinner should be catered. Suggested menu should emphasize
healthy non-fattening foods, but meat loaf, potatoes and gravy, or
casseroles are acceptable. After dinner, show the new Church film
strip "Nine Statues of Manhood." This unique film strip shows the
nine new statues which were created by a prominent Church
sculptress, Eva Farbank, for the new Manhood Visitors Pavillion
located in Orem, Utah. Each statue depicts a phase of man’s traditional, spiritual or temporal experience. The film strip was developed for the Church by the Department of Male Studies at Brigham
Young University.
IV. SUNDAY: Sacrament Meeting
Presiding:
Stake High l~elief Society Counselor.
Conducting:
Ward Relief Society President
Opening Prayer:
May be given by a mature brother.
Opening Song
(congregation):
"We Are All Enlisted in the Conflict."
Suggested speakers and their order:
First Speaker:
Young man-age 12
President of Merry Bees
Topic: "Preparing for Marriage"
Time: 21/2 minutes
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Second Speaker:

Young man-age 14
President of Sweet Bees
Topic: "Preparing for Marriage"
Time: 21/2 minutes

Third Speaker:

Young man-age 16
President of Busy Bees
Topic: "Preparing for Marriage"
Time: 21/2 minutes

Fourth Speaker:

Adult man-age 20 to 25
Father of four children
Topic: "The Joys of Fatherhood"
Time: 5 minutes

Fifth Speaker:

Adult Man-age 35 to 45
Father of eight children
Topic: "The True Meaning of
Fatherhood"
Time: 10 minutes

Song (male trio):

"The World has Need of Willing Men"

Concluding Speaker:

Second Counselor of the Relief Society
Topic: "Challenges Facing Men in
Today’s World"
(Since this is the most important talk
of the day, the speaker should be prepared to speak as long as she is dictated
by the spirit.)
Ward Relief Society President: Remarks
should include personal affirmation that
Church Relief Society leaders love and
respect the efforts of our brothers. Encourage brothers especially to beware
of those false teachers who are advocating alternative economic or temporal
choices for men than those instituted
by biblical prophets and followed by the
Church in these latter days.
Should only be given by a member of
the Relief Society Board

Concluding l~emarks:

Closing Prayer:
Closing Song
(choir of grandfathers):

"Count Your Many Blessings"

NOTE: Please have your ward publicity chairwoman submit stories
accompanied by photographs of your "Tribute to Manhood" activities to CHURCH NEWS, 50 East Temple Lot, 0rein, Utah, 84150.
Selected stories and photographs will be featured in the November
22, 2082, edition of the CHURCH NEWS.
Richard K. Circuit is an attorney who resides in La Jolla, California. He received his B.A.
from Brigham Young University, his J.D. from the University of Utah, and his LL.M. from
New York University.
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continued from p. ,5
significantly to this wealth of
philosophical profundity, but I can
relate my own struggle with the
question of knowledge and how I have
come to translate phrases such as "I
know that [anything] is true" in a way
that allows me to survive testimony
meetings with some degree of
equanimity (not needing to reject or
dismiss the testimonies but also not
feeling intellectually dishonest for not
arguing with them).
In Mark Twain’s "translation" of Eve’s
Diary., he has her describe Adam
thusly: "he is self-educated, and does
really know a multitude of things, but
they are not so." Most of us are like
Adam--we know a multitude of
things which are not so. Even the
things we "know beyond a shadow of
a doubt" to be true, "ain’t necessarily
so." It is my conviction that the
universe owes all6giance to no
person’s perception of it no matter
how certain that person is about being
right. Certainty is a feeling that
connotes an absence of doubt but has
nothing to do with the accuracy of the
observation. It is possible to be certain
and wrong at the same time. I have
heard too many Mormons--and
others--te~stify of the truthfulness of
things which have proven
inaccurate to be comfortable with the
equating of either knowledge or
certainty with an accurate perception
of reality. We simply cannot
distinguish reality from our
perceptions.
C.S. Lewis captured the reasons for
this in his book, A Grief Observed,
which is the journal he wrote after his
wife died. He notes:

identical to what we "see." This is not
to say that we might perceive things
erroneously--we consistently do
misperceive. Psychologists--and
magicians--have generated hundreds
of optical illusions which fool us all.
Even when we know that it is an
illusion and how it works, we
continue to see the illusion rather
than the reality. In addition to the
distortions which we consistently
share, we each have our own
idiosyncratic ways of seeing--or
hearing--things other than the way
they are. We cannot trust even that
which we see with our own two eyes.
Eyewitness accounts of the same
event are notoriously different from
each other.
Beyond this physiological distortion of
reality, we have the psychological
distortions which come from all of our
preconceptions and assumptions. We
view the world through our rosecolored glasses, or maybe the blue
ones or the gray or green or even
chartreuse for those of us with class.
We may not even be conscious of
many of the assumptions which color
our perceptions, and we do not
examine more than a few of them at
best. Even after we have examined
them and admitted our biases, they
continue to influence our
interpretations of events. What we
see is largely determined by what we
expect to see.
We cannot forget our haphazardly
selective memory. Jacques Brel
describes "memory’s treason" as "the
true make-believe." The eminent
psychologist Jean Piaget had a vivid-and visual--memory of being
kidnapped as a child, but years later it
turned out that the kidnapping was a
Five senses, an incurably abstract
story invented by his nurse to cover
intellect; a haphazardly selective
her negligence. The story had been so
memory; a set of preconceptions and
assumptions so numerous that I can
convincingly told that as a child Piaget
never imagine more than a minority
had created a memory of something
of them--never become even
which had never happened and
conscious of them all. How much of
remembered it as being literally true.
total reality can such an apparatus
Research continues to point to the
let through?
unreliability of all of our memories
This is the entry he makes after he
(even yours and mine). Lately, I have
has a powerful realization that "I, or
been amazed when talking with old
any mortal at any time, may be
friends how differently we remember
utterly mistaken as to the situation he what we did together in our
is really in." A playful example of this adolescent years, and I am particularly
dilemma is this observation: "I dream struck with how differently my wife
that I am a butterfly. Am I person
and I remember significant moments
dreaming of being a butterfly or a
in our courtship. We cannot trust our
butterfly dreaming of being a
memories.
person?" How much of reality do we
Hence we can truly know only while
really know? There is much evidence
experiencing. You cannot study
that it is very little.
pleasure in the moment of nuptial
embrace, nor repentance while
The gestalt psychologists have
conclusively demonstrated that we do
repenting, nor analyse the nature of
humour while roaring with laughter.
not perceive the environment
But when else can you really know
accurately. The image which is
projected onto the retina is not
these things? As soon as we start
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thinking we leave the realm of
knowledge and enter the world of
conceptualization and interpretation.
But we cannot talk about our
.experience and share it with each
other--we cannot even understand it
ourselves--until we do think about it.
.And then we know only our
:interpretations and not our
experience. So what do we really
know?
When Adam knew Eve sexually, he
experienced her sexually (I suspect
that she experienced him also, but it is
not part of the record). If I say that I
know you, I mean that I have some
experience with you and the more
experience I have with you, the better
I know you. The same thing applies to
knowledge of objects. My knowledge
of computers reflects my experience
with them.
Likewise, when I say that I know that
the Gospel is true, I am saying that I
experience it as being true. ! am
comfortable making that statement-it is honest. I could not honestly say
the formulaic testimony, however, if I
had to mean that I am certain that my
religious views are completely
accurate and that everyone who
disagrees with me is wrong. And I
could not sit through testimony
meetings if I had to interpret other
people’s testimonies as meaning that
their ideas are correct. With my
translation, I can say (in my mind, of
course), "yes, you experience the
Gospel as being true and so do I, and
the fact that my truth and your truth
are different is irrelevant." We can
even experience the world in exactly
opposite ways and both of us can
know that our experience is true--we
each experience what we experience.
My definition allows me to translate
these absolutistic statements into
personal ones.
I remember that as a youth, I enjoyed
listening to LeGrand Richards talk. He
loved to illustrate his points with
personal experiences and would often
half-apologize, explaining, "All I know
are my experiences." "Bearing my
testimony" for me becomes sharing
the truth that I experience--the
meaning that I find in life. I realize
that it will not be the same as the
meaning that each of you experience,
but I am willing to grant the validity
of your truth for you and hope that
you will grant me the validity of mine
for me. It is all I have to share
because "all I know are my
experiences."

MARVIN RYTTING is associate professor
of psychology at Indiana UniversitylPurdue
University at Indianapolis.
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GOVERNMENT AID TO
EDUCATION: PAYING THE
FIDDLER

for certain programs now find other
programs--not directly funded by the
government--under the control of
federal courts and agencies.
Jay Bybee
Unfortunately, the use of government
In a recent case, Bob Jones University v.
leverage is enormously coercive and is
United States, a United States Court of
subject to the whims and caprices of
Appeals upheld a decision by the IRS
each administration.
that schools which violate "public
Paying the fiddler for the dance seems
policy" by discriminating on the basis
intuitively fair, but there has always
of race may lose tax exempt
status. Broadly stated, the court held
been one reservation: What’s the
fiddler going to play? Will it be
that the IRS need not grant a tax
Strauss? or New Wave?
exemption to any educational
institution whose practices conflict
Unfortunately the government is not
always good about handing out dance
with government policies. By
supporting the IRS, the courts have
programs before the ball begins, and
served notice that any institutional
once the dance begins it is often very
recipient of government benefits,
difficult to stop.
whether the benefits are a direct
The facts surrounding the recent
grant, tax credit, or tax exemption,
in Bob Jones University v. United
must comply with government policies decision
States illustrate well how capriciously
or lose the benefit. In essence the
the government may make use of its
judiciary has said, "If you want to
leverage. Bob Jones University, a
dance, you have to pay the fiddler."
fundamentalist school in South
The government has long used aid to
Carolina, believes that the Bible
education as a means of subsidizing,
prohibits interracial dating and
and thereby encouraging, certain
marriage and has accordingly
activities. Within the past few years,
established a strict code of student
however, the government has found
conduct to that effect. Although the
an even greater instrument re,,~
University receives no government
fostering changes in the behavior of
funds (because of a previous skirmish
educational institutions: leverage. The
with the government, BJU’s otherwise
federal government has most often
eligible students do not even receive
used leverage in its foreign relations
G.I. Bill payments), it does qualify for
where, for example, U.S. arm sales are a tax exemption under § 501 of the
conditioned upon the buying country’s
Internal Revenue Code as a
making changes in its internal affairs.
"corporation . . . organized and
Thus, the U.S. has used its leverage
operated exclusively for religious . . .
over one area (arms sales) to gain
or educational purposes."
control over another (internal affairs).
The IRS, however, decided that since
The tool has proven so effective in
"public policy" favors nondiscriminaforeign relations that now it is being
tion, BJU would no longer qualify for
effectively used against educational
the tax exemption. BJU sued to
institutions which have accepted, and
overturn the IRS ruling; a U.S.
become dependent upon, federal aid.
District Court judge found in favor of
Schools, colleges, and universities
the University, but the Fourth Circuit
which began accepting aid years ago
Court of Appeals agreed with the IRS.

Then, before the Supreme Court
could hear BJU’s appeal, the Reagan
administration announced that it no
longer wished to deny tax-exempt
status to Bob Jones and asked the
Court to vacate the appeal as moot.
While the sudden reversal caught
everyone, including the Supreme
Court, off guard, there were signs
that even the administration was
unsure of its change of heart. In one
brief filed with the Supreme Court,
the government’s attorney specifically
noted that he disagreed with certain
portions of his brief. Evidently feeling
that the government could no longer
support the position it had taken in
the Court of Appeals, the Supreme
Court took the unprecedented step of
appointing outside counsel (former
Secretary of Transportation William
Coleman) to argue in favor of the
lower court’s decision.
While the merits of the case raise
many interesting questions regarding
tax exemptions, discrimination,
education, and religious freedoms, the
case also demonstrates how far the
government can carry its leverage
power. Congress has chosen to grant
general tax immunity to certain
institutions which are recognized as
serving a useful community function.
Yet the IRS sought to remove that tax
immunity, not because Bob Jones
University had ceased to function as
an institution of religious or higher
education but because some things
which BJU taught and encouraged its
students to practice did not comport
with social ideas currently held by
others--all loosely defined as "public
policy." Ironically, BJU’s policy was,
until recently, also the policy in
several states, as state miscegenation
laws were struck down as
unconstitutional only fifteen years
ago.
Moreover, the use of government
leverage against colleges and
universities is not confined to
fundamentalist colleges rationalizing
discrimination by appealing to the
Bible. The leverage power is real and
has been and can be used against
almost any institution in the name of
any alleged "public policy." In the
1970s government statisticians
declared that schools such as
Columbia University of California did
not have satisfactory affirmative
action programs. Officials at the
Justice Department threatened to
withdraw all government aid-amounting to several hundred million
dollars--unless the universities
complied. At least in the case of
Columbia, government aid in one
form or another was a significant part
of its budget, the loss of which would
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have crippled the university.
Even BYU--like BJU, a stickler for
avoiding government aid--has been
threatened by government leverage
and may face a new round of
problems if the Supreme Court
affirms the decision of the Court of
Appeals. In 1976 it appeared that if
BYU dismissed an employee for
procuring an abortion or engaging in
premarital sex, HEW would have cut
off all government funds going to
BYU or its students (such as G.I. Bill
payments). Because BYU protested
HEW’s regulations, the agency
evidenced that it did not intend to
enforce these policies against BYU.
When BYU first accepted G.I. Bill
payments, it had no way of knowing
the tune the fiddler would eventually
play: although no longer treated as
such, both abortion and fornication
have been criminal offenses.
This is not just conservative hype.
While government leverage has been
largely confined to enforcement of
civil rights policy during the past two
decades, there is no guarantee that
the government will confine its areas
of interest. In fact, in the turbulent
60s, some colleges were coerced, by
the threat of loss of government aid,
into reporting on the political
activities of their students. Where
might "public policy" be turned next?
More recently, leverage has been used
to force changes in university athletic
programs and in schools’ policies
regarding the handicapped, but there
are any number of possibilities. More
and more, courts have entertained
suits involving the policies of schools,
colleges, and universities on sexual
preference, bilingual education, course
curricula, and library content.
The net effect of all of this may be
the gradual transformation of the
private school into a public institution.
It is easy to say that schools can
merely decline a grant-in-aid or a tax
exemption to avoid the conditions
imposed by the government, but
actually refusing the funds or the tax
break may, at this point in time, be
suicidal. The increased use of leverage
threatens to either homogenize
historically independent institutions as
they comply with government policy
or eliminate many private schools
completely as they cannot survive
without the government benefits-such as tax exemptions--they have
counted on. Paying the fiddler’s bill
for the dance may make many wish
they had never danced in the first
place.
JAY BYBEE is a practising attorney in
Washington, D.C.
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WOMEN IN EXILE
Paul M. Edwards
With the defeat of the Equal Rights
Amendment on my mind and the
wave of reaction pro and con beating
against my ear, the opportunity to
comment on the whole question of
the feminist movement is too great to
resist. I am aware that male
commentators are just about as
acceptable to the cause as the
bourgeoise who speak in favor of the
proletariat. But I am primarily
interested in philosophical method and
am not intending either to argue or to
avoid the issue. I must confess,
though, that I have cast my lot with
those who seek to bring about the
equality of persons. That in itself
requires that I support efforts by
women to achieve equality.
Risking further difficulty with the
reader, I would like to paraphrase
Christabel Pankhurst, who remarked
that "’women must grow their own
backbone before they are going to be
any use to themselves," and suggest
that women are going to have to
develop a philosophy before they will
have equality. Most women I know
have considerable backbone, but in the
main they have not dealt with the
intellectual heritage that they are
fighting, nor the society they seek
equality within. Like men--perish the
thought--they seem to have made the
assumption that if something wrong
exists the way to fight is to push
harder, beat on it, and if necessary
destroy it. This system has not
worked well for reformers before, and
I am suggesting that it is not going to
work well now.
My thesis is that women have been
less than successful in their battle to
achieve equality for two reasons. One
is that the movement itself has not
made up its mind whether it is a
revolution or a rebellion. The second
is that women in general are living in
somewhat self-imposed exile. It is my
opinion that what most feminists are
suggesting is a rebellion not a
revolution. The distinction is that a
revolution is designed to overthrow

and reorganize power, to alter the
nature of the contract between
persons, whereas a rebellion is
designed to replace those in power. If,
in fact, the feminist movement is
looking for a new world social system,
they might perhaps be looking for a
revolution. But if that is the case
there must be a cause other than their
own power, a promise to the people
who must join the revolution, a
message that outlines a better life for
all those involved. Unfortunately, that
is not the message I get.
What I hear being advocated is
rebellion. The point seems to be to
replace those in power, to alter the
"rights" of others so they can be
confiscated by the rebellious body. If
this is the case then those rebelling
must have either authority or might.
It is difficult to fight such a battle on
the basis of equality, for in a world of
selective equality few give up their
share in return for the ideal. Such a
battle requires making oneself seem
both distinct from the ruling body (in
order to overthrow it) and very much
like the ruling body (in order to
replace it). If it is a rebellion that is
being promoted, I offer my
condolences because I do not think
there is a chance of winning.
If I am wrong and what is wanted is a
revolution in the nature of society, of
human roles, of universal assumption
for male and female, then this draws
me to my second concern. Women’s
position has not been one of
subordination, but one of exile.
Women are quite often aliens in their
own society. The condition of exile is
one of waiting, one of living at once
in the past and future, but where
memories of a former existence are
more pronounced than the
expectations of future changes. The
passive exile lives on the memories of
what never was. The revolutionary
exile lives on hopes and schemes that
will never materialize. The majority of
exiles oscillate between melancholy
and euphoria. The exiled person )s one
without the opportunity of dialogue,

forbidden to exchange words (having
no language that is complimentary
with the society), resembling in exile
the life of the beast. In a very
provocative quote Mary Levin asserts
"’the essential characteristic of this
alienated man is his belief that he is
unable to fulfill what he believes is his
rightful role in society."
How does such a segment of the
society become exiled? Many reasons
can be listed, but three ways are
worth mentioning. The first is by
becoming other. This is accomplished
by the process of systematically
setting up a "they" against which one
takes an identity. One means has been
the celebrated "male-sale" myth in
which man’s exploitation of women is
seen as a unique event. Men (and
women) have exploited one another
for centuries, and victimization is not
the exclusive role of the female of the
species. "Prostitution"--often seen as
one of the more obvious methods of
exploitation--is no more the isolated
arena of women who sell their bodies
for a living than of men who sell
their muscles for bread. To "work the
streets" is no more an exploitation of
the human body than to "work the
docks." What is different is the
assumption that what a woman sells
is her unique femaleness, while the
man sells only his labor. But to make
this kind of assumption is to identify
the sex as being different from, and
separated out of, the community
which faces the problem of the
prostitution of human dignity for the
means to live.
A second way in which alienation
occurs is the publicity of the "other"
status, particularly those situations
which by their very nature isolate
women from community. Let me
suggest that one of the greatest
symbols of the sale of women into
inequality is not to be found in the
playmate of the month nor in socalled sexist language. It lies in the
Sunday supplement "bridal page"
where young women proudly pose as
candidates for the position of people.
They seem to be urging the
community to recognize them
through what they are becoming rather
than who or what they are.
What is it we want publicized?
Obviously, in our fondest dreams, we
want to tell the world about what we
are proud of, or would be proud to be.
The message of this myth is that
women want to publicize their exile
status; they enact, without apparent
concern, the role of alien seeking a
sponsor for acceptance into the world.
Another related problem is the
assumption of minority. Women are

not a minority in the numerical,
economic, philosophical, historical, or
sociological use of the word. Female
insistence on being considered a
minority has placed the women’s
liberation movement in the same
category as the Black or the MexicanAmerican. This is not correct, and
women will never clearly understand
or be understood if they continue to
be identified in this fashion.
Women are unlike the Blacks. The
Blacks tried assimilation and found
that to maintain their identity status
they had to accept a minority status.
Women on the other hand, while not
assimilated, have no minority status.
They have, however, been rather
successfully isolated by the selfcreated myth that they are lesser in
number, or lesser in worth, or lesser
in acceptance. Minorities have a
different set of needs. Minorities
present their case, and are responded
to, in terms of ~heir rights as small
but significant segments of the
society. Women fail to address the
question when they maintain this
attachment to minority status.
A third cause of alienation lies in the
fact that women have failed either to
share the philosophical basis of the
society, or to establish one of their
own which allows unity with the
society. Few efforts have been made
to understand, and when necessary to
combat, the philosophical assumptions
that are the basis for their exile. Let
us look at just one such assumption.
The development of a philosophical
abstraction that recognizes sameness
in a large context is called a universal.
At this point, we need to ask if
universals, as they reflect upon
persons, have been "value free." Or
do they more realistically reflect the
maleness of those who have
traditionally inspected, and then
described their inquiry. A brief survey
of philosophy would show that a
distinction exists between men and
women in the universal called
humanity. It would also show this
distinction exists because men
fashioned it and no woman has made
the effort to alter it. With all due
respect to Carol Gould, who has
discussed the problem, there is still no
alternative view for consideration. By
suggesting this view can be altered, I
mean that women have been content
to--or perhaps just so ill informed as
to--allow this sort of distinction to
exist. They have made no effort to
ride the same philosophical waters in
hope of a different or perhaps more
"universal" answer. Until some effort
is made to deal in depth with the
intellectual milieu, to take the stand of
philosophical judgment, and to correct

the understandable (if indeed idiotic)
misconception, nothing will happen.
What do I mean? Take the case of
rationality. With the growth of civil
society came the claim of rationality
and the dominance of reason as a tool.
Because of the nature of the society
and the value of this tool, it was
identified as "human quality." Since
men played a dominant role in the
structure--or created a structure in
which they were dominant--it is not
difficult to see the connection.
Rationality was identified as a male
trait and eventually was the dominant
human trait. "’Humans are animals
that reason" is an old and accepted
definition. Because women chose to be
identified more with culturalizing
than civilizing--that is, with living
rather than organizing--they were
assigned characteristics which reflect
cultural rather than civil society. Such
characteristics as softness, sweetness,
warmth, concern, and the like-certainly not exclusively female, but
they did appear to be irrational. These
are not necessarily irrational, perhaps
only arational. Unfortunately
arationality appeared to the evaluators
(male philosophers) as a lesser role
than the ordering of society. So
because the role was female and
because the role was subordinate, it
was a simple matter to associate
subordinate roles with subordinate
women. The point is that the
development of the civil society and
its close connection with the
development of rational thought led,
through faulty logic, to the totally
unacceptable conclusion that if women
were not involved in civic building
they were not rational, and if they
were not rational they were not
human.
I strongly disagree. However, this
concept is but one of several dozen
which in a subtle and determined
fashion undermine women’s efforts
for equality. Phi!osophically--and this
is more significant than many like to
accept--women are aliens to today’s
society. If this is true, and if women
are serious about their quest and are
willing to leave exile (with all its
advantages, as well as its problems)
then they are going to have to become
involved in the work of identifying
the character of the intellectual
community and thus assume their
normal home as equals in a world of
persons.
PAUL M. EDWARDS is president of
Temple School in Independence, Missouri,
which provides theological training for
clergy of the Reorganized Church of Jesus
Christ of Latter Day Saints.
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GENEROUS ENOUGH TO
INCLUDE US ALL
Susan Staker Oman
I can tell it’s Sunstone Symposium
time again. Peggy has been on the
phone for nearly a month now, and
the office is filled virtually around the
clock with working (sleeping) bodies,
missing and/or meeting a myriad of
deadlines. It was the same last year,
and somehow most things got done.
For me, at least, that symposium was
worth the hassle. It was one of those
unexpected experiences which make a
difference.
We tried to build last year on one of
our successes from the year before.
We had invited, almost as an
afterthought, several ministers to
speak at our concluding banquet. "Tell
us your frank opinions of Mormon
culture and theology" was our only
instruction or ground rule.
We began to doubt our sanity when
the first minister, a Baptist, stepped to
the microphone. "Let me tell you why
Joseph Smith was not a prophet," he
intoned. An uneasy silence descended.
Then the Methodist and the
Presbyterian spoke, and the Catholic
monsignor concluded with a challenge
that we learn to live together in love
and understanding.
A worthy goal. "I’ve lived in this
community for 20 years," said one
minister Peggy had called, "and this is
the first time I’ve been asked to talk
to a Mormon audience. Usually
conversion and not communication is
the goal in a religious discussion." The
Baptist admitted later that before the
symposium, he didn’t think he had
anything in common with Mormons.
"Meeting Mormons like those at the
symposium and reading your
magazine," he said, "has helped me
realize that we do have similar
concerns."
In that spirit we included many more
non-Mormons on last year’s program,
some from such diverse points as

California and New York City. We
weren’t ready for the response from
many of those we had considered our
core supporters. They weren’t
interested in "ecumenism" (something
of a dirty word it turned out). If these
complainers were single minded
enough, they could have scheduled
their time at the symposium so they
heard only papers by Mormons, for
Mormons, about Mormons. I hope
rather that they were open enough to
discover the gracious Christianity of
John C. Bennett, to laugh at the wit
of Peter Berger, to respond to the
poetic evocations of Kenneth
Woodward’s Catholic childhood.
I went and was amused and outraged
and informed and stretched--and
changed. I am one who learns in "fits
and starts." I establish emotional and
intellectual equilibrium, and for a
while nothing much seems to effect
me. Meanwhile the bothersome quirks
and anomalies are collecting in my
subconscious, making it a pretty
crowded and quarrelsome place. Then
some little thing--usually minute,
even petty--sets off a revolution. All
the pieces have to be put back
together in a radically new way.
The idea which fomented my personal
revolution at the symposium seems
embarrassingly obvious: Mormons are
not the only religious people in the
world. Because I’m so thoroughly
Mormon, in my genes and in my
upbringing, I’ve habitually ascribed
the good things in my life to my
religion; the feelings and experiences
inspired by this church without
parallel, the Lord’s one true, must also
be unique. Such assumptions set up a
false dichotomy of religious Mormons
and nonreligious or secular nonMormons.
Seeing these naive beliefs against a
larger backdrop was initially
disconcerting but eventually exciting.
At Christmas time Peggy and I went
to the meetings of the American
Academy of Religion in San Francisco.
Half of the bearded men in corduroy

jackets in America must have been in
the lobby of the Hilton on check-in
day. In the elevators people were
arguing free will or the omniscience
of God. We fell in with a group of
Adventists. We exchanged horror
stories about our authoritarian
institutions and discussed our
prophets, our nineteenth century
history, missionary work, churchsponsored education, dietary and
behavioral codes.
We had the same intense experience
when Peter Steinfels, editor of the
Catholic periodical Commonweal, came
to Salt Lake. We talked about the ties
which bind us to our faiths. On both
occasions there was a deeper sense of
belonging to a community of
searching believers (refugees from the
secular world) than there was of
being adherents to mutually exclusive
claims to God’s particular favor.
Not that I’ve ceased to celebrate the
singular vision my church has to
share with the world. But I am no
longer threatened by the fact of being
more ordinary than I had supposed. In
fact, a healthy dose of feeling less
peculiar, less chosen, would be a relief
for many of us. We are often whiny
and obsessed by narrow issues.
Mormon life and letters suffer.
Michael Williams, the founder of
Commonweal, described a less selfconscious, more graceful approach:
How can Catholic thought, the
Catholic outlook in life and the
Catholic .philosophy of living, as
distinct from what might be called
the Catholic inlook and individual

experience, be conveyed to the mind
of the whole American people?
The Catholic novelist Flanner
O’Connor said it more succinctly
when asked to define "the Catholic
novel." "[Some say] a novel that
deals with problems of
the faith; I’d rather say a Catholic
mind looking at anything," she said,
and added, "making the category
generous enough to include myself."
Mormon "inlook" has its place. I’m
glad that we can get together and
examine our secret joys and secret
pains. But such self-examination
should never be at the expense of
Mormon "outlook"--trying to
communicate with those "out there."
Open relationships with outsiders will
necessarily expand the boundaries of
our lives and sometimes cause
personal revolutions. I still maintain
it’s worth the hassle.
So despite the complaints, the
symposium this year still looks pretty
"ecumenical." But for me that has
become a richly-nuanced word.
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